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10010-000-54 MUSIC
STAND
10010-000-55 MUSIC
STAND
10010-000-57 MUSIC
STAND
10010-000-59 MUSIC
STAND
10010-000-60 MUSIC
STAND
10010-000-61 MUSIC
STAND
10010-000-65 MUSIC
STAND
10010-000-78 MUSIC
STAND
10010-000-99 MUSIC
STAND

KIRJELDUS

K&M’s colorful collection of music stands
helps to make music fun for kids of all ages.
Folding, 3-piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands
helps to make music fun for kids of all ages.
Folding, 3-piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands
helps to make music fun for kids of all ages.
Folding, 3-piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands
helps to make music fun for kids of all ages.
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helps to make music fun for kids of all ages.
Folding, 3-piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands
helps to make music fun for kids of all ages.
Folding, 3-piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands
helps to make music fun for kids of all ages.
Folding, 3-piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands
helps to make music fun for kids of all ages.
Folding, 3-piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands
helps to make music fun for kids of all ages.
Folding, 3-piece telescopic design.
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white
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red
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green
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yellow
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lilac

1
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silver
shadow

1

€ 17,49

€ 20,99

rainbow

1

€ 17,49

€ 20,99

10012-000-00 CARRYIN For music stands 100/1, 10062 and 10065.
G CASE
Waterproof nylon carrying case featuring
velcro flap fastener and adjustable shoulder
strap. Color: black with silk-screened K&M
logo.
10041-000-55 MUSIC
An elegant music stand with an extra-wide black
STAND
music desk, thanks to its additional sheet
»ROBBY« holders. The desk angle is continuously
adjustable. Easy to set-up.
10050-000-11 MUSIC
Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism. nickelSTAND
colored

1

€ 4,18

€ 5,02

1

€ 24,86

€ 29,83

1

€ 21,12

€ 25,34

10050-000-54 MUSIC
STAND
10050-000-55 MUSIC
STAND
10050-000-59 MUSIC
STAND
10050-000-78 MUSIC
STAND

Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism. blue

1

€ 21,12

€ 25,34

Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism. black

1

€ 21,12

€ 25,34

Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism. red

1

€ 21,12

€ 25,34

Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism. silver
shadow

1

€ 21,12

€ 25,34

10050-000-99 MUSIC
STAND
10057-000-55 MUSIC
STAND

Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism. rainbow

1

€ 21,12

€ 25,34

The newly designed music stand is very
versatile. With a height adjustment from 500
to 1,300 mm it meets the requirements for
many uses. This inimitable music desk can
be opened and folded with one simple
movement. Solid zinc elements ensure
stability and durability.
10062-000-55 MUSIC
Like model 10041 »Robby«, but three-piece
STAND
compact folding design. Special music desk
»ROBBY can be enlarged up to 80 cm thanks to 8
EXCLUSIV additional sheet holders. Suitable for large or
«
small scores. Die-cast zinc mechanism locks
desk smoothly and securely at the desired
angle.
10065-000-11 MUSIC
Big & beautiful, three-piece folding music
STAND
stand with large, deep desk.

black

1

€ 24,09

€ 28,91

black

1

€ 29,70

€ 35,64

nickelcolored

1

€ 28,16

€ 33,79

10065-000-55 MUSIC
STAND
10065-000-78 MUSIC
STAND

black

1

€ 28,16

€ 33,79

silver
shadow

1

€ 28,16

€ 33,79

1

€ 37,95

€ 45,54

Big & beautiful, three-piece folding music
stand with large, deep desk.
Big & beautiful, three-piece folding music
stand with large, deep desk.

10068-000-55 SCHOOL Professional music stand with lightweight
black
ORCHEST aluminum music desk. A precision prismatic
RA
»V-block« connector attaches the desk to
the shaft.

10100-013-11 MUSIC
STAND

Our classic music stand has been
redesigned. To provide new user friendly
and comfortable height adjustment, the 101
was supplemented with clamp elements
which protect the finish. The new nickel
colored or black powder coating provides a
modern note and is extremely resistant to
wear and tear and guarantees optimal
protection against corrosion. With the
optional carrying case, the collapsible music
stand is always stored away and can be
easily transported to any destination.
10100-013-55 MUSIC
Our classic music stand has been
STAND
redesigned. To provide new user friendly
and comfortable height adjustment, the 101
was supplemented with clamp elements
which protect the finish. The new nickel
colored or black powder coating provides a
modern note and is extremely resistant to
wear and tear and guarantees optimal
protection against corrosion. With the
optional carrying case, the collapsible music
stand is always stored away and can be
easily transported to any destination.
10111-000-00 CARRYIN For music stands 101, 102, 103. Waterproof
G CASE
nylon carrying case featuring velcro flap
fastener and nylon handle. Color: black with
silk-screened K&M logo.
10700-000-02 MUSIC
Brilliant Performance! The proven and very
STAND
stable music stand is now also available in a
high quality chrome finish. The black
clamping elements protect the finish and
ensure comfortable and user friendly height
adjustment. Larger end caps and the
extremely stable leg construction provide the
music stand with extraordinary stability.
10700-000-11 MUSIC
Brilliant Performance! The proven and very
STAND
stable music stand is now also available in a
high quality chrome finish. The black
clamping elements protect the finish and
ensure comfortable and user friendly height
adjustment. Larger end caps and the
extremely stable leg construction provide the
music stand with extraordinary stability.
10700-000-55 MUSIC
Brilliant Performance! The proven and very
STAND
stable music stand is now also available in a
high quality chrome finish. The black
clamping elements protect the finish and
ensure comfortable and user friendly height
adjustment. Larger end caps and the
extremely stable leg construction provide the
music stand with extraordinary stability.
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1
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nickelcolored
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black

1

€ 39,60

€ 47,52

10711-000-00 CARRYIN For music stands 107 and 10041.
G CASE
Waterproof nylon carrying case featuring
velcro flap fastener and adjustable shoulder
strap. With silk-screened K&M logo.
10810-000-55 MUSIC
Sturdily designed, it is made of steel, black
STAND
powder-coated. This three-piece folding
music stand is equipped with beautifully
designed, easy-to-use clamping elements.
Its large music desk with integrated
nameplate provides lots of space for your
personal sheet music.
10811-000-00 CARRYIN To store and transport music stand 10810.
G CASE
Sturdy nylon fabric, waterproof. Comes with
zipper and 2 nylon handles. Black with K&M
logo.
11450-000-00 CARRYIN For orchestra music stands 118/1 etc.
G CASE
Waterproof nylon carrying case for K&M
orchestra music stands. Features 2 internal
compartments and outside pocket for music
and accessories. Wrap-around zipper, sturdy
nylon handles and a removable, adjustable
shoulder strap. Color: black with silkscreened K&M logo.
11460-000-00 CARRYIN The ideal carrying case for Orchestra Music
G CASE
Stand 119402 fabric handles and a zipper
along the length of the case provide the
needed comfort. The bottom of the case is
equipped with a piece of fabric with Velcro to
protect the stand and the music desk from
scratches during transport.
11515-000-55 MUSIC
Wide-angle music desk attaches to
HOLDER Hackbrett stand 28070. Foldable for
transport.
11520-000-55 SHEET
Attaches to stands with tubing diameter up
MUSIC
to 30 mm. Steel clamping mechanism. Metal
AND
music desk is adjustable for angle and
DOCUME depth.
NT
HOLDER
11540-000-55 SHEET
Torsion-resistant sheet music holder in steel
MUSIC
with integrated K&M logo. High-class, easyAND
to-use aluminum clamping element with
DOCUME protective plastic inserts, attaches to tubes
NT
with diameter up to 30 mm. Tiltable music
HOLDER holder is infinitely adjustable in height and
angle. Music desk depth 30 mm. Folds very
small, easy to carry.
11560-000-55 MAGNET A powerful magnet to hold sheet music to
music stands and other metal surfaces.
Black plastic covering with felt lining.
Custom imprinting of customer logos are
available on request.

1

€ 8,25

€ 9,90

1

€ 46,20
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€ 10,45

€ 12,54
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€ 29,04
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€ 15,18
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black
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black

1

€ 17,49
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black

1

€ 40,04

€ 48,05

black
with
K&M
logo

1

€ 2,09

€ 2,51

black

11561-000-55 MAGNET

A powerful magnet to hold sheet music to
music stands and other metal surfaces.
Black plastic covering with felt lining.
Custom imprinting of customer logos are
available on request.

black
with
custom
er logo
(plus
charge
s for
special
logo)

1

€ 2,31

€ 2,77

11580-000-29 POWER
MAGNET

Strong magnetic power - mini size, easy to zincuse. Steel casing with K&M logo. 2 magnets plated
in blister packaging.
(unit: 2
pcs.)
Strong magnetic power - mini size, easy to zincuse. Steel casing with K&M logo. 2 magnets plated
in blister packaging.
(unit:
10 pcs.
in PET
bag)

2

€ 2,97

€ 3,56

10

€ 10,12

€ 12,14

1

€ 4,62

€ 5,54

1

€ 104,72

€ 125,66

1

€ 104,72

€ 125,66

11581-000-29 POWER
MAGNET

11590-000-55 Sheet
Music
Holder

The alternative to clothes pegs holding
black
sheet music in place – unobtrusive, virtually
invisible and simple to use. This patented
sheet music holder resulted from the
schools' talent competition "Creative Minds
2011" and was awarded first prize by the
jury. The holder consists of a base section
with integrated magnets, which is secured
under the sheet music rest. The two caps at
the ends of the transparent rubber lace are
plugged onto the ends of the opened-out
sheet holder on the sheet music rest.
Opened sheet music books, folders, etc. are
held securely, unaffected by the wind. Music
and text can be read through the transparent
lace and the pages can still be turned. The
sheet music holder is suitable for the music
stands from König & Meyer's product groups
»Baseline« and »Topline«. The small sheet
music holder can be transported folded,
while on the stand.
11611-000-00 WOODEN An elegant music stand with an angular, 4- walnut
MUSIC
leg design for optimum stability. Made from
STAND
solid beech. The stand is available in three
natural finishes.
11616-000-00 WOODEN An elegant music stand with an angular, 4- beech
MUSIC
leg design for optimum stability. Made from
STAND
solid beech. The stand is available in three
natural finishes.

11617-000-00 WOODEN An elegant music stand with an angular, 4MUSIC
leg design for optimum stability. Made from
STAND
solid beech. The stand is available in three
natural finishes.
11701-000-00 WOODEN Music stand with a curved baroque design.
MUSIC
Made from solid beech. The stand is
STAND
available in three natural finishes.
11706-000-00 WOODEN Music stand with a curved baroque design.
MUSIC
Made from solid beech. The stand is
STAND
available in three natural finishes.
11707-000-00 WOODEN Music stand with a curved baroque design.
MUSIC
Made from solid beech. The stand is
STAND
available in three natural finishes.
11811-000-01 ORCHEST These professional-quality orchestra music
RA MUSIC stands are rock-steady thanks to the dieSTAND
cast base and folding legs. A prismatic »Vblock« connector attaches the removable
desk to the stand. Desks are available in a
variety of premium woods and other
materials.
11811-050-01 ORCHEST These professional-quality orchestra music
RA MUSIC stands are rock-steady thanks to the dieSTAND
cast base and folding legs. A prismatic »Vblock« connector attaches the removable
desk to the stand. Desks are available in a
variety of premium woods and other
materials.
11812-000-01 ORCHEST These professional-quality orchestra music
RA MUSIC stands are rock-steady thanks to the dieSTAND
cast base and folding legs. A prismatic »Vblock« connector attaches the removable
desk to the stand. Desks are available in a
variety of premium woods and other
materials.
11812-000-55 ORCHEST These professional-quality orchestra music
RA MUSIC stands are rock-steady thanks to the dieSTAND
cast base and folding legs. A prismatic »Vblock« connector attaches the removable
desk to the stand. Desks are available in a
variety of premium woods and other
materials.
11818-000-01 ORCHEST These professional-quality orchestra music
RA MUSIC stands are rock-steady thanks to the dieSTAND
cast base and folding legs. A prismatic »Vblock« connector attaches the removable
desk to the stand. Desks are available in a
variety of premium woods and other
materials.
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11818-000-55 ORCHEST These professional-quality orchestra music
RA MUSIC stands are rock-steady thanks to the dieSTAND
cast base and folding legs. A prismatic »Vblock« connector attaches the removable
desk to the stand. Desks are available in a
variety of premium woods and other
materials.
11819-500-01 ORCHEST These professional-quality orchestra music
RA MUSIC stands are rock-steady thanks to the dieSTAND
cast base and folding legs. A prismatic »Vblock« connector attaches the removable
desk to the stand. Desks are available in a
variety of premium woods and other
materials.
11831-000-01 ORCHEST Like model 118/1, but desk has additional
RA MUSIC shelf.
STAND

11832-000-01 ORCHEST
RA MUSIC
STAND

11841-000-01 ORCHEST
RA MUSIC
STAND
11842-000-01 ORCHEST
RA MUSIC
STAND
11852-000-55 ORCHEST
RA MUSIC
STAND
11865-000-55 MUSIC
STAND
»SYMPHO
NY«

black
stand,
black
alumin
um
desk

1

€ 61,60

€ 73,92

nickel
stand,
beech
woode
n desk

1

€ 64,90

€ 77,88

nickel
stand
with
walnut
woode
n desk
Like model 118/1, but desk has additional
nickel
shelf.
stand
with
black
woode
n desk
Similar to 118/1, with longer shaft for
nickel
extended stand height. Nickel stand with
stand,
wooden music desk.
walnut
woode
n desk
Similar to 118/1, with longer shaft for
nickel
extended stand height. Nickel stand with
stand,
wooden music desk.
black
woode
n desk
This sturdy orchestra stand is designed with black
stackable legs to maximize storage space.

1
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1
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1

€ 72,38

€ 86,86

1

€ 84,81

€ 101,77

1

€ 40,15

€ 48,18

1

€ 42,57

€ 51,08

Steel music desk with an original stamping black
in the design of a waving music line. Metal
base with foldable feet. The music desk can
be easily attached due to its prismatic
connector.
11870-000-55 ORCHEST Orchestra music stand made completely of black
RA MUSIC lightweight aluminum, 3-piece folding
STAND
design. The removable music desk attaches
easily to the stand and simply locks into
place.

11888-000-55 ORCHEST Compact, all-aluminum orchestra stand
black
RA MUSIC that's perfect for the traveling professional. A (unit: 2
STAND
prismatic »V-block« connector attaches the pcs.)
removable desk to the stand.
11888-050-55 ORCHEST Compact, all-aluminum orchestra stand
black
RA MUSIC that's perfect for the traveling professional. A
STAND
prismatic »V-block« connector attaches the
removable desk to the stand.
11899-000-55 ORCHEST Orchestra music stand with a lightweight
black
RA MUSIC perforated steel music desk. Exclusive nonSTAND
marring height adjustment mechanism to
protect the finish.
11900-000-55 Sound
In keeping with the European Union
black
Insulation directive on noise abatement aimed at
Stand
orchestras, the concave plexiglass shield
provides hearing protection for the musician
stationed in front of other performers. The
stand can be used on both sides, depending
on requirements. The stable tripod
construction affords safe usage and a long
product life. The shield's practical prismatic
»V-block« connector makes it quick and
easy to connect to the stand.
11940-000-55 Orchestra Powder-coated, perforated steel music stand black
Music
with plastic connecting elements. The music
Stand
stand rest can be attached and removed
using the plastic, user-friendly, quick-release
lock. There is a large, easy-to-use wing nut
making adjustment of the tilt easy. The stand
can be freely adjusted to any height using
the non-scratch tension sleeve.

2

€ 121,44

€ 145,73

1

€ 62,59

€ 75,11

1

€ 44,55

€ 53,46

1

€ 92,18

€ 110,62

1

€ 25,19

€ 30,23

11950-000-55 ONEHAND
ORCHEST
RA MUSIC
STAND

1

€ 71,28

€ 85,54

A brand new orchestra music stand including black
an infinitely variable height adjustment
system to find quickly the stand height you
require. Whether standing or sitting, a fast
and easy one-handed press of a button is all
it takes to adjust the music stand to the
desired height. The low tripod design with
large foot end caps affords excellent stand
stability and plenty of leg room. The stand
can be folded by removing a screw. The
sheet music plate has a practical prismatic
»V-block« connector making it quick and
easy to connect to the stand.

11980-000-55 ONEHAND
ORCHEST
RA MUSIC
STAND

12120-000-55 ORCHEST
RA MUSIC
STAND
12125-000-55 ORCHEST
RA MUSIC
STAND
12140-000-55 UNIVERSA
L TABLETOP
STAND
12150-000-55 LAPTOP
STAND

12155-000-55 LAPTOP
STAND

12175-000-55 MUSIC
STAND

A brand new orchestra music stand including black
an infinitely variable height adjustment
system to find quickly the stand height you
require. Whether standing or sitting, a quick
and easy one-handed press of a button is all
it takes to adjust the music stand to the
desired height. The perforated plate is easy
to dismantle with the tried and tested
prismatic »V-block« connector, and when the
tripod base has been folded, the music
stand is ready for transport.
A lightweight orchestra music stand with
black
collapsible music desk made of plastic;
perfect for mobile use. The stand comes
with a black nylon bag for easy carrying.
Foldable music desk made of plastic; perfect black
for mobile use. The stand can be adjusted
very high by a double extension. A black
nylon bag is included.
Foldable 3 legged table-top tripod for
black
laptops and multimedia equipment, also
suitable for manuscripts, lecture notes, sheet
music, etc. The continuous-tilt mounting
plate is simply attached with a prismatic
connector to the stand.
Height adjustable tripod with ergonomic
black
clamping elements. The laptop rest plate
can be easily attached to the bottom part by
a prismatic connection. Includes a
clampable mouse rest.
The convenient and comfortably sized laptop black
rest of 400 x 290 mm is large enough to hold
notebooks, laptops or similar products in a
range of sizes. The V-shaped connector
means the laptop rest can be quickly
detached for transport. Its angle can also be
altered to any position with the clamping
lever. The stable 3-legged base section folds
compactly.
The new music stand is a useful supplement black
to the current range. The stand impresses
users by a low weight of only 2.3 kg and the
large music desk which folds compactly. It is
especially suitable for musicians who travel
a lot, but nonetheless do not want to do
without the comfort of a large sheet music
desk. Thanks to its robust metal joint, the
music stand can even be set up horizontally.
The integrated name plate adds a personal
touch. Comes with a carrying case.

1

€ 64,13

€ 76,96

1

€ 34,54

€ 41,45

1

€ 38,94

€ 46,73

1

€ 34,43

€ 41,32

1

€ 78,43

€ 94,12

1

€ 41,36

€ 49,63

1

€ 38,39

€ 46,07

12179-000-55 MUSIC
STAND

Locking base with U-profile steel legs. Legs
are foldable for easy transport. With a
special locking mechanism in the base the
legs lock tightly, making the stand ultra
stable. The removable perforated steel
music desk attaches to the stand with 2
locking screws.
12180-000-55 Laptop
This practical and extremely stable table
Stand
stand is perfect for laptops, DJ systems and
other multimedia equipment. The support
arms can very quickly and easily be tilted to
max. 33º in 5 stages. Self-adhesive rubber
protectors and soft caps protect the
equipment. The table stand has a height of
290 mm. There is sufficient room between
the base sections for an additional 10" unit
(battle mixer, etc.). An optional extra tray can
take additional equipment such as an
external soundcard.
12182-000-55 Tray for the A useful addition to the laptop stand 12180
Laptop
designed to hold additional multimedia
Stand
equipment such as an external soundcard.
The tray is practical and easy to mount on
both sides of the stand using a clamping
screw. In addition the tray can easily be
pivoted.
12211-000-55 TRAY
A practical music and instrument tray made
of wood with felt inner-lining. Attaches to
K&M stands with tubing diameter up to 30
mm.
12212-000-55 TRAY
A practical music and instrument tray made
of wood with felt inner-lining. Attaches to
K&M stands with tubing diameter up to 30
mm.
12218-000-55 TRAY
A practical music and instrument tray made
of aluminum with felt inner-lining. Attaches to
K&M stands with tubing diameter up to 30
mm.

black

1

€ 34,76

€ 41,71

black

1

€ 45,54
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black

1

€ 14,63

€ 17,56

walnut

1

€ 18,26

€ 21,91

black

1

€ 18,26

€ 21,91

black

1

€ 20,02

€ 24,02

12230-000-55 MUSIC
STAND
LIGHT
»STARLIG
HT MINI«

Versatile lamp with newest LED technology black
(2 special LED's) and many extras. The
lamp can be powered either with 3 batteries,
3 rechargeable batteries (AAA) or with AC
power. Extra batteries can be stored within
the lampshade. Pleasant bright and
continuous light without a significant
temperature generation. Flexibly adjustable
beam angle with a telescopic arm and
swiveling lampshade. Due to the specially
designed clamp the lamp can be attached to
K&M music stands as well as tables or shelf
boards up to 35 mm thickness. The lamp
can also be used as a reading, camping or
workshop light. Additional highlight: Spare
battery compartment in the lamp base. CEmark.
AC adapter for Germany and most
black
European countries. Input 230V AC. Output
6V DC. With jack connector 3.5 mm. Length
of cable 1.8 m. With TÜV-GS and CE-mark.

1

€ 20,79

€ 24,95

1

€ 6,27

€ 7,52

Shines so bright... the brightest music stand black
light available in our product range.
Innovative LED technology (18 special
LED's) produces a colourless, even and
flicker-free light and a high spread
illumination. A new lamp generation
featuring distinctive long-lasting lifetime,
shock resistance and a low power
consumption of 230V/4W. No significant
temperature increase, no UV radiation. With
elegant gooseneck for a flexible adjusting of
the light beam.
12236-000-00 CARRYIN For storage and transport of the music stand
G CASE
light »Starlight« 12235. Black with K&M
logo.
12250-013-55 MUSIC
Classic music stand light with black light
black
STAND
shade. Three-way tilt adjustment for precise
LIGHT
placement. Two meter electrical cable with
on-off switch and Euro-style plug. One
tubular bulb included. Uses only tubular
bulbs with a maximum rating of 25 watts. Indoor use only. CE-mark.
12253-000-55 MUSIC
Music stand light with black light shade. With black
STAND
elegant gooseneck for precise placement.
LIGHT
Two meter electrical cable with on-off switch
and Euro-style plug. One tubular bulb
included. Uses only tubular bulbs with a
maximum rating of 25 watts. In-door use
only. CE-mark.

1

€ 33,99

€ 40,79

1

€ 7,04

€ 8,45

1

€ 20,13

€ 24,16

1

€ 35,31

€ 42,37

12231-000-55 POWER
UNIT

12235-000-55 MUSIC
STAND
LIGHT
»STARLIG
HT«

12260-013-55 DOUBLE
MUSIC
STAND
LIGHT

Double music stand light (320 mm) with
black
black light shades. Three-way tilt adjustment
for precise placement. Two meter electrical
cable with on-off switch and Euro-style plug.
Two tubular bulbs included. Uses only
tubular bulbs with a maximum rating of 25
watts. In-door use only. CE-mark.

1

€ 32,56

€ 39,07

Another "highlight" from König & Meyer's
black
range of lights. The exceptionally flexible
goose neck allows the musician to choose
either a focussed beam or flat light. Each
lamp head contains a pack with four LEDs,
which can be switched on or off individually.
The latest LED technology guarantees a
bright source of light, long product life and
minimal consumption of energy. The light is
attached to surfaces with a maximum
thickness of 25 mm using the clip. This multipurpose attractive lamp functions with
batteries or external power supply. The
power pack and 3 batteries are included in
the delivery.
12275-000-55 DOUBLE Double music stand light (320 mm) with
black
MUSIC
black light shades. With elegant gooseneck
STAND
for precise placement. Two meter electrical
LIGHT
cable with on-off switch and Euro-style plug.
Two tubular bulbs included. Uses only
tubular bulbs with a maximum rating of 25
watts. In-door use only. CE-mark.
12280-000-00 POWER
Power unit for music stand light 12285.
UNIT
Electronic regulate power unit (stabilized
design) to comply with EN 60724/50558.
Input 110 to 240 V AC. Output 4.5 V DC 900 mA. Frequency 50 to 60 cycles per
second. DC-hollow plug 2.1 x &gt;12 mm
(polarity negative outside), cable length
approx. 2 m, cable removable from unit
(plug). CE-mark.
12281-000-00 CARRYIN To store and transport music stand light
G CASE
12285. Molded interior recesses for light,
adaptor and batteries/rechargeable pack.
Black with K&M logo.
12285-000-55 MUSIC
Unique music stand light which operates
black
STAND
with 3, 6 or 9 batteries or rechargeable
LIGHT
batteries (AA). 9 batteries provide up to 24
hours of light. Designed for indoor and
outdoor use. High-efficiency electronic
lighting system. The light can also be used
with an AC adapter. Batteries and power unit
are sold separately.

1

€ 21,78

€ 26,14

1

€ 50,49

€ 60,59

1

€ 8,80

€ 10,56

1

€ 7,37

€ 8,84

1

€ 25,85

€ 31,02

12270-000-55 Music
Stand Light
»Twin
Head«

12286-000-55 MUSIC
STAND
LIGHT
PACKAGE
12290-000-00 REPLACE
MENT
BULB
12293-000-00 LED
REPLACE
MENT
BULB
12342-000-55 ORCHEST
RA
CONDUCT
OR STAND

12380-000-81 LECTERN
»OVATION
«

12383-000-81 PROMOTI
ONAL
BOARD
(excl.
Logo)
12386-000-81 LECTERN
»OVATION
PRO«

12387-000-00 PROTECTI
VE
COVER
FOR
LECTERN
12388-000-00 TRANSPO
RTATION
CASE
(HARD
CASE)
FOR
LECTERN

The K&M battery light 12285-000-55 with
power unit 12280-000-00, packed in an
attractive carrying case.

black

1

€ 34,54

€ 41,45

1

€ 3,19

€ 3,83

1

€ 10,78

€ 12,94

black

1

€ 184,14

€ 220,97

silver

1

€ 519,97

€ 623,96

silver

1

€ 18,81

€ 22,57

silver

1

€ 650,32

€ 780,38

Tear-proof, water-repellent nylon fabric with
linen-like look, foamed cover. Zip closure,
two carrying straps and a shoulder strap.
Black.

1

€ 84,81

€ 101,77

Stable, plastic case with aluminum edges
and casters. Foamed compartments for
housing the folded lectern and accessories.
Black.

1

€ 581,13

€ 697,36

Replacement tubular light bulb for 12250000-55, 12253-000-55, 12260-000-55 and
12275-000-55.
Replacement tubular light bulb for 12250000-55, 12253-000-55, 12260-000-55 and
12275-000-55.
A conductor's desk for mobile or stationary
use. There are pull-out music racks on both
sides made of black wood. The bottom part,
which is made of black powder-coated steel
tubes, is quick and easy to set up and fold
back up, and it is convenient to transport in
just two parts.
Sturdy, sloping extruded aluminum column,
with raised legs (for plenty of leg room).
Elegant manuscript rest with an embossed
aluminium surface and stop rail. Height and
angle are infinitely variable adjustable.
Elegant cable management with feedthrough bushing and cable clips.
Board facing the audience for affixing logos
and promotional use. Quick mounting and
removal without tools using 2 clamping
screws (included in delivery). Optional: foil
lettering to customer specifications.
Sturdy, sloping extruded aluminum column,
with raised legs (for plenty of leg room).
Elegant manuscript rest with an embossed
aluminum surface and stop rail. Height and
angle are infinitely adjustable. Elegant cable
management with feed-through bushing and
cable clips. Two 3-pin XLR microphone
sockets, acoustically insulated for recording
with gooseneck or other lightweight
microphones with XLR plugs (not included).

12400-000-11 TABLE
MUSIC
STAND
12440-000-00 UNI-BOY
»BOOK«
STAND
12440-012-54 UNI-BOY
»BOOK«
STAND
12440-012-59 UNI-BOY
»BOOK«
STAND
12440-012-60 UNI-BOY
»BOOK«
STAND
12440-012-61 UNI-BOY
»BOOK«
STAND
12450-000-00 UNI-BOY
»CLASSIC
« STAND
12450-012-54 UNI-BOY
»CLASSIC
« STAND
12450-012-59 UNI-BOY
»CLASSIC
« STAND
12450-012-60 UNI-BOY
»CLASSIC
« STAND
12450-012-61 UNI-BOY
»CLASSIC
« STAND

Expandable, folding table-top music stand
with sheet music retainers.

nickelcolored

1

€ 9,35

€ 11,22

The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose tabletop stand for sheet music, books,
magazines, reports etc. Available in 22-piece
promotion package with 4 assorted colors
(blue, red, yellow, green).
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose tabletop stand for sheet music, books,
magazines, reports etc. Available in 22-piece
promotion package with 4 assorted colors
(blue, red, yellow, green).
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose tabletop stand for sheet music, books,
magazines, reports etc. Available in 22-piece
promotion package with 4 assorted colors
(blue, red, yellow, green).
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose tabletop stand for sheet music, books,
magazines, reports etc. Available in 22-piece
promotion package with 4 assorted colors
(blue, red, yellow, green).
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose tabletop stand for sheet music, books,
magazines, reports etc. Available in 22-piece
promotion package with 4 assorted colors
(blue, red, yellow, green).
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose tabletop stand for sheet music, books,
magazines, reports etc. Available in 22-piece
promotion package with 4 assorted colors
(blue, red, yellow, green).
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose tabletop stand for sheet music, books,
magazines, reports etc. Available in 22-piece
promotion package with 4 assorted colors
(blue, red, yellow, green).
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose tabletop stand for sheet music, books,
magazines, reports etc. Available in 22-piece
promotion package with 4 assorted colors
(blue, red, yellow, green).
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose tabletop stand for sheet music, books,
magazines, reports etc. Available in 22-piece
promotion package with 4 assorted colors
(blue, red, yellow, green).
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose tabletop stand for sheet music, books,
magazines, reports etc. Available in 22-piece
promotion package with 4 assorted colors
(blue, red, yellow, green).

4 color
set
(unit:
22
pcs.)
blue
(unit:
12pcs.)

22

€ 73,48

€ 88,18

12

€ 41,47

€ 49,76

red
(unit:
12
pcs.)

12

€ 41,47

€ 49,76

green
(unit:
12
pcs.)

12

€ 41,47

€ 49,76

yellow
(unit:
12
pcs.)

12

€ 41,47

€ 49,76

4 color
set
(unit:
22
pcs.)
blue
(unit:
12
pcs.)

22

€ 73,48

€ 88,18

12

€ 41,47

€ 49,76

red
(unit:
12
pcs.)

12

€ 41,47

€ 49,76

green
(unit:
12
pcs.)

12

€ 41,47

€ 49,76

yellow
(unit:
12
pcs.)

12

€ 41,47

€ 49,76

13020-000-55 File Holder Neat and tidy! Keep track of your sheet
black
music and make sure it is always in easy
reach with König & Meyer's new file holder.
Its stable construction will not feel the strain even under the weight of the thickest of files.
The holder can be folded very compactly for
transport. The integrated tapped holes allow
you to mount a variety of instrument pegs for
clarinet, flute, oboe, etc. The rubber end
caps protect floors and ensure stability.

1

€ 15,18

€ 18,22

13100-000-55 MUSIC
HOLDER
13330-000-01 BASS
DRUM
STAND
14000-000-02 DRUMME
R'S
THRONE
»GOMEZZ
«

Small, collapsible music holder attaches to black
any stand with a diameter of up to 30 mm.
Designed for large marching drums. Upper nickel
rack covered with thick soft rubber. Easy
height-adjustment, foldable.
Professional drummer's throne: stable,
chrome
foldable 3-leg base with fixed large rubber
end caps for good floor contact and shock
absorption. Optional extra: attachable
Spikes 14002. Continuous height
adjustment by a notched system with 10 mm
steps for a quick and precise height
positioning. Locking height adjustment
mechanism features a comfortable pullbutton and handy clamping lever. Very
sturdy and unique rod combination. The
detachable seat features an innovative diecast flange. The seat is wobble-free thanks
to a clamping lever which permits a seat
rotation from loose to fixed position. The
ergonomic seat reduces pressure on the
drummer's thighs. Perfect comfort from
sophisticated upholstery in black, high
quality grained soft imitation leather. As a
world-wide first, this drummer's throne has 4
threaded screw sockets on the bottom side
of the seat to attach a ButtKicker. Optional
extra: holder with tuning key 14001.

1

€ 10,78

€ 12,94

1

€ 56,54

€ 67,85

1

€ 138,82

€ 166,58

14001-000-00 HOLDER
WITH
TUNING
KEY

Made from high-quality plastic material with
flexible hooks for secure attachment and
easy removal of the tuning key(s). Attaches
to the bottom side of the drummer's throne
»Gomezz« 14000, as well as to all K&M
drummer's thrones and other models using
the Spax screws included. Standard
(square) tuning key included for percussion
instruments. SONOR special key (for square
head bolts with slot) may be fitted
additionally.

1

€ 8,03

€ 9,64

14002-000-00 SPIKE
SET

For drummer's throne »Gomezz« 14000,
spikes are inserted into the rubber end caps.
If required, the existing Allen screws can be
replaced by the spikes to ensure fixed
position of the drummer's throne while
drumming and after leaving seat. Set
consists of 3 spikes, 1 Allen key (to remove
Allen screw) and 1 ring key (to fix spikes).
14003-000-00 CARRYIN Sturdy carrying case for drum throne
G CASE
»Gomezz« 14000. Tearproof nylon material,
water-resistant. The case comes with
padded handles and an adjustable shoulder
strap. Plastic rubber feet protect the bottom
of the case. 2 internal compartments
separate base from the seat.
14007-000-02 DRUMME Professional drummer's throne: stable,
chrome
R'S
foldable 3-leg base with fixed large rubber
THRONE end caps for good floor contact and shock
absorption. Optional extra: attachable
Spikes 14002. Continuous height
adjustment by a notched system with 10 mm
steps for a quick and precise height
positioning. Locking height adjustment
mechanism features a comfortable pullbutton and handy clamping lever. Very
sturdy and unique rod combination. The
detachable seat features an innovative diecast flange. The seat is wobble-free thanks
to a clamping lever which permits a seat
rotation from loose to fixed position.
Extremely comfortable deluxe cushioned
seat diameter 380 mm covered with high
quality black soft nappa imitation leather with
classic graining. Optionally available - the
14001 holder with tuning key.

1

€ 7,48

€ 8,98

1

€ 26,95

€ 32,34

1

€ 134,20

€ 161,04

14010-000-02 Drummer’s Low Rider! The smallest drum throne in the
Throne
K&M series really does have depth. With a
»Piccolino« height adjustment from 360 – 470 mm, it is
the ideal companion for drummers who
prefer lower seating. It's great for children
too. There is a simple-to-use clamp with a
patented push-button system for fine height
adjustment in 15 mm steps. A comfortable
clamp handle functions to provide extra
stability and snug positioning. The small
footprint diameter of 430 mm is ideal when
space is restricted and is also a feature
contributing to the stability of the throne. The
comfortable cushioned seat with a durable,
tough artificial leather cover has a diameter
of 300 mm and does an excellent job - even
when you're playing over long periods of
time. The rotational stiffness can be freely
adjusted from easy to taut.!!
14015-000-55 DRUMME Sturdy, professional drum throne with
R'S
foldable 3-leg base. Wide base for added
THRONE stability. Wobble-free locking heightadjustment mechanism is extremely
functional and user-friendly.
14016-000-55 DRUMME Sturdy, professional drum throne with
R'S
foldable 3-leg base. Wide base for added
THRONE stability. Wobble-free locking heightadjustment mechanism is extremely
functional and user-friendly.
14020-000-02 Drummer’s The »Picco« drummer's throne is a good
Throne
choice, not just for the beginner, but for the
»Picco«
advanced player too. A unique clamp with a
patented push-button system affords userfriendly height adjustment. The handy
clamping lever provides additional stability
and a precisely fitted position. The stable
double-braced steel leg construction with
large floor protectors is the soul of this
robust and reliable introductory model. The
height is adjustable in 15 mm intervals from
485 to 680 mm. The small footprint with a
diameter of 540 mm makes the throne ideal
when space is at a premium – and it is
nonetheless stable. The comfortable
upholstered seat with a durable, non-slip
leather cover and a diameter of 300 mm
does a great job, even when used over long
periods of time. The swivel feature can be
adjusted from smooth to stiff using the easyto-use wing nut.

chrome

1

€ 51,59

€ 61,91

black
leather

1

€ 70,40

€ 84,48

black
fabric

1

€ 71,72

€ 86,06

chrome

1

€ 51,59

€ 61,91

14030-000-02 Drummer’s The »Grande« drummer's throne is an all
Throne
rounder, demonstrating comfort and
»Grande« excellent stability. The tried-and-tested
precision height adjustment mechanism with
a ratchet knob and clamping lever allows
height adjustment at 10 mm intervals. The
stable double-braced steel leg construction
and robust floor protectors provide a good
grip. The comfortable upholstered seat
(&oslash; 330 mm) with a durable, resistant
cover makes fatigueless playing for hours
possible. The swivel feature can be adjusted
from smooth to stiff using the easy-to-use
wing nut. Height can be adjusted from 490
to 690 mm. The medium footprint of 620 mm
provides good stability even when space is
at a premium.
14041-000-00 CARRYIN Sturdy carrying case for stools 14044/14045
G CASE
and 14046/14047.Tearproof nylon material,
water-resistant. The case comes with
padded handles and an adjustable shoulder
strap. Plastic rubber feet protect the bottom
of the case. Reinforced outer shell to protect
the stands.
14042-000-55 BACKRES Attaches to K&M drum thrones
T
14015/14016, 14055/14056 and stool
14052/14053. Adjustable in height and
distance from the seat. Oval cushion
covered with black imitation leather or wearresistant black fabric.
14043-000-55 BACKRES Attaches to K&M drum thrones
T
14015/14016, 14055/14056 and stool
14052/14053. Adjustable in height and
distance from the seat. Oval cushion
covered with black imitation leather or wearresistant black fabric.
14044-000-55 STOOL
No matter whether you play guitar, keyboard
or another instrument, this redesigned stool
lends the right support for your back every
time you play. The ergonomically shaped
seat will perceptibly relieve pressure on your
back and prevent premature tiredness.
Moreover, the seat, which is covered with
fabric, can be freely adjusted to any angle.
The height can be adjusted from 600 to 900
mm to suit every individual. The practical
and beneficial foot rest can also be height
adjusted. The robust construction of the legs
and the integrated foot end caps ensure the
stool is sturdy and safe. The stool can be
folded flat for transport.

chrome

1

€ 71,50

€ 85,80

1

€ 31,46

€ 37,75

black
leather

1

€ 42,57

€ 51,08

black
fabric

1

€ 44,11

€ 52,93

black
fabric

1

€ 107,91

€ 129,49

14045-000-55 STOOL

No matter whether you play guitar, keyboard black
or another instrument, this redesigned stool leather
lends the right support for your back every
time you play. The ergonomically shaped
seat will perceptibly relieve pressure on your
back and prevent premature tiredness.
Moreover, the seat, which is covered with
imitation leather, can be freely adjusted to
any angle. The height can be adjusted from
600 to 900 mm to suit every individual. The
practical and beneficial foot rest can also be
height adjusted. The robust construction of
the legs and the integrated foot end caps
ensure the stool is sturdy and safe. The
stool can be folded flat for transport.

14046-000-55 Pneumatic The stool with power! The popular and
stool
functional stool 14044/14045 has been
upgraded againThe secret lies in the
integrated pneumatic spring for effortless
and comfortable height adjustment. Simply
release the clamping knob and it couldn't be
easier to adjust the height.
14047-000-55 Pneumatic The stool with power! The popular and
stool
functional stool 14044/14045 has been
upgraded againThe secret lies in the
integrated pneumatic spring for effortless
and comfortable height adjustment. Simply
release the clamping knob and it couldn't be
easier to adjust the height.
14051-000-55 FOOTRES Attaches to K&M stool 14052/14053, drum
T
thrones 14015/14016 and 14055/14056.
Steel construction. Footrest folds away for
freedom of movement.
14052-000-55 STOOL
Multi-purpose stool, ideal for keyboardists,
bassists, etc. Very sturdy tripod base.
Wobble-free height adjustment mechanism,
foldable. Large, comfortable seat covered
with black imitation leather or wear-resistant
black fabric.
14053-000-55 STOOL
Multi-purpose stool, ideal for keyboardists,
bassists, etc. Very sturdy tripod base.
Wobble-free height adjustment mechanism,
foldable. Large, comfortable seat covered
with black imitation leather or wear-resistant
black fabric.

1

€ 107,91

€ 129,49

black
fabric

1

€ 130,35

€ 156,42

black
leather

1

€ 130,35

€ 156,42

black

1

€ 22,00

€ 26,40

black
leather

1

€ 108,02

€ 129,62

black
fabric

1

€ 109,01

€ 130,81

14055-000-55 DRUMME
R'S
THRONE
»NICK«

14056-000-55 DRUMME
R'S
THRONE
»NICK«

14065-000-55 KEYBOAR
D BENCH

14065-000-81 KEYBOAR
D BENCH

14066-000-55 KEYBOAR
D BENCH

14068-000-00 CARRYIN
G CASE

14075-000-55 KEYBOAR
D BENCH

14076-000-55 KEYBOAR
D BENCH

A sturdy, high-quality drum throne featuring
an ergonomically-designed seat. Wobblefree locking height-adjustment mechanism is
extremely functional and user-friendly. Large
3-foot radius for best-possible stability. Fullyfoldable. Molded seat covered with black
imitation leather or wear-resistant black
fabric.
A sturdy, high-quality drum throne featuring
an ergonomically-designed seat. Wobblefree locking height-adjustment mechanism is
extremely functional and user-friendly. Large
3-foot radius for best-possible stability. Fullyfoldable. Molded seat covered with black
imitation leather or wear-resistant black
fabric.
Comfortable keyboard bench with high
quality black imitation leather or wearresistant black fabric seat 540 x 300 mm,
height-adjustable, wobble-free design,
collapsible for easy transport.
Comfortable keyboard bench with high
quality black imitation leather or wearresistant black fabric seat 540 x 300 mm,
height-adjustable, wobble-free design,
collapsible for easy transport.
Comfortable keyboard bench with high
quality black imitation leather or wearresistant black fabric seat 540 x 300 mm,
height-adjustable, wobble-free design,
collapsible for easy transport.
Sturdy carrying case for different keybaord
benches. Tearproof nylon material, waterresistant. The case comes with padded
handles and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Plastic rubber feet protect the bottom of the
case.
Extremely wide keyboard bench, sturdy
tubular steel, height-adjustable, wobble-free
design, collapsible for easy transport, black
imitation leather or wear-resistant black
fabric seat 650 x 300 mm.
Extremely wide keyboard bench, sturdy
tubular steel, height-adjustable, wobble-free
design, collapsible for easy transport, black
imitation leather or wear-resistant black
fabric seat 650 x 300 mm.

black
leather

1

€ 91,96

€ 110,35

black
fabric

1

€ 94,60

€ 113,52

black
leather

1

€ 36,74

€ 44,09

silver
leather

1

€ 36,74

€ 44,09

black
fabric

1

€ 38,50

€ 46,20

1

€ 24,09

€ 28,91

black
leather

1

€ 55,66

€ 66,79

black
fabric

1

€ 55,66

€ 66,79

14080-000-55 Piano
Bench
»Uplift«

This advanced piano bench offers the pianist black
pure comfort. Built-in pneumatic springs
leather
allow the height of the bench to be adjusted
while sitting comfortably. Your preferred
sitting position can be found in no time at all
with the easy-to-use adjustment handle.
The compact steel construction and large
round floor protectors make this attractively
designed bench extremely stable. Excellent
sitting comfort is achieved by a wearresistant imitation leather seat covering for
enjoyable and relaxed piano playing.

1

€ 184,80

€ 221,76

14081-000-55 Piano
Bench
»Uplift«

This advanced piano bench offers the pianist
pure comfort. Built-in pneumatic springs
allow the height of the bench to be adjusted
while sitting comfortably. Your preferred
sitting position can be found in no time at all
with the easy-to-use adjustment handle. The
compact steel construction and large round
floor protectors make this attractively
designed bench extremely stable. Excellent
sitting comfort is achieved by a wearresistant fabric seat covering for enjoyable
and relaxed piano playing.
Its compact steel tubing construction and
large round foot end caps make this
attractive bench significantly more stable.
Excellent sitting comfort is achieved by an
attractive skai leather seat covering for
enjoyable and relaxed keyboard playing.
The two sided spring-loaded locking screws
make precision height adjustment easy.
There is an engraved height scale to find
your personal setting with ease. The bench
complements keyboard table 18810.
Its compact steel tubing construction and
large round foot end caps make this
attractive bench significantly more stable.
Excellent sitting comfort is achieved by a
wear-resistant fabric seat covering for
enjoyable and relaxed keyboard playing.
The two sided spring-loaded locking screws
make precision height adjustment easy.
There is an engraved height scale to find
your personal setting with ease. The bench
complements keyboard table 18810.

black
fabric

1

€ 184,80

€ 221,76

black
leather

1

€ 113,30

€ 135,96

black
fabric

1

€ 113,30

€ 135,96

14085-000-55 PIANO
BENCH

14086-000-55 PIANO
BENCH

14092-000-55 Piano Stool Perfect Position. You are always sitting in
black
the right position with this comfortable piano
stool. The round seating area and heavy
duty immitation leather cover and a diameter
of 350 mm provide extraordinary seating
comfort. The height adjustment is variable
thanks to an integrated pneumatic spring.
The lever is located under the seat and is
easy to operate. The settings vary from 470
and 600 mm. For ease of transport the stool
can be disassembled into 3 parts.

1

€ 107,25

€ 128,70

14093-000-55 Piano Stool Perfect Position. You are always sitting in
black
the right position with this comfortable piano
stool. The rectangular seating area and
heavy duty immitation leather cover and
dimensions of 430 x 330 mm provide
extraordinary seating comfort. The height
adjustment is variable thanks to an
integrated pneumatic spring. The lever is
located under the seat and is easy to
operate. The settings vary from 470 and 600
mm. For ease of transport the stool can be
disassembled into 3 parts.
14100-011-55 Double
The 14100 double bass stand is a high
black
Bass Stand quality product. Its stable support arms have
a protective rubber coating and the stand is
easy to fold for transport. The newly
developed V-shaped base for the endpin
means it is easy to place the instrument
securely in the stand. The quality
workmanship and robust materials
guarantee stability and a long life. The
integrated bow holder is a very practical
addition.
14110-011-55 Cello
The cello stand 14110 is a high quality
black
Stand
product. The stable support arms have a
protective rubber coating and it can be
folded easily and quickly for transport. The
newly developed V-shaped base for the
endpin means it is easy to position the
instrument securely in the stand. The quality
workmanship and robust materials
guarantee stability and a long life. The
integrated bow holder is a very practical
addition.

1

€ 111,10

€ 133,32

1

€ 73,92

€ 88,70

1

€ 73,92

€ 88,70

14130-000-95 Cello
Stand

The more travelling you do, the greater the cork
need for a reliable travel companion for your
cello. This compactly folding cello stand is
an excellent stand for use on the road or at
home. It looks good and stores your cello
safely until your next appearance. The
surfaces, which come in contact with the
instrument, are covered with an attractive
rubber/cork material to protect your
instrument. There are three different width
settings for the body of the instrument.
Adjustable stabilisers protect the floor and
ensure the stand is stable. The useful bow
holder can be folded away to facilitate
transport.
This new instrument stand was designed
black
especially for the electric double bass. The
flexible metal support bracket, upholstered
with protective rubber provides optimum
hold of the instrument. The newly developed
V-shaped base for the endpin means it is
easy to position the instrument securely in
the stand. Compact when folded, it is highly
suitable for mobile use. The clever design is
completed by the flocked bow holder.

1

€ 44,22

€ 53,06

1

€ 73,92

€ 88,70

14300-000-55 SAXOPHO Adjustable folding stand for Eb Alto and Bb black
NE STAND Tenor Sax. Fiberglass reinforced plastic
base. Flexible upper support arm for
different bell sizes. Lower support arm
bracket with several vertical locking
positions. All instrument support parts
covered with exclusive non-marring plastic
coating. To be used with peg holder 14301
and clarinet peg or with peg holder, adapter
15281 and pegs for trumpet, soprano sax or
flugelhorn.
14301-000-55 PEG
Holder for instrument pegs.
black
HOLDER
14303-000-00 CARRYIN Universal carrying case for 2 saxophone
G CASE
stands 14300 or other combinations like 1 x
14300 and 1 x music stand 101.Tearproof
nylon material, water-resistant. With sturdy
nylon handles and 2 separate internal
compartments.
14315-000-55 SOPRANO Adjustable folding stand for curved Soprano black
SAXOPHO Saxophones. Fiberglass reinforced plastic
NE STAND base. Flexible upper support arm for
different bell sizes. All instrument support
parts covered with exclusive non-marring
plastic coating.

1

€ 14,96

€ 17,95

1

€ 4,40

€ 5,28

1

€ 11,22

€ 13,46

1

€ 22,88

€ 27,46

14160-000-55 Stand for
Electric
Double
Bass

14330-000-55 SAXOPHO Practical, easy to use and stable stand for
NE STAND Eb alto saxophones. Solid square-type
»JAZZ«
aluminum tubes with a large central locking
screw, protective rubber bumps where stand
connects with the saxophone body and the
bell. Embedded foot end caps. Folds
compactly, can be transported in the
supplied velour bag in the saxophone bell.
14335-000-55 SAXOPHO Practical, easy to use and stable stand for
NE STAND tenor saxophones. Solid square-type
»JAZZ«
aluminum tubes with a large central locking
screw, protective rubber bumps where stand
connects with the saxophone body and the
bell. Embedded foot end caps. Folds
compactly, can be transported in the
supplied velour bag in the saxophone bell.
14340-000-55 SAXOPHO Robust and handy: This ultra-small,
NE STAND extremely compact saxophone stand, the
»SAXXY« »Saxxy«, provides support for Eb alto
saxophones. The wonderful thing about it is
that, when folded up in the velour bag that
comes with it, the stand can be stored and
transported in the bell of the saxophone.
14350-000-55 SAXOPHO Robust and handy: This compact saxophone
NE STAND stand, the »Saxxy«, provides support for Bb
»SAXXY« tenor saxophones. The wonderful thing
about it is that, when folded up in the velour
bag that comes with it, the stand can be
stored and transported in the bell of the
saxophone.
14410-000-55 BARITONE Extra-sturdy tripod base. Large support
SAXOPHO bracket with several locking positions.
NE STAND Height adjustable. Instrument support arms
are covered with special non-marring plastic
to protect instrument.
14510-000-55 Pick Holder Where is my Pick? No worries, your picks
are always ready and at hand with K&M's
Pick Holder. Just attach the holder to your
microphone stand. The pick holder has 2
sections which can be linked together. Each
section can hold max. 3 picks. If you need to
store even more picks, more units can be
linked. The units are made from heavy-duty
plastic and are very durable. Includes 4
picks of 0.81 mm thickness in different
colors.

black

1

€ 29,04

€ 34,85

black

1

€ 31,57

€ 37,88

black

1

€ 25,52

€ 30,62

black

1

€ 29,59

€ 35,51

black

1

€ 34,98

€ 41,98

black

1

€ 2,75

€ 3,30

14530-000-06 GUITAR
CAPO

Professional capo for nearly all six and
mat
twelve string guitars with flat or slightly
chrome
curved fingerboards. The capo's unique
clamping mechanism is quick to attach to
the guitar neck and just as simple to release.
This model is die cast in zinc with rubber
inserts. The parallel clamping mechanism
means there is no "string bend" when
attaching the capo and tuning is not
affected. Contact pressure is precisely
adjustable and the ergonomic design makes
for next-to-no interference while playing near
the capo. No pre-setting necessary - simple
and quick to mount on other frets.

1

€ 18,81

€ 22,57

14535-000-06 GUITAR
CAPO

Professional capo for nearly all six and
mat
twelve string guitars with curved
chrome
fingerboards. Attached and released with
one hand. The capo's unique clamping
mechanism is quick to attach to the guitar
neck and just as simple to release. This is a
quality zinc die cast model with rubber
inserts. The parallel clamping mechanism
means there is no "string bend" when
attaching the capo, so tuning is not affected.
Contact pressure is precisely adjustable and
the ergonomic design makes for next-to-no
interference while playing near the capo. No
pre-setting necessary - simple and quick to
mount on other frets.

1

€ 18,81

€ 22,57

14540-000-55 GUITAR
CAPO

Capo in plastic for nearly all six and twelve black
string guitars with flat or slightly curved
fingerboards. The capo is distinguished by
its quick and uncomplicated ease of use.
The clamping pressure is adjusted with a
screw dial. There is no "string bend" due to a
linear clamping action, so tuning is not
affected. No pre-setting necessary - simple
and quick to mount on other frets.
Capo in plastic for nearly all six and twelve black
string guitars with curved fingerboards. The
capo is distinguished by its quick and
uncomplicated ease of use. The clamping
pressure is adjusted with a screw dial. There
is no "string bend" due to linear clamping
action, so tuning is not affected. No presetting necessary - simple and quick to
mount on other frets.

1

€ 6,60

€ 7,92

1

€ 6,60

€ 7,92

14545-000-55 GUITAR
CAPO

14910-013-55 BASS
TROMBON
E STAND

14761-000-55 GUITAR
PERFORM
ER STAND

14760-000-55 GUITAR
PERFORM
ER STAND

14670-000-59 Footrest

14670-000-55 Footrest

14670-000-54 Footrest

14670-000-11 Footrest

14640-000-55 Footrest

14580-000-55 Guitar
Playing-Aid
»Pohlmann
«

It&lsquo;s so easy! A quick and clever
black
alternative to a guitar strap. Simply clip the
guitar playing-aid to your trouser belt – use it
as a guitar rest - and you&lsquo;re ready to
go. The "Pohlmann" allows you more
freedom when handling your guitar, no
matter whether playing or quickly tuning the
strings of your guitar. The instrument contact
surface is rubber covered to protect the
instrument and prevent slipping. The clip is
made from a high quality plastic, is
extremely light, robust and durable.
The Featherweight! The compact footrest
black
made out of aluminum only weighs an
unbelievable 300 grams. In spite of this, it is
extremely stable and as such well suited as
a mobile footrest for daily use. The height
has 4 adjustments between 105 and 180
mm. The footrest surface with integrated
ribbing provides an anti-slip surface to rest
one's foot on. Four robust end caps provide
for the required grip.
Stable footrest, height-adjustable to 6
nickeldifferent positions. Large non-skid rubber top colored
and heavy-duty legs for added stability.
Individually packed.
Stable footrest, height-adjustable to 6
blue
different positions. Large non-skid rubber top
and heavy-duty legs for added stability.
Individually packed.
Stable footrest, height-adjustable to 6
black
different positions. Large non-skid rubber top
and heavy-duty legs for added stability.
Individually packed.
Stable footrest, height-adjustable to 6
red
different positions. Large non-skid rubber top
and heavy-duty legs for added stability.
Individually packed.
For electric guitars, for convenient playing. 2- black
way height adjustment. Felt-lined instrument
support arm. Angle and length adjust to your
needs.
For acoustic guitars, for convenient playing. black
2-way height adjustment. Felt-lined
instrument support arm. Angle and length
adjust to your needs.
Sturdy die-cast base. Two-section tubular
black
extension. Wooden peg with felt pads.
Foldable legs.
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

€ 64,79

€ 136,62

€ 136,62

€ 8,14

€ 8,14

€ 8,14

€ 8,14

€ 6,71

€ 7,37

€ 77,75

€ 163,94

€ 163,94

€ 9,77

€ 9,77

€ 9,77

€ 9,77

€ 8,05

€ 8,84

14920-012-55 Tenor Horn A tenor or baritone horn is supported safely black
Stand
and securely by this robust support stand.
The functional instrument support
incorporates a stable metal bracket wrapped
in a particularly soft material to protect the
instrument body. The integrated mouth piece
holder is a useful extra. The lower
instrument support is again a combination of
stable metal and soft rubber profile. The
instrument body is protected as it is held in
position. The stand can be adjusted to a
height suitable for the instrument using the
continuous height adjuster. The one-piece,
non-dismantable item folds to a small size.

1

€ 54,45

€ 65,34

14930-011-55 Sousaphon The sousaphone stand 149/3 is an entirely
e Stand
new design. The heavy instrument is well
protected by the extremely robust steel
construction of the stand. An adjustable foot
end cap provides stability on uneven ground.
The variable instrument support means the
sousaphone stand can be adapted to all
types of sousaphone. The stable metal
struts are upholstered with soft rubber to
protect the instrument. The stand is easy to
fold compactly for transport.
14940-000-55 TUBA
For German and English tubas. Supporting
STAND
arms fully adjustable in height and width.
Arms are covered with exclusive nonmarring material to protect instrument
finishes. Big bottom instrument support with
non-marring material to protect the
instrument from damage.
14941-000-55 BARITONE For all baritone and tenor horn models.
STAND
Supporting arms fully adjustable in height
and width. Arms are covered with exclusive
non-marring material to protect instrument
finishes. Big bottom instrument support with
non-marring material to protect the
instrument from damage.
14942-000-00 CARRYIN For tuba and baritone stands 14940 and
G CASE
14941. Black, waterproof nylon carrying
case. With zipper and adjustable shoulder
strap.
14945-000-55 STAND
Solid stand with leveling feet. Easy to set up
FOR
and fold. Folds to 450 mm only. Support
KINGSIZE arms adjustable in height and width, velvetTUBA
covered. Big bottom instrument support with
non-marring material and bore hole for
instruments with comb.

black

1

€ 88,00

€ 105,60

black

1

€ 59,40

€ 71,28

black

1

€ 59,40

€ 71,28

1

€ 11,33

€ 13,60

1

€ 104,50

€ 125,40

black

14950-000-55 TUBA
For all tuba models. Wide base construction. black
PERFORM Easy to set up and fold. Non-marring heightER STAND adjustment mechanism. Instrument support
rubber coated.
14951-000-55 TUBA
For all tuba models. Wide base construction. black
PERFORM Easy to set up and fold. Non-marring heightER STAND adjustment mechanism. Instrument support
rubber coated.
14952-000-55 TUBA
Low, lightweight model for all tubas. Snap-in black
PERFORM base with 3-leg construction, which is
ER STAND foldable for transport. Rod combination is
FOR
height-adjustable. Rubber-covered
CHILDREN instrument support.

1

€ 58,08

€ 69,70

1

€ 59,29

€ 71,15

1

€ 57,31

€ 68,77

14985-000-55 TROMBON Fibreglass reinforced plastic base. Foldable
E STAND legs. Adjustable plastic peg. Non-marring
height-adjustment mechanism.
14990-000-55 TROMBON Sturdy two-section tubing. Wide, flat tripod
E STAND base. Adjustable plastic peg. Easy heightadjustment with smooth clamp assembly.
Compact, easy to fold.
15010-011-55 Bassoon
The bassoon stand is now available in a
Stand
newly improved design 150/1. The large
rubber coated support cup guarantees
stability. The newly designed support
bracket can be adjusted in tilt and width. The
support bracket adjusts to the individual
instrument by converting the removable
rubber pads. The protective felt cover and
the non-marring foot end caps are proven
standards in König & Meyer's quality policy.

black

1

€ 18,04

€ 21,65

schwar
z

1

€ 27,17

€ 32,60

black

1

€ 59,07

€ 70,88

Universal carrying case for multiple
applications. The case comes with padded
handles and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Plastic rubber feet protect the bottom of the
case. Separate internal compartments.
15045-011-55 Contrabass The reworked stand is now even more
black
oon Stand stable and robust. The stable metal support
bracket holds the instrument securely and
comfortably. The large soft felt instrument
support protects the precious surface of the
contrabassoon. The large rubber coated
support cup provides a secure stand for the
instrument. High quality materials and
modern production techniques guarantee a
long lasting and reliable stand.

1

€ 24,09

€ 28,91

1

€ 76,89

€ 92,27

15043-000-00 UNIVERSA
L
CARRYIN
G CASE

15060-011-55 Bass
Clarinet
Stand

This solid bass clarinet stand is a newcomer black
in our range. The universal support bracket
can be adjusted in tilt and width. The support
bracket can be adjusted to the individual
instrument by converting the removable
rubber pads. The newly designed V-shaped
base for the endpin means it is easy to
position the instrument in the stand. The
stand is easy to fold compactly for transport.

1

€ 77,44

€ 92,93

15140-013-55 FRENCH
HORN
STAND

For French horn and French shaped Eb
black
horn. Adjustable side support. Wooden peg
with felt pads to protect the instrument.
Foldable base.
Black plastic peg with felt pads to protect the black
instrument. Detachable metal leg base
screws into peg so that entire unit may be
stored in bell of instrument for easy
transport.
The 5-leg base provides maximum stability black
for the instrument. The detachable metal leg
base screws into the peg so that the entire
unit may be stored in the bell of the
instrument for easy transport. The black
plastic peg with felt pads to protect the
instrument.
Black plastic peg with felt pads to protect the black
instrument. For peg adapter 15281.
This easy to use trumpet stand is great for black
rehearsals, stage appearances, to elegantly
display the instrument, or simply as a
method of storing until used again. Thanks
to the stand's height, even microphoned
trumpets are easy to "park". The stand folds
compactly for ease of transport. The sturdy
base and large floor protectors make this
stand extremely stable.
For A and B clarinets. Plastic peg with nickel- nickel
plated tripod base. Feet foldable for compact
storage.
Unique, compact clarinet stand with black
black
plastic peg which fits all current models of
clarinets. The 4-leg base provides maximum
stability for the instrument. The detachable
metal leg base screws into the peg so that
the entire unit can be stored in the bell of the
instrument. Very handy!
Black plastic peg, incl. peg adapter 15281. black
Can be attached to peg holder 14301.
Attaches to stands with diameter up to 30
black
mm. Scratch protection. Black plastic peg for
A and B clarinets.

1

€ 59,51

€ 71,41

1

€ 11,33

€ 13,60

1

€ 14,08

€ 16,90

1

€ 6,38

€ 7,66

1

€ 19,91

€ 23,89

1

€ 9,68

€ 11,62

1

€ 9,79

€ 11,75

1

€ 5,83

€ 7,00

1

€ 10,01

€ 12,01

15210-000-55 TRUMPET
STAND

15213-000-55 TRUMPET
STAND

15214-000-55 TRUMPET
PEG
15217-000-55 TRUMPET
STAND

15220-000-01 CLARINET
STAND
15222-000-55 CLARINET
STAND

15224-000-55 CLARINET
PEG
15225-000-55 CLARINET
HOLDER

15227-000-55 Clarinet
stand

This easy to use clarinet stand is great for
rehearsals, stage appearances, to elegantly
display the instrument, or simply as a
method of storing until used again. Thanks
to the stand's height, even microphoned
clarinets are easy to "park". The stand folds
compactly for ease of transport. The sturdy
base and large floor protectors make this
stand extremely stable.
15230-000-01 FLUTE
Mainly for Böhm flutes. Combination
STAND
plastic/wooden peg, approx. 18 mm in
diameter, feet retract into base for compact
storage.
15232-000-55 FLUTE
Unique, compact and extremely light flute
STAND
stand with 4-leg base for Böhm flutes and/or
cross flutes. Plastic peg diameter 18 mm.
The zinc die-cast legs ensure a very high
stability. Folded up the stand fits in almost
every pocket.
15235-000-55 FLUTE
Plastic peg for Bass, Böhm and Cross flutes.
HOLDER Scratch protection. Diameter of instrument
support: 18 mm.
15240-000-55 FLUGELH The 5-leg base provides maximum stability
ORN
for the instrument. The detachable metal leg
STAND
base screws into the peg so that the entire
unit can be stored in the bell of the
instrument for easy transport. The black
plastic peg is covered with felt pads to
protect the instrument.
15244-000-55 FLUGELH Black plastic peg with felt pads to protect the
ORN PEG instrument. For peg adapter 15281.
15250-000-01 FLUTE
Similar to 152/3, but peg diameter approx.
STAND
9.5 mm for smaller flutes.
15252-000-55 FLUTE
Compact flute stand with 4-leg base for alto
STAND
and tenor flutes. Peg made of rubber with an
unbreakable steel core, diameter 9 mm.
Folded up the stand fits in almost every
pocket.
15255-000-55 FLUTE
Plastic peg with steel core suitable for Alto
HOLDER and Tenor flutes. Scratch protection.
Diameter of instrument support: 9 mm.
15260-000-01 FLUTE
Similar to 152/3, but peg diameter approx.
STAND
6.5 mm. Mainly for recorders and piccolo
flutes.
15262-000-55 FLUTE
Compact flute stand with 4-leg base for
STAND
soprano and piccolo flutes. Peg made of
rubber with an unbreakable steel core,
diameter 6.5 mm. Folded up the stand fits in
almost every pocket.
15265-000-55 FLUTE
Plastic peg with steel core suitable for
HOLDER Soprano and Piccolo flutes. Scratch
protection. Diameter of instrument support:
6.5 mm.

black

1

€ 17,60

€ 21,12

nickel

1

€ 9,57

€ 11,48

black

1

€ 9,57

€ 11,48

black

1

€ 9,57

€ 11,48

black

1

€ 19,69

€ 23,63

black

1

€ 11,22

€ 13,46

nickel

1

€ 9,57

€ 11,48

black

1

€ 9,57

€ 11,48

black

1

€ 9,57

€ 11,48

nickel

1

€ 9,57

€ 11,48

black

1

€ 9,57

€ 11,48

black

1

€ 9,57

€ 11,48

15270-000-55 TROMBON Patented wide base trombone stand.
E STAND Gradual height-adjustment. Black plastic peg
with felt pads to protect the instrument.
Foldable and compact for space-saving
transportation in the instrument bell.
15281-005-55 PEG
M5 thread adapter to attach trumpet,
ADAPTER flugelhorn and saxophone pegs with 14301
peg holder to saxophone stands 14300 and
14320.
15290-000-55 SOPRANO The 5-leg base provides maximum stability
SAXOPHO for the instrument. The detachable metal leg
NE STAND base screws into the peg so that the entire
unit can be stored in the bell of the
instrument for easy transport. The black
plastic peg is covered with a felt ring to
protect the instrument.
15294-000-55 SOPRANO Black plastic peg with felt pads to protect
SAXOPHO instrument. For peg adapter 15281.
NE PEG
15520-000-55 VIOLIN
STAND

15530-000-55 VIOLIN
STAND

15580-000-55 VIOLIN
HOLDER

black

1

€ 43,89

€ 52,67

black

1

€ 3,19

€ 3,83

black

1

€ 16,39

€ 19,67

black

1

€ 6,27

€ 7,52

Elegant and handy aluminum stand for
black
violins. Flap hinge assists in easy set up.
Compact folding design makes it easy to
transport and store. All instrument support
parts are covered with special plastic
coating to protect the instrument.
Compact, stable aluminum violin stand. Fully black
height adjustable instrument support arms
can be adjusted to fit a variety of violin sizes.
The instrument support arms are lined with
soft plastic material to protect the instrument
finish. Height adjustment using a non-slip
clamping lever. The solid yoke has a safety
lock to provide extra protection. Integrated
bow holder.
For use in the concert hall, music school or black
at home, the new König & Meyer violin
holder for music stands keeps your
instrument easy to hand. The holder can be
mounted on all tubes to max. 30 mm
diameter using the steel clamp with
protecting rubber pads. The violin is clasped
at the curved end of the peg box to prevent
inadvertent adjustment of the pegs. The
depth of the holder means it is virtually
impossible to remove the instrument
inadvertently nor can it fall from the holder.
The bow holder integrated at the side
perfectly complements the flexible holder.
The durable flocking cover and additional
Velcro protector protect the violin finish and
prevent damage from bumps or knocking.

1

€ 16,39

€ 19,67

1

€ 23,54

€ 28,25

1

€ 15,62

€ 18,74

15700-000-55 TRUMPET Attaches to music stands. Clamp adjustable
HOLDER to 30 mm. Support arm covered with nonmarring material to protect the instrument.
15715-000-55 TRUMPET Attaches to stands up to diameter of 30 mm.
HOLDER Black felt-covered peg to protect the
instrument.
15900-000-55 MUTE
Attaches to music stands up to diameter of
HOLDER 30 mm.
15920-000-55 Universal The practical stand for mutes is a great
Stand for storage option for your mutes during stage
Mutes
appearances or in the rehearsal room. It can
store 3 mutes for the trumpet, cornet or
flugelhorn. The height of the stand is
adjustable and you can change mutes while
remaining seated.
16015-000-01 ASHTRAY Attaches to any stand with a tubing diameter
of up to 30 mm. Plastic casing with metal
clamping mechanism.
16020-000-55 DRINK
Attaches to any stand (microphone, music or
HOLDER instrument) with tubing diameter up to 30
mm. Holds bottles, cans & glasses.
16022-000-55 UNIVERSA Solid holder for bottles, glasses and cups
L DRINK
with maximum diameter of 100 mm.
HOLDER
16060-000-55 SHEET
Useful accessory to hold sheet music, notes,
MUSIC
reports etc. to music stands. 4 pieces in a
CLIP
poly bag.
16060-100-55 SHEET
Useful accessory to hold sheet music, notes,
MUSIC
reports etc. to music stands. 4 pieces in a
CLIP
poly bag.
16080-000-55 Headphon A holder for headphones when not in
e holder
useThe new headphone holder is simply
clamped to the tubes of a music stand or
microphone stand, etc. and is generally
suitable for a tube diameter max. 30 mm.
The soft rubber support can easily take two
sets of headphones. In addition, 2 in-ear
headphones can also be hung on the slotted
front of the holder. The headphones are
close to hand and out of harm's way.

black

1

€ 8,47

€ 10,16

black

1

€ 11,22

€ 13,46

black

1

€ 9,90

€ 11,88

black

1

€ 30,14

€ 36,17

black

1

€ 12,54

€ 15,05

black

1

€ 6,49

€ 7,79

black

1

€ 11,55

€ 13,86

black
(unit: 4
pcs.)
black
(unit:
100
pcs.)
black

4

€ 2,20

€ 2,64

100

€ 42,68

€ 51,22

1

€ 7,70

€ 9,24

16085-000-55 Headphon
e Holder
with Table
Clamp

16092-000-55 PENCIL
HOLDER
16094-000-55 PENCIL
HOLDER
16096-000-55 PENCIL
HOLDER
16098-000-55 PENCIL
HOLDER
16150-000-55 Guitar
Holder

16200-000-55 GUITAR
WALL
MOUNT

The new headphone holder including an
black
innovative table clamp is a guaranteed
secure and comfortable holder for your
headphones. The holder protected with soft
rubber can easily hold 2 standard
headphone sets and 2 in-ear headphones
can additionally be hung on the front. The
headphone holder can be fixed in four
different directions using the clamping
screw. In addition the holder can be rotated
from any position by 90º. The clamp can be
extended from 0 to 53 mm allowing it to be
mounted on a wide variety of tables. The
stable metal construction with high quality
plastic inserts guarantees a secure and
strong attachment. The cleverly shaped
clamping parts allow the clamp to be used
on smooth surfaces and round-shaped
tubes.
black

1

€ 18,26

€ 21,91

1

€ 0,61

€ 0,73

black

1

€ 0,61

€ 0,73

black

1

€ 0,61

€ 0,73

Attaches pencils to music desk, suitable for black
music stands 100/1 and 100/5. Includes a
pencil.
No room on stage! Then hang your guitar on black
your microphone stand. With this new guitar
holder design, you no longer need a
separate guitar stand. The holder is in two
parts. The upper clamp is fixed onto the
extension tube of the microphone stand
using a clamping screw. The rubber covered
support arms hold the guitar safe and
secure. The upper clamp can be folded
away for transport - the holder only needs to
be mounted once. The lower elastic ring,
which is attached to the main tube of the
microphone stand simply using a Velcro
closure, serves as a bearing point and also
protects the guitar from damage.
Like the 161, but with two fastening points, black
covered support arms.

1

€ 1,98

€ 2,38

1

€ 11,22

€ 13,46

1

€ 6,93

€ 8,32

16220-000-95 GUITAR
WALL
MOUNT

Attractive and functional, the guitar wall
cork
mount with wood elements not only looks
good, but is also a reliable and practical way
to display your guitar, or store it until your
next gig. The holding fork with its stable
metal core is seated centrally and provides
an elegant counterpoint to the headstock.
The appealing cork fork covering protects
the guitar from knocks, and will retain its
form even after years of use due to wearresistant properties. An integrated metal
batten in the wall plate ensures the hanger
is optimally secure and has a reliable grip.

1

€ 8,69

€ 10,43

16235-000-55 GUITAR
WALL
MOUNT
16240-000-55 GUITAR
WALL
MOUNT

Screw-mount. Adjustable for right or left
facing. Support arms covered with nonmarring rubber to protect the instrument.
Screw-on type wall mount which
accommodates a wide variety of guitar
shapes. Features a patented flexible
hooking-in and clamping system which
quickly and firmly grasps the guitar neck.
Studs at support arms provide extra
protection. Support arms are covered with
non-marring rubber to protect the
instrument. Mounting plate made from high
quality plastic material.
The patented guitar wall mount 16240 is
now available in a space-saving diagonal
mount version. When the guitar is placed in
the yoke, it clamps and locks the guitar neck
safely and securely. When removed, the
rubber coated support arms open
automatically. With a simple screw
adjustment, the mount can be used both
ways.
The new guitar wall mount caters for all your
needs. The thick rubber covered support
arms are safe and secure for all types of
guitar. The arms are adjusted individually
and are suitable for guitars with asymmetric
necks. The wall mount closes under
pressure to clamp around the neck of the
guitar. The holder guard cams provide
additional locking and prevent the guitar
from turning in the holder. The wall mount is
robustly constructed, but nonetheless low
weight and requires minimal space to mount.

black

1

€ 10,34

€ 12,41

black

1

€ 8,91

€ 10,69

black

1

€ 16,61

€ 19,93

black

1

€ 7,48

€ 8,98

16245-000-55 GUITAR
WALL
MOUNT

16250-000-55 GUITAR
WALL
MOUNT

16255-000-00 GUITAR
WALL
MOUNT

Features flexible support arms for various
guitar models, covered with exclusive nonmarring plastic material to protect the
instrument. Screw-mount, adjustable for
right or left facing.

black
with
translu
cent
support
elemen
ts

1

€ 16,06

€ 19,27

16255-000-55 GUITAR
WALL
MOUNT

Features flexible support arms for various
guitar models, covered with exclusive nonmarring plastic material to protect the
instrument. Screw-mount, adjustable for
right or left facing.
Our best guitar-holder. Screw-mount.
Features flexible support arms for various
guitar models, covered with non-marring
rubber to protect the instrument.

black

1

€ 14,85

€ 17,82

black
with
translu
cent
support
elemen
ts

1

€ 6,27

€ 7,52

black

1

€ 5,83

€ 7,00

cork

1

€ 6,27

€ 7,52

black

1

€ 35,09

€ 42,11

black

1

€ 35,09

€ 42,11

black

1

€ 7,70

€ 9,24

16280-000-00 GUITAR
WALL
MOUNT

16280-000-55 GUITAR
WALL
MOUNT

Our best guitar-holder. Screw-mount.
Features flexible support arms for various
guitar models, covered with non-marring
rubber to protect the instrument.
16280-000-95 GUITAR
Our best guitar-holder. Screw-mount.
WALL
Features flexible support arms for various
MOUNT
guitar models, covered with non-marring
rubber to protect the instrument.
16295-000-55 WALL
Screw-on type wall mount to hold electric
MOUNT
guitars. Features flexible support arms for
FOR
neck and body for a perfect presentation of
ELECTRIC the instrument. Support arms are covered
GUITAR
with non-marring rubber to protect the
instrument.
16296-000-55 WALL
Screw-on type wall mount to hold acoustic
MOUNT
guitars. Features flexible support arms for
FOR
neck and body for a perfect presentation of
ACOUSTI the instrument. Support arms are covered
C GUITAR with non-marring rubber to protect the
instrument.
16310-000-55 Headphon This attractive headphone holder keeps the
e wall
headphones tidy and close to hand. The soft
holder
rubber support can easily take 2 standard
pairs of headphones. In addition, 2 in-ear
headphones can also be hung on the slotted
front of the holder. The metal plate with the
four drill holes is simply screwed onto the
wall.

16320-000-55 Universal
Holder

Ideal for headphones, cables or other
technical equipment. The stable headphone
holder has a 360 degree swivel and can be
turned away to save space if it is not
needed. The rubber base has a strong and
robust steel core. A massive metal plate is
the basis for a secure wall mount.
16410-000-11 HARMONI For various harmonica models. Covered
CA
neck frame. Adjustable spring-tension
HOLDER instrument holder.
16415-000-55 HARMONI For various harmonica models. Elegant
CA
harmonica holder with professional features.
HOLDER Fully adjustable spring-tension instrument
holder. Neck frame is covered with exclusive
soft rubber material for more comfort.

black

1

€ 11,55

€ 13,86

nickelcolored

1

€ 8,58

€ 10,30

black

1

€ 10,67

€ 12,80

16416-000-55 HARMONI Particularly suitable for blues harmonica
black
CA
models. Molded rubber sections on the
HOLDER support arms hold the instrument securely.
Easily adjusted by spring tension and two
knurled screws. The neck frame has a soft
rubber covering for extra comfort.
16420-000-55 TRIANGLE Attaches to music stands with diameter up to black
HOLDER 30 mm.

1

€ 12,32

€ 14,78

1

€ 7,70

€ 9,24

16580-000-55 Violin wall
holder

This new König & Meyer wall holder is
black
second only to a violin case as a safe
storage option for your violin. The violin is
clasped at the curved end of the peg box to
prevent inadvertent adjustment of the pegs.
The dimensions of the wall holder are such
that there is place for the violin plus shoulder
padding. The bow holder integrated at the
side means the violin and bow can be picked
up comfortably and easily. The durable
flocked covering provides optimal protection
for the violin.
Conical star adapter 8.5 mm. Polished
nickel
wooden handle.

1

€ 12,32

€ 14,78

1

€ 12,21

€ 14,65

Square adapter 6.2 mm. Polished wooden
handle.

nickel

1

€ 13,64

€ 16,37

Set includes: polished handle and 3
adapters, star 6.5 mm to 6.9 mm, star 7.0
mm to 7.9 mm, square 6.2 mm.

nickel

1

€ 46,31

€ 55,57

A 440 Hz. Tubular steel, diameter 3.6 mm.

nickel

1

€ 2,31

€ 2,77

A 440 Hz. Tubular steel, diameter 4.5 mm.

nickel

1

€ 3,08

€ 3,70

A 440 Hz. Rectangular steel 4 x 6 mm.

nickel

1

€ 4,62

€ 5,54

16600-000-01 PIANO
TUNING
LEVER
16610-000-01 PIANO
TUNING
LEVER
16700-000-01 PIANO
TUNING
LEVER
SET
16800-000-01 TUNING
FORK
16810-000-01 TUNING
FORK
16820-000-01 TUNING
FORK

17400-009-55 ACCORDI An ideal stand for all accordion players. It is
ON STAND a practical aid to avoid overstressing your
back and useful for the musician when
performing. The stable foldable 4-legged
construction with integrated levelling screw
is easy to transport. A comfortable clamping
screw adjusts the height from 730 to 1135
mm. An ergonomically optimal posture is
possible due to the fully adjustable angle of
the accordion holder from +/- 22º. The depth
of the stand can be adjusted from 135 to
250 mm and the height from 380 to 585 mm.
The stand is suitable for all standard
accordions.
17513-000-00 Three
The »Guardian« holds 3 guitars securely,
guitar
saves space and allows you an easy
stand
overview of your guitars. Ideal for use in the
»Guardian studio, on stage in a shop or at home. No
3«
matter whether you have acoustic, electrical
or bass guitars, the special instrumentcompatible supports protectively hold max. 3
guitars. The protective bars stop the guitars
from rotating and prevent inadvertent
removal or knocks or bumps when taking
the guitars from the stand or placing them.
The soft pads made of high quality
thermoplastic elastomer have cushioning
characteristics. Therefore they protectively
take the weight of the guitar and avoid
damages of the instrument. The innovative
folding mechanism used on the »Guardian«
allows the stand to be carried easily and it
can be left standing upright. Highly flexible,
sub-divided support arms with integrated
pick holders mean the guitar can be held
from either side (right or left) and that the
strings are untouched. The structural design
allows the »Guardian« to be positioned
against a wall. The »Guardian« is available
entirely in black or with translucent support
elements, which excludes potential
discolouration of valuable guitars with
nitrocellulose paints.

black

1

€ 240,35

€ 288,42

black
with
translu
cent
support
elemen
ts

1

€ 79,97

€ 95,96

17513-000-55 Three
guitar
stand
»Guardian
3«

The »Guardian« holds 3 guitars securely,
black
saves space and allows you an easy
overview of your guitars. Ideal for use in the
studio, on stage in a shop or at home. No
matter whether you have acoustic, electrical
or bass guitars, the special instrumentcompatible supports protectively hold max. 3
guitars. The protective bars stop the guitars
from rotating and prevent inadvertent
removal or knocks or bumps when taking
the guitars from the stand or placing them.
The soft pads made of high quality
thermoplastic elastomer have cushioning
characteristics. Therefore they protectively
take the weight of the guitar and avoid
damages of the instrument. The innovative
folding mechanism used on the »Guardian«
allows the stand to be carried easily and it
can be left standing upright. Highly flexible,
sub-divided support arms with integrated
pick holders mean the guitar can be held
from either side (right or left) and that the
strings are untouched. The structural design
allows the »Guardian« to be positioned
against a wall. The »Guardian« is available
entirely in black or with translucent support
elements, which excludes potential
discolouration of valuable guitars with
nitrocellulose paints.

1

€ 79,97

€ 95,96

17515-000-00 Five guitar
stand
»Guardian
5«

The »Guardian« holds 5 guitars securely,
saves space and allows you an easy
overview of your guitars. Ideal for use in the
studio, on stage in a shop or at home. No
matter whether you have acoustic, electrical
or bass guitars, the special instrumentcompatible supports protectively hold max. 5
guitars. The protective bars stop the guitars
from rotating and prevent inadvertent
removal or knocks or bumps when taking
the guitars from the stand or placing them.
The soft pads made of high quality
thermoplastic elastomer have cushioning
characteristics. Therefore they protectively
take the weight of the guitar and avoid
damages of the instrument. The innovative
folding mechanism used on the »Guardian«
allows the stand to be carried easily and it
can be left standing upright. Highly flexible,
sub-divided support arms with integrated
pick holders mean the guitar can be held
from either side (right or left) and that the
strings are untouched. The structural design
allows the »Guardian« to be positioned
against a wall. The »Guardian« is available
entirely in black or with translucent support
elements, which excludes potential
discolouration of valuable guitars with
nitrocellulose paints.

black
with
translu
cent
support
elemen
ts

1

€ 100,10

€ 120,12

17515-000-55 Five guitar
stand
»Guardian
5«

The »Guardian« holds 5 guitars securely,
black
saves space and allows you an easy
overview of your guitars. Ideal for use in the
studio, on stage in a shop or at home. No
matter whether you have acoustic, electrical
or bass guitars, the special instrumentcompatible supports protectively hold max. 5
guitars. The protective bars stop the guitars
from rotating and prevent inadvertent
removal or knocks or bumps when taking
the guitars from the stand or placing them.
The soft pads made of high quality
thermoplastic elastomer have cushioning
characteristics. Therefore they protectively
take the weight of the guitar and avoid
damages of the instrument. The innovative
folding mechanism used on the »Guardian«
allows the stand to be carried easily and it
can be left standing upright. Highly flexible,
sub-divided support arms with integrated
pick holders mean the guitar can be held
from either side (right or left) and that the
strings are untouched. The structural design
allows the »Guardian« to be positioned
against a wall. The »Guardian« is available
entirely in black or with translucent support
elements, which excludes potential
discolouration of valuable guitars with
nitrocellulose paints.

1

€ 100,10

€ 120,12

17525-000-00 Five eguitar
stand
»Guardian
5«

17540-013-55 E-GUITAR
STAND

17540-013-95 E-GUITAR
STAND

17541-013-55 A-GUITAR
STAND

17541-013-95 A-GUITAR
STAND

Your "sweet hearts" are taken good care of
in this exclusive guitar standBe it in the
studio, on stage, at the store or at home.
Guardian securely holds up to 5 E-guitars or
base guitars, saving space. Guardian
provides the musician with an excellent
overview over his instruments. Specifically
adjusted and cushioned rests provide a
secure and protective grip. The flexible
protective arms protect the guitar from
moving and provide protection when putting
down or picking up the guitar from
mistakenly hitting the frame of the stand.
The soft pads are equipped with cushioning
qualities. They softly support the guitars
weight and avoid any damage to the
instrument. The Guardian is easy to
transport and carry and thanks to an
innovative folding mechanism, it can even
be stored in an upright position. Flexible,
proportioned system arms with integrated
pick holders allow the guitars to be put down
both on the right or the left side, and also
ensures that the guitar strings are not
touching anything. As a result of its
advantageous construction the Guardian
can be positioned right in front of a wall,
without taking up much space. At your
option, the Guardian is available totally in
black or with translucent elements, which
ensure that discoloration does not occur as
a result of nitro-coatings.
For electric guitars. Stable, sturdy, simple
and easy to adjust and fold. Width adjusts
from 220 to 350 mm. Support arms are
covered with exclusive non-marring material
to protect instrument finishes.
For electric guitars. Stable, sturdy, simple
and easy to adjust and fold. Width adjusts
from 220 to 350 mm. Support arms are
covered with exclusive non-marring material
to protect instrument finishes.
For acoustic guitars. Stable, sturdy, simple
and easy to adjust and fold. Width adjusts
from 220 to 350 mm. Support arms are
covered with exclusive non-marring material
to protect instrument finishes.
For acoustic guitars. Stable, sturdy, simple
and easy to adjust and fold. Width adjusts
from 220 to 350 mm. Support arms are
covered with exclusive non-marring material
to protect instrument finishes.

black
with
translu
cent
support
elemen
ts

1

€ 93,50

€ 112,20

black

1

€ 20,79

€ 24,95

cork

1

€ 22,55

€ 27,06

black

1

€ 20,79

€ 24,95

cork

1

€ 22,55

€ 27,06

17550-000-35 GUITAR
STAND
»Memphis
Travel«

17552-000-55 COTTON
COVER

17580-000-54 A-GUITAR
STAND
»HELI«

17580-000-55 A-GUITAR
STAND
»HELI«

17580-000-59 A-GUITAR
STAND
»HELI«

17580-000-95 A-GUITAR
STAND
»HELI«

Wherever you go! The new guitar stand
black
»Memphis Travel« is perfect for travel.
anodiz
Thanks to its small size, no more than a DIN ed
A4 sheet in height and its amazingly low
weight of only 400 g, it belongs in every Gig
Bag. The adjustable support arms mean the
stand can be used for electric or acoustic
guitars. With just a few moves the compact
stand is ready to use. The non-marring
plastic material protects the guitar from
damage.
Suitable for guitar stand 17550 to cover the black
support arms and cap. Recommended for
the display of guitars in shops under bad
conditions (high temperature, sun light etc.).
The cover helps to prevent damage to the
finish of certain guitars.
A very unique guitar stand designed
blue
especially for acoustic guitars. Also suitable
for headless guitars, cellos and french
horns. 5-way width adjustment. Compact,
folding design makes it easy to transport and
store. Exclusive non-marring material to
protect guitar finishes is molded onto stand
during the manufacturing process. Available
in 4 colors.
A very unique guitar stand designed
black
especially for acoustic guitars. Also suitable
for headless guitars, cellos and french
horns. 5-way width adjustment. Compact,
folding design makes it easy to transport and
store. Exclusive non-marring material to
protect guitar finishes is molded onto stand
during the manufacturing process. Available
in 4 colors.
A very unique guitar stand designed
red
especially for acoustic guitars. Also suitable
for headless guitars, cellos and french
horns. 5-way width adjustment. Compact,
folding design makes it easy to transport and
store. Exclusive non-marring material to
protect guitar finishes is molded onto stand
during the manufacturing process. Available
in 4 colors.
A very unique guitar stand designed
cork
especially for acoustic guitars. Also suitable
for headless guitars, cellos and french
horns. 5-way width adjustment. Compact,
folding design makes it easy to transport and
store. Exclusive non-marring material to
protect guitar finishes is molded onto stand
during the manufacturing process. Available
in 4 colors.

1

€ 15,84

€ 19,01

1

€ 2,53

€ 3,04

1

€ 10,12

€ 12,14

1

€ 10,12

€ 12,14

1

€ 10,12

€ 12,14

1

€ 11,00

€ 13,20

17581-000-55 E-GUITAR A very unique guitar stand designed
black
STAND
especially for electric guitars. Easy to set up.
»HELI«
Compact, folding design makes it easy to
transport and store. Exclusive non-marring
material to protect guitar finishes is molded
onto stand during manufacturing process.

1

€ 11,22

€ 13,46

17581-000-95 E-GUITAR A very unique guitar stand designed
cork
STAND
especially for electric guitars. Easy to set up.
»HELI«
Compact, folding design makes it easy to
transport and store. Exclusive non-marring
material to protect guitar finishes is molded
onto stand during manufacturing process.

1

€ 12,10

€ 14,52

17590-000-55 E-GUITAR
STAND
»WAVE
20«

1

€ 7,04

€ 8,45

1

€ 7,04

€ 8,45

1

€ 71,28

€ 85,54

Easy-to-use guitar stand with an
black
exceptionally light construction for electric
guitars. The use of high quality corrugated
plastic material ensures a very stable stand
that is genuinely lightweight. The special
mechanism allows a setup and folding with
one flick of the hand. The support arms are
lined with a soft plastic material to protect
the instrument finish. The stand can be
adjusted to fit various guitar sizes.
17591-000-55 A-GUITAR Easy-to-use guitar stand with an
black
STAND
exceptionally light construction for acoustic
»WAVE
guitars. The use of high quality corrugated
10«
plastic material ensures a very stable stand
that is genuinely lightweight. The special
mechanism allows a setup and folding with
one flick of the hand. The support arms are
lined with a soft plastic material to protect
the instrument finish. The stand can be
adjusted to fit various guitar sizes. Also
suitable for french horns, cellos, banjos.
17604-000-55 Four guitar Have you ever inadvertently left your guitar black
stand
on top of a cable or jack plug? It simply
»Roadie« cannot happen with this unique four guitar
stand. The newly developed guitar stand is
the ideal stage companion, but it also does a
superb job in the studio or at home. Thanks
to the moveable hanger and easy height
adjustment, up to 4 acoustic, electric and
bass guitars are always easy to hand and
ready for playing. Even unusually shaped
guitars can be stored safelyLarge soft foam
rolls protect the guitars from inadvertent
knocks or bumpsThe "fit-for-tour" steel tube
construction is stable and durable. The base
legs can be folded with little effort into a
compact and flat package for transport.

17620-000-55 Guitar
stand
»Double«

Double storage with »Double«! Wherever
black
space is at a premium. The new stand for 2
guitars is proving very popularAcoustic,
electric or bass guitar – the patented hanger
grasps the guitars firmly and securely. The
firm grip is provided by the individual
protectively covered moveable support
arms. The large lobes on the holder ends
prevent the guitar rotating or accidentally
falling from the hanger. The large soft foam
roll protects the body of the guitar and gives
the stand its unique look. The stand folds
quickly and compactly for transport.

1

€ 32,01

€ 38,41

Folding stand for all guitars. Features a
black
patented flexible hooking-in and clamping
system which quickly and firmly grasps the
guitar neck. Fits most instrument necks.
Studs at support arms provide extra
protection. Height adjustment with
convenient locking levers. Anti-twist feature
on the extension rod for extra safety. High
quality non-marring rubber on the stand's
neck grip and base helps to protect the
instrument. Stable robust base.
17680-000-55 GUITAR
The collapsible guitar stand accommodates black
STAND
all kinds of guitars, banjos and basses. The
»MEMPHI height can be adjusted by an easy-to-use
S 10«
clamping lever. The stand is equipped with a
locking mechanism to prevent turning, a
solid and collapsible yoke construction with
an additional safety strap and special foam
pads to protect the finish of the guitar. Stable
foot construction with reinforced base.

1

€ 23,87

€ 28,64

1

€ 15,73

€ 18,88

17685-000-55 GUITAR
STAND
»MEMPHI
S 20«

black

1

€ 15,40

€ 18,48

black

1

€ 5,61

€ 6,73

black

1

€ 8,80

€ 10,56

black

1

€ 6,82

€ 8,18

17670-000-55 GUITAR
STAND
»MEMPHI
S PRO«

A collapsible guitar stand for holding all
kinds of guitars. The instrument support
arms adjust to fit various guitar sizes. The
support arms are lined with a soft plastic
material to protect the instrument finish. The
height can be adjusted by an easy-to-use
clamping lever. The solid and collapsible
yoke has a safety strap to provide extra
protection. Stable foot construction with
reinforced base.
17700-005-55 FOLDABL Nickel-plated or black powder-coated folding
E BASE
base for one single peg.
17710-005-55 FOLDABL Large black powder-coated folding base. For
E BASE
multiple peg use.
17731-005-55 ENGLISH Black wooden felt-lined peg.
HORN
PEG

17738-005-55 OBOE
PEG

Sturdy black plastic peg for oboe. The
integrated M5 thread adaptor affords
attachment to peg holder 14301, foldable
base 17700 or 17710.
17741-005-55 CLARINET For Eb- and C-clarinets. Black wooden feltPEG
lined peg.
17782-005-55 FLUTE
Plastic peg with steel core suitable for
PEG
Soprano and Piccolo flutes.
17786-005-55 FLUTE
Plastic peg with steel core suitable for Alto
PEG
and Tenor flutes.
17788-005-55 FLUTE
Plastic peg for Bass, Böhm and Cross flutes.
PEG
18020-000-55 OBOE
The world-wide acclaimed 4 leg base in
STAND
stable zinc die-cast guarantees excellent
stand safety. The legs can be retracted into
the plastic peg to transport within the
instrument.
18810-000-55 TABLEIts compact steel tubing construction and
STYLE
large round floor protectors make this
KEYBOAR attractive keyboard table significantly more
D STAND stable. Two sided spring-loaded locking
»OMEGA« screws make precision height adjustment
easy. The support arms can be adjusted to
suit the size of the keyboard. When folded,
the table is impressively flat. The design of
the table complements keyboard bench
14085 or 14086. An optional extra is the
18813 attachment for a second keyboard or
laptop. Use the adapter 18814 to mount the
microphone boom arm 18956 or the music
holder 18958 easily and quickly.
18813-011-55 Stacker
Ideal to attach a second keyboard or laptop
to the keyboard stand 18810. The large
laptop support arms can hold the largest of
keyboards. The upper support arms can
take a max. load of 25 kg. The stacker can
be adjusted to the height you require using
the snap and clamping knob. There are 8
heights to choose from. The upper support
arms can be tilted in 5 different positions
from 0º (horizontal) to 20º. Self-adhesive
rubber pads prevent scratches and
instrument slip.
18814-000-55 ADAPTER With the adapter the keyboard stand
»Omega« can be extended even further.
The microphone boom arm 18956 or the
music holder 18958 can be quickly and
easily mounted onto the stand.

black

1

€ 7,15

€ 8,58

black

1

€ 6,60

€ 7,92

black

1

€ 4,95

€ 5,94

black

1

€ 4,95

€ 5,94

black

1

€ 4,95

€ 5,94

black

1

€ 12,43

€ 14,92

black

1

€ 85,14

€ 102,17

black

1

€ 49,61

€ 59,53

black

1

€ 9,90

€ 11,88

18815-000-55 Laptop
holder

This newly designed holder for the keyboard black
tables »Omega« 18810, 18950 and 18953
provides a good view of your laptop. You
won't find a more versatile laptop holder.
There are 8 different tilt positions for the
laptop support. In addition the holder can be
attached to any of the legs of a keyboard
stand. The adjustable stop pins mean the
laptop connections are always accessible.
The support shelf is also suitable for small
items of equipment, e.g. an iPad.

1

€ 71,28

€ 85,54

18816-000-55 iPad holder This iPad holder is for the keyboard tables black
18810 »Omega«, 18950 and 18953. The
holder is attached either directly or by
means of an adapter to the keyboard table
(18950 or 18953). The holder can be height
adjusted (7 positions) and the distance from
the table is also freely adjustable. The iPad
(2nd, 3rd or 4th generation) is easy to clip in
and out of the holder. Tilt is adjusted with an
ergonomic clamping screw. The iPad can of
course be turned to either the vertical or
horizontal position and slip is prevented.

1

€ 27,39

€ 32,87

18840-000-30 KEYBOAR
D STAND
»BABYSPIDER
PRO«

anodiz
ed
alumin
um

1

€ 140,03

€ 168,04

black
anodiz
ed

1

€ 140,03

€ 168,04

The next generation of the »Baby-Spider«
keyboard stand, equipped with a pair of
extendable support arms, a 3/8" or 5/8"
threaded connector for the attachment of
microphone booms and a cable clamp for
cable management. The stand provides
infinitely variable height adjustment and a
gradually adjustment of the depth. The stand
collapses easily in one piece. The »BabySpider Pro« can be extended for a second
keyboard with the support arms 18865 or
18866. For transport the carrying case
18846 is optional available. Maximum load
per tier: 35 kg.
18840-000-35 KEYBOAR The next generation of the »Baby-Spider«
D STAND keyboard stand, equipped with a pair of
»BABYextendable support arms, a 3/8" or 5/8"
SPIDER
threaded connector for the attachment of
PRO«
microphone booms and a cable clamp for
cable management. The stand provides
infinitely variable height adjustment and a
gradually adjustment of the depth. The stand
collapses easily in one piece. The »BabySpider Pro« can be extended for a second
keyboard with the support arms 18865 or
18866. For transport the carrying case
18846 is optional available. Maximum load
per tier: 35 kg.

18846-000-00 CARRYIN To store and transport keyboard stand
G CASE
»Baby-Spider Pro« 18840. Waterproof
sturdy nylon fabric. Features wrap-around
zipper and 2 nylon handles.
18850-000-30 KEYBOAR The keyboard stand of the future from K&M D STAND the »Spider«. This is innovative design in
»SPIDER« combination with very modern technology.
Its sturdy aluminum section column rests on
four aluminum tube legs, which provide the
greatest possible freedom of movement of
the legs. Infinitely variable adjustment of the
height of the support arms can be carried
out at the flick of a wrist by means of an
ergonomically shaped clamp screw. For
transport, the legs and the support arms fold
up. The small packing unit can then be
transported in a carrier bag (Order-No.
18851). The »Spider« can be equipped with
further support arms.
18850-000-35 KEYBOAR The keyboard stand of the future from K&M D STAND the »Spider«. This is innovative design in
»SPIDER« combination with very modern technology.
Its sturdy aluminum section column rests on
four aluminum tube legs, which provide the
greatest possible freedom of movement of
the legs. Infinitely variable adjustment of the
height of the support arms can be carried
out at the flick of a wrist by means of an
ergonomically shaped clamp screw. For
transport, the legs and the support arms fold
up. The small packing unit can then be
transported in a carrier bag (Order-No.
18851). The »Spider« can be equipped with
further support arms.
18851-000-00 CARRYIN To store and transport keyboard stand
G CASE
»Spider« 18850 and »Spider Pro« 18860.
Waterproof sturdy nylon fabric. Features
wrap-around zipper and 2 nylon handles.
18852-000-55 ADAPTER An adapter board with 3/8" or 5/8" threaded
FOR
connection for attaching microphone booms
»SPIDER« to the »Spider« keyboard stand.

1

€ 16,17

€ 19,40

anodiz
ed
alumin
um

1

€ 140,03

€ 168,04

black
anodiz
ed

1

€ 140,03

€ 168,04

1

€ 20,02

€ 24,02

1

€ 16,83

€ 20,20

1

€ 35,42

€ 42,50

1

€ 35,42

€ 42,50

black

18855-000-30 SUPPORT Additional support arms for keyboard stand anodiz
ARM SET »Spider«, black or silver. Comes with clamp ed
to attach the arms to the column.
alumin
um
18855-000-35 SUPPORT Additional support arms for keyboard stand black
ARM SET »Spider«, black or silver. Comes with clamp anodiz
to attach the arms to the column.
ed

18860-000-30 KEYBOAR
D STAND
»SPIDER
PRO«

The »Spider Pro« is the further development anodiz
of the »Spider« keyboard stand. The
ed
»Spider Pro« is equipped with a pair of
alumin
extendable support arms, as well as an
um
additional pair of extendable support arms
with a 15º tilt angle. The »Spider Pro« can
be fitted with additional support arms for a
third keyboard. The »Spider Pro« also has a
3/8" or 5/8" threaded connection for
attaching microphone booms. The tilt of the
»Spider Pro« is greater than that of the
»Spider« to allow easier playing when two
keyboards are being used. On top of this,
the »Spider Pro« also provides optimum leg
movement thanks to the raised design of its
feet, continuously variable height adjustment
and a special mechanism for collapsing the
stand as well as easy carrying of the stand
in the bag, which is available as an optional
extra.
18860-000-35 KEYBOAR The »Spider Pro« is the further development black
D STAND of the »Spider« keyboard stand. The
anodiz
»SPIDER »Spider Pro« is equipped with a pair of
ed
PRO«
extendable support arms, as well as an
additional pair of extendable support arms
with a 15º tilt angle. The »Spider Pro« can
be fitted with additional support arms for a
third keyboard. The »Spider Pro« also has a
3/8" or 5/8" threaded connection for
attaching microphone booms. The tilt of the
»Spider Pro« is greater than that of the
»Spider« to allow easier playing when two
keyboards are being used. On top of this,
the »Spider Pro« also provides optimum leg
movement thanks to the raised design of its
feet, continuously variable height adjustment
and a special mechanism for collapsing the
stand as well as easy carrying of the stand
in the bag, which is available as an optional
extra.
18864-000-25 Threaded Zwei Gewindebolzen im Set, zum Befestigen black
bolt set for von Mikrofonschwenkarmen am Spider Pro zinc»Spider
mit und ohne Laptophalterung.
plated
Pro«
18865-000-30 SUPPORT Additional extendable support arms for the anodiz
ARM SET »Spider Pro« keyboard stand; available in
ed
A
black or silver with fastening clamp.
alumin
um
18865-000-35 SUPPORT Additional extendable support arms for the black
ARM SET »Spider Pro« keyboard stand; available in
anodiz
A
black or silver with fastening clamp.
ed

1

€ 171,71

€ 206,05

1

€ 171,71

€ 206,05

1

€ 6,60

€ 7,92

1

€ 39,49

€ 47,39

1

€ 39,49

€ 47,39

18866-000-30 SUPPORT Additional extendable 15° tilt angle support
ARM SET arms for the »Spider Pro« keyboard stand;
B
available in black or silver with fastening
clamp.
18866-000-35 SUPPORT Additional extendable 15° tilt angle support
ARM SET arms for the »Spider Pro« keyboard stand;
B
available in black or silver with fastening
clamp.
18868-000-55 LAPTOP
A practical add-on for the »Spider Pro« and
REST
»Baby Spider Pro« keyboard stands. The
robust attachment is a secure holder for a
laptop. The stable arms can be tilted easily
and quickly. Four positions are available,
covering a tilt from horizontal to 25º. The
attachment can be manoeuvred horizontally
to position the notebook where you want it to
be. The support has rubber pads to stop the
notebook from slipping and to protect it from
scratches.
18868-000-81 LAPTOP
A practical add-on for the »Spider Pro« and
REST
»Baby Spider Pro« keyboard stands. The
robust attachment is a secure holder for a
laptop. The stable arms can be tilted easily
and quickly. Four positions are available,
covering a tilt from horizontal to 25º. The
attachment can be manoeuvred horizontally
to position the notebook where you want it to
be. The support has rubber pads to stop the
notebook from slipping and to protect it from
scratches.
18872-300-55 Extension
rod
18874-000-55 Sheet
The exclusive sheet music holder for the
music
»Spider Pro« models 18860 and 18840 is
holder for easy and convenient to attach to the column
»Spider
of the keyboard stand. The stable stand can
Pro«
be freely height adjusted by means of the
ergonomic clamping lever. The angle of
inclination is safely fixed in a stable position
with the toothed hinge. The sheet music
holder can be positioned at any distance or
direction using the clamping screw. Like a
standard sheet music stand, the holder is
simply folded for transport.
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18875-000-55 iPad holder The exclusive iPad holder for the »Spider
for »Spider Pro« models 18860 and 18840 is simple and
Pro«
convenient to attach to the column of the
keyboard stand. The stable holder can be
adjusted to any height using the ergonomic
clamping lever. The tilt, distance and
direction of the holder are adjusted with 2
clamping screws. The iPad (2nd, 3rd or 4th
generation) is simple to clip in or out of the
holder. The iPad can of course be turned to
either the vertical or horizontal position and
slip is prevented.
18880-000-30 TABLEProfessional, black powder-coated
STYLE
aluminum keyboard stand. The stand is
KEYBOAR height-adjustable from 630 mm up to 960
D STAND mm. Can be used with stackers to hold
additional keyboards.
18880-000-55 TABLEProfessional, black powder-coated
STYLE
aluminum keyboard stand. The stand is
KEYBOAR height-adjustable from 630 mm up to 960
D STAND mm. Can be used with stackers to hold
additional keyboards.
18881-000-30 STACKER Attachable to keyboard stand 18880 to hold
A
an additional keyboard. Fully adjustable in
tilt.
18881-000-55 STACKER Attachable to keyboard stand 18880 to hold
A
an additional keyboard. Fully adjustable in
tilt.
18882-000-30 STACKER A versatile extension system for attaching
B
additional keyboards to the keyboard stand
18880. Can be used with stacker A 18881.
Fully adjustable in depth and tilt.
18882-000-55 STACKER A versatile extension system for attaching
B
additional keyboards to the keyboard stand
18880. Can be used with stacker A 18881.
Fully adjustable in depth and tilt.
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18930-070-55 Keyboard
Stand

The new generation of X-Stands is
black
comfortable and convenient. The ergonomic
clamping mechanism makes setup or break
down easy and fast. The robust metal joint
can be adjusted in 5º intervals; the short
intervals provide the user with a multitude of
positions. With the assistance of a scale the
user is able to easily find his preferred
setting. Both of the back rubber end caps
can be adjusted on their axis and as such
can be adjusted perfectly to the width of the
keyboard. The maximum support depth is
350 mm. The typical K&M quality
characteristics, such as solid workmanship,
high quality surface finishes and practical
end caps to stabilize the stand on uneven
surfaces round off the overall concept.

1

€ 30,25

€ 36,30

18933-070-55 Keyboard
Stand

The new generation of X-Stands is
black
comfortable and convenient. The ergonomic
clamping mechanism makes setup or break
down easy and fast. The robust metal joint
can be adjusted in 5º intervals; the short
intervals provide the user with a multitude of
positions. With the assistance of a scale the
user is able to easily find his preferred
setting. Both of the back rubber end caps
can be adjusted on their axis and as such
can be adjusted perfectly to the width of the
keyboard. The maximum support depth is
250 mm. The typical K&M quality
characteristics, such as solid workmanship,
high quality surface finishes and practical
end caps to stabilize the stand on uneven
surfaces round off the overall concept.
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€ 30,25

€ 36,30
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€ 37,40

€ 44,88

1

€ 39,16

€ 46,99

18941-000-55 STACKER Optional stacker for 18940 and 18990, fully black
adjustable in height, depth and tilt to
accomodate various types of instruments. Allmetal construction, black powder-coated.
Big non-marring pads to protect the
keyboard. The new all-metal teeth locking
devices ensure tight non-slip settings at any
position.
18941-000-78 STACKER Optional stacker for 18940 and 18990, fully silver
adjustable in height, depth and tilt to
shadow
accomodate various types of instruments. Allmetal construction, black powder-coated.
Big non-marring pads to protect the
keyboard. The new all-metal teeth locking
devices ensure tight non-slip settings at any
position.

18950-000-55 TABLESTYLE
KEYBOAR
D STAND

18952-000-55 STACKER

18953-000-55 Table-style
stage
piano
stand

18954-000-55 ADAPTER

18955-000-00 CARRYIN
G CASE

18956-300-55 BOOM
ARM

18958-000-55 MUSIC
HOLDER
18959-000-00 CARRYIN
G CASE

This highly versatile table-style keyboard
black
stand leaves nothing more to be desired.
Multiple points of adjustment and accessory
options make the stand very adaptable. Highquality materials and quality craftsmanship
are the mainstay of this indestructible
keyboard table A sophisticated folding
mechanism means the table can be
collapsed to an extraordinarily compact and
portable unit.
Optional stacker for 18950 or 18953
black
keyboard/stage piano stand, fully adjustable
in height, tilt and depth to accomodate
various types of instruments. All-metal
construction. Big non-marring pads to
protect the keyboard.
Professional, heavy-duty steel stand for
black
stage pianos, supports max. 80 kg. Features
an individual height-adjustment system for
each leg. Cable clips are included. Folds for
easy transport. Optional microphone arm,
music holder, stacker and headphone
holder.
Additional adapter to attach boom arm
black
18956 or music holder 18958 to 18950 or
18953 keyboard/stage piano stand. Only
necessary, when stacker 18952 is installed.
Convenient carrying case for the table-style
stage piano stand 18953. Tearproof nylon
material, water-resistant. The case comes
with padded handles and an adjustable
shoulder strap. Plastic rubber feet protect
the bottom of the case.
Attaches to 18810 »Omega«, 18950 or
black
18953 keyboard/stage piano stand. Twopiece telescopic boom arm. Complete with
locking washer and plastic grip. Smooth,
silent and scratch-free adjustment thanks to
large wing nut. Fully adjustable in height and
tilt.
Attaches to 18950 or 18953 keyboard/stage black
piano stand. Large music desk with deep
desk angle.
Convenient carrying case for table-style
keyboard stand 18950. Tearproof nylon
material, water-resistant. The case comes
with padded handles and an adjustable
shoulder strap. Plastic rubber feet protect
the bottom of the case.
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18962-071-55 KEYBOAR X-style stand with additional locking
D STAND positions for extremely low level usage.
Quick and easy to set up and fold. Because
of the unique height adjustment mechanism
the stand always opens to the desired height
and width. Tubular construction, black mat
finish. Non-marring pads on support arms to
protect instrument.
18963-071-55 KEYBOAR Sturdy double brace X-Stand, securely holds
D STAND large keyboards. Made from steel tubing.
Because of the unique height adjustment
mechanism the stand always opens to the
desired height and width.
18969-071-55 KEYBOAR X-style keyboard stand, especially designed
D STAND for children. Very low height-adjustable and
FOR KIDS easy to set up and fold. Unique adjustment
mechanism insures the stand to open
always to the desired height and width.
Slidable non-marring pads on the support
arms provide a firm fit also for smaller
keyboards.
18990-070-55 KEYBOAR Heavy-duty adjustable steel construction
D STAND with double square tubular cross supports.
»RICK«
Patented push-button quick-release
mechanism for easy operation. Non-marring
pads on support arms. Will accommodate
second keyboard with optional stacker
18941. Adjustable end cap to stabilize the
stand on uneven surfaces.
18990-070-78 KEYBOAR Heavy-duty adjustable steel construction
D STAND with double square tubular cross supports.
»RICK«
Patented push-button quick-release
mechanism for easy operation. Non-marring
pads on support arms. Will accommodate
second keyboard with optional stacker
18941. Adjustable end cap to stabilize the
stand on uneven surfaces.
18993-000-55 KEYBOAR Version similar to keyboard stand »Rick«
D STAND with »Smart-Lock« quick-release
»RICK 20« adjustment, however with a minimum
support arm depth of 250 mm for a perfect
rest of stage pianos.
18993-000-78 KEYBOAR Version similar to keyboard stand »Rick«
D STAND with »Smart-Lock« quick-release
»RICK 20« adjustment, however with a minimum
support arm depth of 250 mm for a perfect
rest of stage pianos.
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19500-011-55 SPEAKER The footprint of this unique speaker stand is black
STAND
especially flat making it particularly useful
when space is restricted. The stable speaker
stand is an ideal solution for the ambitious
solo entertainer or professional event
technician. Metal connectors and tubing give
the stand a very sturdy character. Adjusting
the height of the stand is easy and reliably
secure with K&M's tried-and-tested locking
bolt system. Integrated shock absorbers, a
safety device and the practical mounting aid
are extras which are standard on König &
Meyer's speaker stands.

1

€ 66,99

€ 80,39

19580-000-55 MOUNTIN
G
ADAPTER
19654-000-55 FLANGE
ADAPTER

Attachable to speakers. Slip-on adapter for
speaker stands with tube diameter 35 mm.

black

1

€ 13,75

€ 16,50

Can be inserted or screwed into speaker
enclosure. For stands with tube diameter 35
mm.
Can be inserted or screwed into speaker
enclosure. For stands with tube diameter 35
mm.
Suitable for 21420 or stands with tubing
diameter of 25 mm. Designed to be inserted
and screwed onto speaker enclosures.
Plastic-coated steel flange, diameter 105
mm, depth 78 mm.
For speaker stands with tube diameter of 35
mm. Angle adjustable to 15°. Secured by
locking screw.

black
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€ 2,42

€ 2,90

black
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€ 6,38

€ 7,66

black
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€ 12,65

€ 15,18

black

1

€ 22,66

€ 27,19

For speaker stands with tube diameter of 35 black
mm. A unique patented expanding mandrel
system provides a tight and firm fit for the
speaker. The moveable plastic splints
separate the speaker from the stand
creating a vibration-free connection. Easy to
use ring lock.
19685-300-55 ADAPTER Adapter for attaching a small LCD/LED
black
FOR
screen to a stand using a swivel joint with a
SCREENS 3/8" thread. In compliance with VESA75 /
VESA100, the attachment plate can easily
be mounted on the stand with the prismatic
connection.

1

€ 35,86

€ 43,03

1

€ 14,52

€ 17,42

19656-000-55 FLANGE
ADAPTER
19665-000-55 FLANGE
ADAPTER

19670-000-55 SPEAKER
TILT
CONNECT
OR
19674-000-55 SPEAKER
TILT
CONNECT
OR »RING
LOCK«

19695-100-55 Universal
Joint

More room for maneuvre! The flexible
universal joint can be used on practically
any microphone stand and gives you more
freedom than ever by providing maximum
flexibility for positioning a range of
equipment such as microphones, hand-held
recorders, etc. Included are a 3/8" female
thread and 1/4" or 3/8" male thread. The
integrated thread adapter allows for even
more combinations.
19695-300-55 Universal More room for maneuvre! The flexible
Joint
universal joint can be used on practically
any microphone stand and gives you more
freedom than ever by providing maximum
flexibility for positioning a range of
equipment such as microphones, hand-held
recorders, etc. Included are a 3/8" female
thread and 1/4" or 3/8" male thread. The
integrated thread adapter allows for even
more combinations.
19710-300-55 iPad stand A clever way to show off your iPad. The new
holder
mount is guaranteed to hold the iPad
effectively and safely. For use on stage, in
the rehearsal room or at home - the 3/8"
internal thread means the holder can be
attached to any microphone stand easily
and quickly. The iPad is clipped in and out of
the holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing
nut adjusts the tilt so the user can easily find
a position to suit them. The iPad switches
rapidly between the vertical and horizontal
format without slipping.
19712-300-55 iPad stand A clever way to show off your iPad 2. The
holder
new mount is guaranteed to hold the iPad 2
effectively and safely. For use on stage, in
the rehearsal room or at home - the 3/8"
internal thread means the holder can be
attached to any microphone stand easily
and quicklyThe iPad 2 is clipped in and out
of the holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use
wing nut adjusts the tilt so the user can
easily find a position to suit them. The iPad 2
switches rapidly between the vertical and
horizontal format without slipping.

black
1/4"
male
thread
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black
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black
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black
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1

€ 19,25
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19713-300-55 iPad mini
stand
holder

A clever way to show off your iPad mini. The black
mount is guaranteed to hold the iPad mini
3/8"
effectively and safely. For use on stage, in
the rehearsal room or at home - the 3/8"
internal thread means the holder can be
attached to any microphone stand easily and
quicklyThe iPad mini is clipped in and out of
the holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing
nut adjusts the tilt so the user can easily find
a position to suit them. The iPad mini
switches rapidly between the vertical and
horizontal format without slipping.

1

€ 19,25

€ 23,10

19720-000-55 iPad holder The clever way to display your iPad. The
black
connector holds an iPad securely and
comfortably. Whether on stage, in the
rehearsal room or at home – the strong
prismatic element with its ergonomic
clamping screw allows the iPad holder to be
attached quickly and easily to any tubes up
to 30 mm diameter. The iPad snaps in and
out of the holder effortlessly. The pivoting
range is second to none, allowing the user
the iPad position of their choice. The swivel
movement can be adjusted from free to
resistant. The iPad switches rapidly between
the vertical and horizontal format without
slipping.
19722-000-55 iPad holder The clever way to display your iPad. The
black
connector holds an iPad securely and
comfortably. Whether on stage, in the
rehearsal room or at home – the strong
prismatic element with its ergonomic
clamping screw allows the iPad holder to be
attached quickly and easily to any tubes up
to 30 mm diameterThe iPad snaps in and
out of the holder effortlessly. The pivoting
range is second to none, allowing the user
the iPad position of their choice. The swivel
movement can be adjusted from free to
resistant. The iPad switches rapidly between
the vertical and horizontal format without
slipping.
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€ 30,80

€ 36,96

1

€ 30,80

€ 36,96

19723-000-55 iPad mini
holder

The clever way to display your iPad mini.
black
The connector holds an iPad mini securely
and comfortably. Whether on stage, in the
rehearsal room or at home – the strong
prismatic element with its ergonomic
clamping screw allows the iPad mini holder
to be attached quickly and easily to any
tubes up to 30 mm diameterThe iPad mini
snaps in and out of the holder effortlessly.
The pivoting range is second to none,
allowing the user the iPad mini position of
their choice. The swivel movement can be
adjusted from free to resistant. The iPad
mini switches rapidly between the vertical
and horizontal format without slipping.
The safe way to use your iPad in comfort.
black
The new wall mount holds your iPad
securely and safely. The mount is simply
attached to the wall using the 3 fastening
bores. The iPad clips effortlessly in and out
of the holder. Once attached, the iPad turnes
comfortably through 360º and won't slip.

1

€ 30,80

€ 36,96

1

€ 12,10

€ 14,52

The safe way to use your iPad in comfort.
black
The new wall mount holds your iPad
securely and safely. The mount is simply
attached to the wall using the 3 fastening
boresThe iPad clips effortlessly in and out of
the holder. Once attached, the iPad turnes
comfortably through 360º and won't slip.

1

€ 12,10

€ 14,52

19733-000-55 iPad mini The safe way to use your iPad mini in
black
wall mount comfort. The new wall mount holds your
iPad mini securely and safely. The mount is
simply attached to the wall using the 3
fastening boresThe iPad mini clips
effortlessly in and out of the holder. Once
attached, the iPad mini turnes comfortably
through 360º and won't slip.

1

€ 12,10

€ 14,52

19730-000-55 iPad wall
mount

19732-000-55 iPad wall
mount

19740-000-55 Tablet PC
holder

A distinctive tensioning mechanism means black
this holder is suitable for attaching tablet
PCs like iPad, iPad mini, Amazon Kindle,
Samsung Galaxy Tab, Google Nexus, Asus
Transformer or Microsoft Surface in size
from 120 to 220 mm to a shaft diameter of
max. 30 mm. The holder is equally suitable
for tablets with a protective sleeve or case. A
tension spring allows the tablet to be clipped
in and removed from the holder easily and
quickly. The adjustable, universal clamping
jaw with integrated moss rubber protectors
ensures a strong grip and eliminates
undesired vibration sound problems. The
holder does not affect the functioning of the
operating controls. The felt-protected
adjustable fastening pin provides extra
security when the tablet holder is positioned
vertically and prevents the tablet PC from
falling, even under heavy use. The holder
can be rotated to a position to suit all users
and the rotation motion adjusted from easy
to stiff with a clamp bolt. The tablet holder
can of course be switched between portrait
and landscape format and potential slippage
is prevented.

1

€ 37,95

€ 45,54

19742-300-55 Tablet PC
stand
holder

A universal tablet holder for microphone
black
stands. The holder can be attached quickly 3/8"
and easily to any microphone stand with the
3/8" internal thread. A unique tensioning
mechanism with a clamping width between
120 and 220 mm means the holder is
suitable for holding securely all standard
tablet PC models like iPad, iPad mini,
Amazon Kindle, Samsung Galaxy Tab,
Google Nexus, Asus Transformer or
Microsoft Surface. The holder is especially
suitable for tablets with a protective sleeve
or case. A tension spring means the tablet
can be clipped in or removed from the
holder in no time at all. The universal
clamping jaw with integrated moss rubber
protectors ensures a secure hold and
eliminates undesired vibration sound
problems. The adjustable clamp bolt with felt
protectors and a rubber cover provide
additional stability when setting up the tablet
holder in the portrait format - so that the
tablet is prevented from falling from the
holder, even when in use in the toughest of
stage environments. The clamping jaw is
adjustable, so the holder cannot impede the
functioning of the operating controls. The
tablet PC can of course be instantly
switched between landscape and portrait
format and independent rotation is
prevented.

1

€ 25,30

€ 30,36

19745-000-55 Smartphon Your smartphone is always within reach with black
e holder
this universal holder. The holder is suitable
for flat devices, e.g. smartphones or MP3
players like iPhone, Samsung Galaxy, with a
width of 46 to 76 mm. It's quick and easy to
use – simply place the smartphone in the
holder and close the clamping jaws –
finished. The device is released at the press
of a button. The clamping jaws, with
integrated moss rubber protectors, ensure a
strong grip and eliminate undesired vibration
sound problems. To ensure functioning of
the operating controls is not affected, the
bars of the holder can be removed and reinserted on the reverse side of the holder.
The holder can be switched between portrait
and landscape format. The stable clamping
element with ergonomic knurled screw
means the holder can be attached to shafts
max. 30 mm diameter. The holder can be
freely positioned by means of the 110 mm
long holding arm.

1

€ 18,92

€ 22,70

19750-000-55 iPad table
stand

1

€ 27,28

€ 32,74

1

€ 27,28

€ 32,74

Strength and stability! The mobile table
black
stand for your iPad. The iPad is held safe
and secure thanks to the sturdy steel base.
With this high-quality table stand, you can
easily read, write, surf the Internet or just
view pictures or videos without any
vibrations. The iPad clips in and out of the
holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing nut
adjusts the tilt so that every user can adapt
the viewing angle to suit them optimally. The
iPad can be rapidly switched between the
vertical and horizontal format without
slipping.
19752-000-55 iPad table Strength and stability! The mobile table
black
stand
stand for your iPad. The iPad is held safe
and secure thanks to the sturdy steel base.
With this high-quality table stand, you can
easily read, write, surf the Internet or just
view pictures or videos without any
vibrations. The iPad clips in and out of the
holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing nut
adjusts the tilt so that every user can adapt
the viewing angle to suit them optimally. The
iPad can be rapidly switched between the
vertical and horizontal format without
slipping.

19760-000-55 iPad mini Strength and stability! The mobile table
black
table stand stand for your iPad mini. The iPad mini is
held safe and secure thanks to the sturdy
steel base. With this high-quality table stand,
you can easily read, write, surf the Internet
or just view pictures or videos without any
vibrations. The iPad mini clips in and out of
the holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing
nut adjusts the tilt so that every user can
adapt the viewing angle to suit them
optimally. The iPad mini can be rapidly
switched between the vertical and horizontal
format without slipping.
19772-300-55 iPad stand The combination of stand and iPad holder is black
great to use on stage, at home or in the
studio. The iPad (2nd, 3rd or 4th generation)
is easy to clip in and out of the holder. Tilt is
adjusted with an ergonomic clamping screw.
The iPad can of course be turned to either
the vertical or horizontal position and slip is
prevented. The simple stand, which
telescopes in 2 sections, can be adjusted to
any height between 70 and 155 cm. It folds
to a small compact size, which is easy to
transport.
19780-000-55 Inclinable Using this stand adapter, loud speakers or black
Stand
sound columns can be mounted on speaker
Adapter
stands or wall mounts without the need for
an incorporated flange. The mount is
suitable for stands with a section diameter of
35 mm. The adapter can be tilted to 30º and
adjusted to any height using the clamping
screw. Assembly is easy as the swivel
mount is first attached to the stand and then
slotted into the bracket.
19900-300-55 MICROPH Extremely compact microphone stand.
black
ONE
Three-piece shaft, non-marring heightSTAND
adjustment system, lightweight plastic base
with folding legs.
20000-300-55 MICROPH Specially designed folding die-cast base with black
ONE
built-in anti-vibration filters in legs. Stand
STAND
isolates microphone from vibrations. Well
suited for recording studios.
20120-300-01 MICROPH Folding, short-legged design with die-cast
nickel
ONE
base. Noiseless height-adjustment.
STAND
20120-300-55 MICROPH Folding, short-legged design with die-cast
black
ONE
base. Noiseless height-adjustment.
STAND
20130-300-01 MICROPH A world-wide classic. Folding, long-legged
nickel
ONE
die-cast base for stabilty and ease of
STAND
transport. Noiseless, non-scratching clutchstyle height-adjustment mechanism.
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€ 37,29
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€ 27,50

€ 33,00
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€ 28,38

€ 34,06
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€ 45,98
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€ 27,83
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€ 26,62

€ 31,94

1

€ 28,60

€ 34,32

20130-300-55 MICROPH A world-wide classic. Folding, long-legged
black
ONE
die-cast base for stabilty and ease of
STAND
transport. Noiseless, non-scratching clutchstyle height-adjustment mechanism.
20800-309-55 OVERHEA This compact overhead microphone stand is black
D
now even lighter and more stable. Thanks to
MICROPH a new leg combination and a new clamping
ONE
element, its weight has been reduced to 3.6
STAND
kg. The leg base diameter of 1 m affords
stability and safety. A range of different
boom arms can be attached using the 3/8"
thread adaptor. The stand extends to a
height of over 3 m.
20811-409-55 OVERHEA A microphone stand in a two-piece folding
black
D
design that extends to over 4 m and as such
MICROPH is very suitable for organ and choir
ONE
recordings. There is an extra safety ring lock
STAND
for stability. The extension tube has a 1/2"
thread connector. The stand can optionally
be combined with boom arm 21231.

1

€ 27,28

€ 32,74

1

€ 58,96

€ 70,75

1

€ 142,12

€ 170,54

21020-300-01 MICROPH The industry standard for a mic stand and
nickel
ONE
boom arm combination. Package consists of
STAND
the 201A/2 microphone stand and the 211
boom arm. Folding base for ease of
transport. Long legs for added stability. The
210/2 - a classic for 30 years. More than 2
million sold.
21020-300-55 MICROPH The industry standard for a mic stand and
black
ONE
boom arm combination. Package consists of
STAND
the 201A/2 microphone stand and the 211
boom arm. Folding base for ease of
transport. Long legs for added stability. The
210/2 - a classic for 30 years. More than 2
million sold.
21021-300-55 OVERHEA Especially designed for studios and
black
D
drummers. Taller and longer than most
MICROPH stands. Long legs fold for compact storage
ONE
and easy transport.
STAND
21060-300-01 MICROPH Modern update of the classic 210/2. Zinc die- nickel
ONE
cast base with long folding legs. Special
STAND
height-adjustment mechanism.
21060-300-55 MICROPH Modern update of the classic 210/2. Zinc die- black
ONE
cast base with long folding legs. Special
STAND
height-adjustment mechanism.
21060-300-87 MICROPH Consists of tubing assembly, boom arm and gray
ONE
zinc die-cast base with long folding legs.
STAND
Square swivel joint with large wing nut.
»SOFTAttractive gray Soft-Touch powder coating.
TOUCH«

1

€ 39,05

€ 46,86

1

€ 37,40

€ 44,88

1

€ 53,90

€ 64,68

1

€ 33,33

€ 40,00

1

€ 32,01

€ 38,41

1

€ 34,43

€ 41,32

21070-300-55 MICROPH Low-priced all-metal-stand. Consists of
black
ONE
tubing assembly, boom arm and zinc dieSTAND
cast base with long folding legs. Square
swivel joint with large wing nut.
21080-300-01 MICROPH Consists of tubing assembly and extendable nickel
ONE
boom arm. Zinc die-cast base with long
STAND
folding legs. Square swivel joint with large
wing nut.
21080-300-55 MICROPH Consists of tubing assembly and extendable black
ONE
boom arm. Zinc die-cast base with long
STAND
folding legs. Square swivel joint with large
wing nut.
21080-300-87 MICROPH Like model 21060, but with extendable
gray
ONE
boom arm.
STAND
»SOFTTOUCH«
21090-300-01 MICROPH A more compact version of the classic 210/2. nickel
ONE
The combination of the long-legged 201A/2
STAND
mic stand and the 211/1 telescopic boom
arm. Like the 210/2, the 210/9 sets the
standard for professional microphone boom
stands.
21090-300-55 MICROPH A more compact version of the classic 210/2. black
ONE
The combination of the long-legged 201A/2
STAND
mic stand and the 211/1 telescopic boom
arm. Like the 210/2, the 210/9 sets the
standard for professional microphone boom
stands.
21100-300-01 BOOM
Classic one-piece boom arm with 3/8"
nickel
ARM
thread, and sliding adjustment through nonscratching swivel joint. Easy tightening with
T-bar locking screw. Complete with locking
washer and plastic handgrip.
21100-300-55 BOOM
Classic one-piece boom arm with 3/8"
black
ARM
thread, and sliding adjustment through nonscratching swivel joint. Easy tightening with
T-bar locking screw. Complete with locking
washer and plastic handgrip.
21105-000-55 Counter
Used for heavy microphones. Fits all oneblack
weight
piece K&M boom arms with 3/8" thread
connector or tube diameter 15 mm. Easy
mounting.
21110-300-01 BOOM
Classic tow-piece telescopic boom arm with nickel
ARM
3/8" thread. Silent, scratchless swivel joint
for adjustment of angle, easy tightening with
T-bar locking screw.
21110-300-55 BOOM
Classic tow-piece telescopic boom arm with black
ARM
3/8" thread. Silent, scratchless swivel joint
for adjustment of angle, easy tightening with
T-bar locking screw.

1

€ 27,50

€ 33,00

1

€ 36,74

€ 44,09

1

€ 35,20

€ 42,24

1

€ 37,62

€ 45,14

1

€ 41,25

€ 49,50

1

€ 37,70

€ 45,23

1

€ 13,75

€ 16,50

1

€ 13,20

€ 15,84

1

€ 11,11

€ 13,33

1

€ 15,73

€ 18,88

1

€ 15,07

€ 18,08

21140-300-55 BOOM
ARM

Two-piece telescopic boom arm with 3/8"
thread. Complete with locking washer and
plastic grip. Smooth, silent and scratch-free
adjustment thanks to large wing nut.
21160-300-55 BOOM
Short one-piece boom arm with 3/8" thread.
ARM
Locking washer and plastic grip. Smooth
adjustment. Easy to tighten with wing nut.
21231-400-55 BOOM
Telescopic boom arm with 3/8" thread.
ARM
Adjustable counterweight. For use with
model 20811 and 21411.
21300-009-55 SPEAKER A high quality steel speaker stand with zinc
STAND
die-cast clamps for professional use.
Infinitely variable height adjustment with a
hand crank and push button system which
prevents an uncontrolled reverse motion.
There is an additional locking screw for extra
safety. Extension tube diameter 35 mm,
suitable for speakers and lighting crossbars
with an integrated M10 thread connector.

black

1

€ 13,31

€ 15,97

black

1

€ 9,90

€ 11,88

black

1

€ 69,85

€ 83,82

black

1

€ 127,60

€ 153,12

21302-009-55 SPEAKER A high quality steel speaker stand with
black
STAND
plastic clamps for professional use. Infinitely
variable height adjustment with a hand crank
and push button system which prevents an
uncontrolled reverse motion. There is an
additional locking screw for extra safety.
Extension tube diameter 35 mm, suitable for
speakers and lighting crossbars with an
integrated M10 thread connector.

1

€ 104,28

€ 125,14

21310-000-55 SAFETY
RING
21311-000-00 CARRYIN
G CASE

1

€ 12,98

€ 15,58

1

€ 19,69

€ 23,63

1

€ 23,54

€ 28,25

1

€ 35,86

€ 43,03

1

€ 1,16

€ 1,39

Safety accessory for all extension tubes with black
diameter of 36 mm.
Holds two K&M speaker/light stands 213,
214/6 etc. Made from black waterproof nylon
with silk-screened K&M logo. Two inside
compartments with zipper and sturdy
handles.
21312-000-00 CARRYIN Holds two K&M speaker/light stands 213,
G CASE
214/6 etc. Made from black waterproof nylon
»Pro«
with silk-screened K&M logo. Two inside
compartments with zipper and sturdy
handles.
21315-000-00 CARRYIN Sturdy carrying case for 6 microphone
G CASE
stands. Separate internal compartments
prevent scratching and damage of the
stands. The case comes with padded
handles and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Plastic rubber feet protect the bottom of the
case.
21326-000-55 ADAPTER Polyamide. For speaker flanges with inside black
SLEEVE
tube diameter 38 mm. May be attached to
K&M speaker stands with tube diameter 35
mm.

21330-900-55 EXTENSIO For speaker and light stands. One end has
N ROD
internal M10 thread, the other end has
external M10 thread.
21333-000-55 DISTANCE Connecting rod for satellite systems. Steel
ROD
tubing.
21334-000-55 DISTANCE Connecting rod for satellite systems with
ROD
M20 bolt. Steel tubing.
21336-000-55 DISTANCE Connecting rod for satellite systems. With
ROD
spring-loaded locking screw and safety bolt.
Steel tubing.
21337-000-55 DISTANCE Steel tube combination to connect satellite
ROD
systems. With M20 bolt to attach connector
plate 24116 for precise fit.
21337-000-57 DISTANCE Steel tube combination to connect satellite
ROD
systems. With M20 bolt to attach connector
plate 24116 for precise fit.
21338-000-55 DISTANCE Solid steel tubing to connect satellite
ROD WITH systems. Height-adjustment by hand crank.
HAND
Extra safety features provided by additional
CRANK
push-button and locking screw to avoid
uncontrolled reverse motion.
21339-000-55 DISTANCE Same as 21338, but with thread bolt M20 for
ROD WITH connector plate 24116 for zero backlash and
HAND
absolute vertical position.
CRANK

black

1

€ 21,01

€ 25,21

black

1

€ 10,78

€ 12,94

black

1

€ 15,40

€ 18,48

black

1

€ 30,80

€ 36,96

black

1

€ 30,91

€ 37,09

white

1

€ 37,18

€ 44,62

black

1

€ 87,67

€ 105,20

black

1

€ 89,98

€ 107,98

21340-000-55 DISTANCE
ROD WITH
HAND
CRANK
AND
»RING
LOCK«

black

1

€ 109,01

€ 130,81

black

1

€ 26,62

€ 31,94

black

1

€ 25,41

€ 30,49

black

1

€ 33,88

€ 40,66

An unstable satellite system – who needs it?
Loudspeakers can be attached tightly and
safely with the patented »Ring Lock«
system. A comfortable hand crank allows
you to adjust the height of even the heaviest
of speakers both easily and safely. An M20
threaded bolt and the patented expanding
mandrel guarantee a professional and
exceptionally safe system.
21347-000-55 DISTANCE Steel tube combination to connect satellite
ROD
systems. With bottom M20 thread to attach
connector plate 24116. Zero backlash and
absolute vertical position. Height-adjustable
by locking screw and »safety-pin«.
21348-000-55 DISTANCE Steel rod combination for connecting
ROD
satellite systems. With additional plastic
adapter for a clearance-free fit. Height
adjustable by locking screw and »safety
pin«.
21360-000-55 DISTANCE Steel connecting rod for satellite systems.
ROD
Both ends fitted with a unique patented
»RING
expanding mandrel system for a tight and
LOCK«
firm fit for the base and satellite speaker.
Moveable plastic splints separate the
speaker from the stand creating a vibrationfree connection. Easy to use ring lock.

21364-000-55 DISTANCE
ROD
»RING
LOCK«

black

1

€ 31,46

€ 37,75

black

1

€ 51,37

€ 61,64

black

1

€ 41,58

€ 49,90

black

1

€ 15,07

€ 18,08

black

1

€ 31,24

€ 37,49

black
(unit: 4
pcs.)

1

€ 11,55

€ 13,86

21402-000-00 WARNING No more tripping: reflective collar of heavy
STRIP
duty nylon fabric for better safety especially
in poor lighting conditions. Yellow/black
stripes printed with "CAUTION". Attaches to
base of the stand with Velcro.
21403-003-55 CABLE
Velcro cable holder, 220 x 25 mm. Set of
black
HOLDER three pieces in a plastic bag.
(unit: 3
pcs.)

1

€ 7,04

€ 8,45

3

€ 1,98

€ 2,38

21366-000-55 DISTANCE
ROD
»RING
LOCK«

21367-000-55 DISTANCE
ROD
»RING
LOCK«

21390-000-55 CROSSBA
R
21393-070-55 CROSSBA
R
21394-000-55 SCREW
SET

Steel connecting rod for satellite systems.
One end fitted with a unique patented
expanding mandrel system for a tight and
firm fit for the speaker. Moveable plastic
splints separate the speaker from the stand
creating a vibration-free connection. Easy to
use ring lock. The other end of the rod
features a threaded bolt M20 for connector
plate 24116.
Steel connecting rod for satellite systems.
Height adjustment using a non-scratching
locking screw and safety pin. Both ends
fitted with a unique patented expanding
mandrel system for a tight and firm fit for the
base and satellite speakers. Moveable
plastic splints separate the speaker from the
stand creating a vibration-free connection.
Easy to use ring lock.
Steel connecting rod for satellite systems.
Height adjustment using a non-scratching
locking screw and safety pin. One end is
fitted with a unique patented expanding
mandrel system for a tight and firm fit for the
speaker. Moveable plastic splints separate
the speaker from the stand creating a
vibration-free connection. Easy to use ring
lock. The other end of the rod features a
threaded bolt M20 for connector plate
24116.
For light stands. Rectangular steel tubing.
Attaches with M10 x 40 mm bolt and
washer.
Attachable to light and speaker stands with
extension tube diameter of 35 mm. With 4
screw fittings for spot lights.
For crossbars. Includes 4 screw fittings.

21404-000-55 Cable
Clamp

21411-400-55 OVERHEA
D
MICROPH
ONE
STAND
21420-000-55 SPEAKER/
MONITOR
STAND

21421-000-00 CARRYIN
G CASE

21422-000-00 CARRYIN
G CASE
21430-500-55 OVERHEA
D
MICROPH
ONE
STAND

Just say no to cable spaghetti and ugly
cable tape! Designed for speaker stands &
lighting stands, this smart cable clamp
simply wipes the floor. It can secure a total
of 12 cables width 4 – 9 mm. The cables are
laid in a slot and secured in place with velcro
tape. The light and practical cable clamp can
be used on shaft diameters from 35 – 42
mm. The heavy-duty plastic and robust
velcro tape ensures a long lifetime, tidiness
and safety – whether used at a public event
or at home. Each pack contains two
clamps.
Extremely sturdy overhead mic stand for
studio and broadcast applications.
Extendible up to 2 m. Locking heightadjustment mechanism for added safety.
1/2" thread for use with 21231 boom arm.
Collapsible design for easy transport and
storage.
Lightweight aluminum stand for loads up to
12 kg. Ideal for small speakers and
monitors. Extension tube diameter 25 mm.
Gradually height-adjustable. Non-scratching
locking screw. Foldable and light weight for
easy transport. Optional carrying case
21422, adapter 19680 and flange adapter
19665 available.
Designed to carry 2 K&M microphone
stands. Made of waterproof nylon. Black with
screenprinted logo. Two inside
compartments with zipper and sturdy
handles.
Designed to carry 2 K&M speaker/monitor
stands 21420. Made of black waterproof
nylon. Two inside compartments with drawstring closure and sturdy handles.
Mobile heavy steel microphone stand for
studio or stage. 10 kg cast metal base, low
centre of gravity for high level safety with 3
lockable castor wheels. Rod combination
extends to over 2 m with additional locking
mechanism. Extendable boom arm with a 3
kg counterweight and 5/8" connecting
thread. Additional mini boom arm with 5/8"and 3/8"- connecting thread, fully adjustable
regardless of the position of the main boom
arm, e.g. to use with studio microphones.

black

2

€ 5,06

€ 6,07

black

1

€ 68,97

€ 82,76

black

1

€ 31,24

€ 37,49

1

€ 10,56

€ 12,67

1

€ 10,56

€ 12,67

1

€ 179,96

€ 215,95

black

21431-300-55 MINI
BOOM
ARM

The short moveable microphone boom arm
is suitable for many applications. It is
particularly appropriate for overhead uses.
There are 3/8" and 5/8" threaded connectors
to take the microphone holder. Thanks to the
flexible clamping, the boom arm can be
positioned in length and angle with one
simple movement.
21435-009-55 SPEAKER The standard speaker stand constructed
STAND
from steel tubing has been significantly
improved. The new legs with a tubing
diameter of 35 mm and the large, fixed foot
end caps guarantee stability and safety.
Lasered bore holes and durable, robust
plastic saddle washers improve the
coefficient of friction between the legs and
braces and prevent scratching of the finish.
A compact clamp with a patented pushbutton system affords user-friendly stand
height adjustment. The locking screw
provides additional stability and vibrationfree speaker mount. Additional features
include a pull-out guard for the extension
tube, the mounting aid and an integral antishock component.
21436-009-55 SPEAKER The standard speaker stand constructed
STAND
from aluminum has been significantly
improved. The new legs with a tubing
diameter of 35 mm and the large, fixed foot
end caps guarantee stability and safety.
Lasered bore holes and durable, robust
plastic saddle washers improve the
coefficient of friction between the legs and
braces, and prevent scratching of the finish.
A compact clamp with a patented pushbutton system affords user-friendly stand
height adjustment. The locking screw
provides additional stability and vibrationfree speaker mount. Additional features
include a pull-out guard for the extension
tube and an integral anti-shock component.
21440-009-55 SPEAKER Aluminum speaker stand, extension tube
STAND
made from steel fitted with a unique
»RING
patented expanding mandrel system which
LOCK«
provides a tight and firm fit for the speaker.
The moveable plastic splints separate the
speaker from the stand creating a vibrationfree connection. Easy to use ring lock.
Height adjustment using a non-scratching
locking screw and additional safety pin for a
secure hold.

black

1

€ 11,11

€ 13,33

black

1

€ 44,33

€ 53,20

black

1

€ 48,18

€ 57,82

black

1

€ 73,82

€ 88,58

21441-000-55 ADAPTER
SLEEVE
»RING
LOCK«

black

1

€ 28,25

€ 33,89

anodiz
ed
alumin
um

1

€ 38,83

€ 46,60

black

1

€ 33,88

€ 40,66

black

1

€ 73,37

€ 88,04

21459-000-55 SPEAKER
black
STAND
PACKAGE
21460-009-55 SPEAKER The world-wide acclaimed speaker stand
black
STAND
has been upgraded. All clamps are now high
quality zinc die-cast. The new leg
construction and large fixed foot end caps
enhance safety and stability even further.
This professional stand is T&Uuml;V
(German Technical Supervisory Agency)
approved for a maximum central load
capacity of 50 kg. Other features such as
the pull-out guard for the extension tube, the
integral anti-shock component and
comfortable height adjustment with springloaded bolt and locking screw have of
course been retained.

2

€ 73,37

€ 88,04

1

€ 79,17

€ 95,00

21450-000-30 SPEAKER
STAND

21450-000-55 SPEAKER
STAND

21455-009-55 SPEAKER
STAND

Steel adapter sleeve attaches to speaker
stands with tubing diameter of 35 mm,
mounts with a locking screw. Integrated
unique patented expanding mandrel system
which provides a tight and firm fit for the
speaker. The moveable plastic splints
separate the speaker from the stand
creating a vibration-free connection.
An easy-to-carry speaker stand made of
high quality aluminum. Fiberglass-reinforced
fittings and an additional safety pin ensure
stable support for the speakers. The height
and feet adjust by an easy-to-use clamping
lever.
An easy-to-carry speaker stand made of
high quality aluminum. Fiberglass-reinforced
fittings and an additional safety pin ensure
stable support for the speakers. The height
and feet adjust by an easy-to-use clamping
lever.
Aluminum speaker stand especially
designed for low to medium height
applications. Extension tube diameter 35
mm. Height-adjustable by a spring-loaded
locking screw and safety bolt.
2 x K&M Speaker Stand 21450 in a Carrying
Case.

21460-009-57 SPEAKER The world-wide acclaimed speaker stand
white
STAND
has been upgraded. All clamps are now high
quality zinc die-cast. The new leg
construction and large fixed foot end caps
enhance safety and stability even further.
This professional stand is T&Uuml;V
(German Technical Supervisory Agency)
approved for a maximum central load
capacity of 50 kg. Other features such as
the pull-out guard for the extension tube, the
integral anti-shock component and
comfortable height adjustment with springloaded bolt and locking screw have of
course been retained.
21460-009-81 SPEAKER The world-wide acclaimed speaker stand
silver
STAND
has been upgraded. All clamps are now high
quality zinc die-cast. The new leg
construction and large fixed foot end caps
enhance safety and stability even further.
This professional stand is T&Uuml;V
(German Technical Supervisory Agency)
approved for a maximum central load
capacity of 50 kg. Other features such as
the pull-out guard for the extension tube, the
integral anti-shock component and
comfortable height adjustment with springloaded bolt and locking screw have of
course been retained.
21463-000-55 Speaker
Experience serious support from this new
black
Stand with speaker stand due to the built-in pneumatic
pneumatic spring. With a lifting power of 25 kg, heavy
spring
speakers are lifted up safely and
ergonomically – with no stress on one's
back! The world-wide acclaimed speaker
stand 21460 with its impressive stability and
reliability provides the stand's foundation.
Additional features such as the mounting
aid, pull-out guard and height adjustment
with spring loaded bolt are integrated
standards for K&M speaker stands.

1

€ 82,94

€ 99,53

1

€ 82,94

€ 99,53

1

€ 119,90

€ 143,88

21494-000-55 SPEAKER The new 5-leg construction of U-profile
black
STAND
tubing is a crucial step towards a higher
stability of the stand. The height adjustment
mechanism features a comfortable push
button system which locks the extension
tube in 5 different positions. The additional
locking screw ensures a stationary, vibrationfree mount for speakers. A special tube lock
prevents the extension tube from pulling out
accidentally. The lightweight stand is
constructed from first-class aluminum tubing
with a durable black finish and weighs only
3.2 kg.
21500-000-29 THREAD 1/2" and 3/8" female thread, 5/8" 27 gauge zincADAPTER male thread.
plated
21600-000-29 THREAD 5/8" 27 gauge female thread, 3/8" male
zincADAPTER thread.
plated
21700-000-29 THREAD 3/8" female thread, 5/8" 27 gauge male
zincADAPTER thread.
plated
21800-000-29 THREAD 1/2" female thread, 3/8" male thread.
zincADAPTER
plated
21900-000-29 THREAD 3/8" female thread, 1/2" male thread.
zincADAPTER
plated
21900-208-29 THREAD Thread adapter with 16 mm external
zincADAPTER diameter. 3/8" female and 1/2" male thread. plated
Fits the boom arm 21231.
21918-000-29 THREAD Thread adapter with an external diameter of zincADAPTER 18 mm x 30 mm. Female thread of 3/8".
plated
Male thread M8 x 12 mm.
21920-000-29 THREAD Thread adapter with an external diameter of zincADAPTER 18 mm. Female thread 3/8". Male thread
plated
1/4".
21980-000-29 THREAD Thread adapter with an external diameter of zincADAPTER 20 mm. Female thread 3/8". Male thread M plated
10 mm. With a width across flats of 17.
22110-300-55 TABLE
Black base and tube with 3/8" thread.
black
FLANGE
22130-300-55 TABLE
With 3/8" hexagonal screw for vertical and
black
FLANGE lateral connection of goosenecks, etc. 4 mm
cable entry hole.
22140-300-55 TABLE
Black flange with 3/8" hexagonal screw to
black
FLANGE connect goosenecks etc. 4 mm cable entry
hole.
22160-300-55 CEILING To mount a microphone to the ceiling. The
black
STAND
rod combination can be detached from the
flange using the screw. The length can be
set between 860 and 1560 mm.
22300-300-01 GOOSENE 3/8" female and male thread.
nickel
CK
22300-300-55 GOOSENE 3/8" female and male thread.
black
CK
22400-300-01 GOOSENE 3/8" female and male thread.
nickel
CK

1

€ 75,24

€ 90,29

1

€ 1,16

€ 1,39

1

€ 1,87

€ 2,24

1

€ 0,83

€ 0,99

1

€ 1,76

€ 2,11

1

€ 1,65

€ 1,98

1

€ 3,96

€ 4,75

1

€ 4,18

€ 5,02

1

€ 3,41

€ 4,09

1

€ 4,73

€ 5,68

1

€ 11,66

€ 13,99

1

€ 10,67

€ 12,80

1

€ 4,62

€ 5,54

1

€ 28,05

€ 33,66

1

€ 15,62

€ 18,74

1

€ 15,95

€ 19,14

1

€ 12,43

€ 14,92

22400-300-55 GOOSENE
CK
22500-300-01 GOOSENE
CK
22500-300-55 GOOSENE
CK
22600-300-01 GOOSENE
CK
22600-300-55 GOOSENE
CK
22700-300-01 GOOSENE
CK
22700-300-55 GOOSENE
CK
22800-300-55 GOOSENE
CK
23010-300-55 GOOSENE
CK
23020-000-55 GOOSENE
CK
23030-300-55 GOOSENE
CK
23040-000-55 GOOSENE
CK
23105-100-55 TABLE
MICROPH
ONE
STAND
23105-300-55 TABLE
MICROPH
ONE
STAND
23110-300-01 TABLE
MICROPH
ONE
STAND
23150-100-55 TABLETOP
MICROPH
ONE
STAND

3/8" female and male thread.

black

1

€ 12,10

€ 14,52

3/8" female and male thread.

nickel

1

€ 10,12

€ 12,14

3/8" female and male thread.

black

1

€ 9,79

€ 11,75

3/8" female and male thread.

nickel

1

€ 7,92

€ 9,50

3/8" female and male thread.

black

1

€ 7,59

€ 9,11

3/8" female and male thread.

nickel

1

€ 35,97

€ 43,16

3/8" female and male thread.

black

1

€ 39,60

€ 47,52

3/8" female and male thread.

black

1

€ 44,00

€ 52,80

3/8" female threading with lateral cable entry
terminating in a 3 pole bushing with NC3FX
XLR spring bushing.
3 pole plug NC3MX XLR terminating in a 3
pole bushing with NC3FX XLR spring
bushing.
3/8" female threading with lateral cable entry
terminating in a 3 pole bushing with NC3FX
XLR spring bushing.
3 pole plug NC3MX XLR terminating in a 3
pole bushing with NC3FX XLR spring
bushing.
Inexpensive, handy table microphone stand
for professional use. Sturdy plastic base with
collapsible light-weight plastic legs and 1/4"
thread.

black

1

€ 25,74

€ 30,89

black

1

€ 26,29

€ 31,55

black

1

€ 28,82

€ 34,58

black

1

€ 27,50

€ 33,00

black

1

€ 6,49

€ 7,79

Inexpensive, handy table microphone stand black
for professional use. Sturdy plastic base with
collapsible light-weight plastic legs and 3/8"
thread.
Small, lightweight stand, plastic base with
nickel
folding legs, 3/8" thread.

1

€ 6,49

€ 7,79

1

€ 4,95

€ 5,94

The telescopic microphone stand with a 1/4" black
threaded connector is extremely versatile.
1/4"
Its height can be adjusted from 230 to 400
mm using the practical clamping lever. This
light-weight three-legged stand with folding
legs is suitable for mobile operation. The
robust foot end caps provide stability and
reduce undesirable transmission noise.

1

€ 18,04

€ 21,65

23150-300-55 TABLETOP
MICROPH
ONE
STAND

The telescopic microphone stand with a 3/8" black
threaded connector is extremely versatile.
3/8"
Its height can be adjusted from 230 to 400
mm using the practical clamping lever. This
light-weight three-legged stand with folding
legs is suitable for mobile operation. The
robust foot end caps provide stability and
reduce undesirable transmission noise.

1

€ 16,50

€ 19,80

23200-300-55 TABLE
MICROPH
ONE
STAND
23220-300-55 TABLE
MICROPH
ONE
STAND
23250-300-55 Design
Microphon
e Table
Stand

Sound-absorbing cast-iron base with nickel- black
plated or black powder-coated screw-in rod,
3/8" thread.

1

€ 16,39

€ 19,67

Sound absorbing cast-iron base with 3/8"
thread.

black

1

€ 14,96

€ 17,95

Flat line design and functionality are the
black
special features for this unique microphone
table stand. The flat and stable foot provides
an easy to use, space saving construction. A
wide surface area on the back is perfect for
labelling. Whether using a nameplate or
company logo with this extraordinary table
stand, you'll know exactly who has the mic.
Four rubber feet reduce unwanted noise
from reaching the microphone.

1

€ 17,82

€ 21,38

Unique and small table mic stand with
compact base. With anti-vibration felt insert
for noise filtration. 3/8" thread.

1

€ 14,96

€ 17,95

1

€ 32,12

€ 38,54

black

1

€ 24,86

€ 29,83

black

1

€ 24,09

€ 28,91

23266-300-74 TABLE
MICROPH
ONE
STAND
23280-300-00 TABLETOP
MICROPH
ONE
STAND
23300-300-55 Table/Floor mic
stand

gray

Small, tabletop microphone stand, round
glass base. Anti-vibration rubber bumps for
noise filtration. Stainless steel threaded bolt.

Combination floor and table stand. Heavy
black cast-iron base with sound absorbing
rubber insert. Height-adjustable 2-piece
tubing.
23320-300-55 Microphon Low stand with a heavy cast iron base for
e stand
maximum stability. Well suited for
microphoning amps, percussion, etc.The
circular rubber insert ring filters foot step
sounds and reduces the transmission of
unwanted sounds. Sleek adjustable clutch
for easy height adjustment.

23323-300-55 Microphon Medium high stand with a heavy cast iron
black
e stand
base for maximum stability. Well suited for
microphoning amps, percussion, and string
instruments etc. The circular rubber insert
ring filters foot step sounds and reduces the
transmission of unwanted sounds. Sleek
adjustable clutch for easy height adjustment.

1

€ 25,19

€ 30,23

23325-300-55 Table/Floor mic
stand

Short stand with small cast iron base. Well black
suited for microphoning amps, percussion,
etc. The circular rubber insert ring filters foot
step sounds and reduces the transmission
of unwanted sounds. Sleek adjustable clutch
for easy height adjustment.

1

€ 22,33

€ 26,80

23400-300-55 Table/Floor mic
stand

Black rectangular cast-iron base with tilt
angle adjustment, 2-piece adjustable
extension tubing with non-marring heightadjustment mechanism. Ideal for drums and
studios.
The flexible microphone bar for microphone
stands. Two moveable bars position the
microphone where ever you would like it.
Each bar is fitted with a captive knurled
screw. The entire bar can be screwed onto
all standard microphone stands with a 3/8"
threaded connector.
Connects to top of mic stands for holding 2
microphones or boom arms. 3/8" locking
screws, adjustable from 60 to 172 mm.
Connects to top of mic stands for holding 4
microphones or boom arms. 3/8" locking
screws.
3/8" threaded bolt. For goosenecks, etc.

black

1

€ 34,43

€ 41,32

black

1

€ 9,90

€ 11,88

black

1

€ 7,15

€ 8,58

black

1

€ 14,08

€ 16,90

black

1

€ 5,94

€ 7,13

The new table clamp with a 1/4" threaded
black
connector is a true all-rounder. The
1/4"
threaded bolt can be fixed in four different
directions using the universal spanner
included. The clamp can also be extended
using additional or other threaded bolts
(1/4", 3/8", 5/8"). Having a clamping range of
0 to 53 mm the clamp is suitable for a wide
spectrum of mounting. The stable metal
construction with high quality plastic inserts
guarantees a secure and strong hold. The
cleverly shaped clamping parts allow the
clamp to be used on smooth surfaces and
round-shaped tubes.

1

€ 14,08

€ 16,90

23510-300-55 MICROPH
ONE BAR

23550-300-55 MICROPH
ONE BAR
23600-300-55 MICROPH
ONE BAR
23700-300-55 TABLE
CLAMP
23720-100-55 Table
Clamp

23720-300-55 Table
Clamp

black
3/8"

1

€ 14,08

€ 16,90

black
passiva
ted 1/4"
x 31,5
mm

1

€ 1,87

€ 2,24

To ugrade table clamp 23720 for additional
applications. The threaded bolt will be
attached to the table clamp by using a M6
screw thread. The threaded bolt allows the
mounting of a camera, handheld recorder,
additional microphones or similar
equipment.
23721-500-25 Threaded To ugrade table clamp 23720 for additional
bolt
applications. The threaded bolt will be
attached to the table clamp by using a M6
screw thread. The threaded bolt allows the
mounting of a camera, handheld recorder,
additional microphones or similar
equipment.
23750-000-55 MICROPH Lightweight, adjustable 2-piece aluminum
ONE
tube used for remote positioning of
»FISHING microphones for recording and broadcasting.
POLE«
Rough textured hand-grips and secure
locking rings. Handy carrying case included.

black
passiva
ted 3/8"
x 32,5
mm

1

€ 1,87

€ 2,24

black
passiva
ted 5/8"
x 34,5
mm

1

€ 1,87

€ 2,24

black

1

€ 41,91

€ 50,29

23760-000-55 MICROPH
ONE
»FISHING
POLE«
23770-000-55 MICROPH
ONE
»FISHING
POLE«

black

1

€ 67,65

€ 81,18

Lightweight, 4-piece glass fibre rod
black
combination, extra long. Supports 0.5 kg.
Microphone cable can be routed through the
tubing. Padded, anti-slip grip section. Folds
compactly into a practical carrying case.

1

€ 74,91

€ 89,89

23721-100-25 Threaded
bolt

The new table clamp with a 3/8" threaded
connector is a true all-rounder. The
threaded bolt can be fixed in four different
directions using the universal spanner
included. The clamp can also be extended
using additional or other threaded bolts
(1/4", 3/8", 5/8"). Having a clamping range of
0 to 53 mm the clamp is suitable for a wide
spectrum of mounting. The stable metal
construction with high quality plastic inserts
guarantees a secure and strong hold. The
cleverly shaped clamping parts allow the
clamp to be used on smooth surfaces and
round-shaped tubes.
To ugrade table clamp 23720 for additional
applications. The threaded bolt will be
attached to the table clamp by using a M6
screw thread. The threaded bolt allows the
mounting of a camera, handheld recorder,
additional microphones or similar
equipment.

23721-300-25 Threaded
bolt

Same as 23750, but with 3-piece tubing.

23800-300-55 MICROPH
ONE
HOLDER
23850-311-55 MICROPH
ONE
DESK
ARM

Attaches to stands with diameter up to 30
mm. 3/8" threaded bolt for attaching
goosenecks and mic clips.
Our popular, smooth-running microphone
desk arm with 3/8" or 5/8" thread connector
for sound studios and multimedia work
stations with a new innovative table clamp.
Easy to position and suitable for
microphones to max. 0.8 kg. The 5 m long
microphone cable with a 3 pin XLR plug
connector is included in the delivery. Having
a clamping range of 0 to 53 mm the clamp is
suitable for a wide spectrum of mounting.
The stable metal construction with high
quality plastic inserts guarantees secure and
strong hold. The cleverly shaped clamping
parts allow the clamp to be used on smooth
surfaces and round-shaped tubes. The
microphone arm can also be fixed with the
table flange 23855 available as an optional
extra.
23855-000-55 TABLE
Suitable for microphone arm 23850 and
FLANGE 23860.
23860-311-55 MICROPH This exclusive microphone arm with a 3/8"
ONE
or 5/8" thread connector in a modern design
DESK
with a new innovative table clamp for quick
ARM
and easy positioning of a microphone in the
studio or at a multimedia work station. The 6
m long internally guided microphone cable
has a 3 pin XLR plug connector.
Microphones to max. 1.5 kg are easily held
in any position. The clamping width of 0 to
53 mm allows the clamp to be attached to a
wide variety of surfaces. The stable metal
construction with high quality plastic inserts
guarantees secure and strong hold. The
cleverly shaped clamping parts allow the
clamp to be used on smooth surfaces and
round-shaped tubes. The microphone arm
can also be fixed with the table flange 23855
available as an optional extra.

black

1

€ 9,68

€ 11,62

black

1

€ 61,93

€ 74,32

black

1

€ 10,45

€ 12,54

black

1

€ 109,78

€ 131,74

23956-000-55 POPKILLE The K&M Popkiller - a world-wide classic.
R
For stands with diameter of up to 30 mm.
Double nylon screen for superior
performance. Unobtrusive black round filter
frame. Non-marring locking screw prevents
scratching of mic stand.

black

1

€ 14,96

€ 17,95

23966-000-55 POPKILLE The large Popkiller for modern studio
R
engineering. The large 200 mm nylon screen
guarantees optimum sound filtering during
studio recording. The Popkiller with flexible
gooseneck can be screwed to all standard
microphone stands (rod diameter max. 30
mm).
24010-300-55 MICROPH Attaches to stands with diameter from 15 to
ONE ARM 22 mm. With prismatic clamp connector.
Comes complete with adjustable and
swiveling boom arm with 3/8" thread.
24030-300-55 MICROPH Unique, compact holder to attach
ONE
microphones to drums. Easy to mount and
HOLDER remove. Rubber inserts absorb noise and
shock. No parts to lose. Tightens securely.
With 3/8" thread.
24035-300-55 MICROPH Compact holder to attach microphones to
ONE
drums, esp. bass drums. The microphone
HOLDER can be slided up to 70 mm on the mounting
rail and placed very near to the drum. Easy
mounting, no parts to lose. Rubber washer
and inserts absorb noise and shock,
"R.I.M.S" suitable. With 3/8" thread.
24050-311-55 MICROPH Universal microphone holder suitable for
ONE
many applications. The microphone can be
HOLDER mounted vertically or at an angle of 90º. In
addition the hexagonal rod can also be
attached horizontally or vertically to the table
clamp. The clamping width of 0 to 53 mm
allows the clamp to be attached to a wide
variety of surfaces. Its stable metal
construction with high quality plastic inserts
guarantees secure and strong hold. The
cleverly shaped clamping parts allow the
clamp to be used on smooth surfaces and
round-shaped tubes.
24100-000-55 SPEAKER Made of solid rectangular steel.
WALL
Interchangeable mounting bolt diameter 35
MOUNT
mm.
24105-000-55 SPEAKER Steel tube combination for 2 speakers, for
MOUNTIN tube diameter of 35 mm.
G FORK
24110-000-55 SPEAKER Screw-on wall mount with innovative,
WALL
patented straddling bearing-anchors.
MOUNT
Suitable for speakers with connector
diameter of 35/37 mm. This mount provides
simple attachment and guaranteed effective
clamping of speaker in any position.

black

1

€ 21,01

€ 25,21

black

1

€ 20,35

€ 24,42

black

1

€ 9,79

€ 11,75

black

1

€ 10,45

€ 12,54

black

1

€ 19,80

€ 23,76

black

1

€ 32,89

€ 39,47

black

1

€ 31,79

€ 38,15

black

1

€ 46,86

€ 56,23

24110-000-57 SPEAKER Screw-on wall mount with innovative,
WALL
patented straddling bearing-anchors.
MOUNT
Suitable for speakers with connector
diameter of 35/37 mm. This mount provides
simple attachment and guaranteed effective
clamping of speaker in any position.
24116-000-55 CONNECT Zinc die-cast plate. Attachable to speakers.
OR PLATE Diameter 105 mm. Four 6.5 mm holes. May
be used with distance rods with M20 bolt.
24120-000-55 SPEAKER The swivelling and tiltable wall mount holds
WALL
your speaker at the angle you want. The
MOUNT
mount has 11 different tilt settings moving
through 22º. The swivel is adjustable to any
angle. The patented expanding mandrel for
loud speakers with cabinet interiors of
diameter from 35 to 37 mm is tightened with
a key for a non-wobble and low-resonance
speaker fit.
24150-000-55 SPEAKER With a joint and a tube clamp.
WALL
MOUNT
24180-000-55 SPEAKER Two adjustable brackets 20 x 98 mm and 24
WALL
x 98 mm, tilt angle to 15°. Wall clearance
MOUNT
105 mm.
24180-000-57 SPEAKER Two adjustable brackets 20 x 98 mm and 24
WALL
x 98 mm, tilt angle to 15°. Wall clearance
MOUNT
105 mm.
24185-000-55 SPEAKER Mounts to walls and ceilings. Mounting plate
WALL
95 x 80 mm. Adjustable to any angle by
MOUNT
special swivel ball joint assembly. Wall
clearance: 175 mm.
24195-000-55 SPEAKER Wall and ceiling bracket for speakers,
WALL
adjustable, additional security by wire cable.
MOUNT
Wall clearance 271 mm.
24281-000-55 SCREW- Attachable to speakers. Slip-on adapter for
ON
speaker stands with tube-diameter 35 mm.
ADAPTER With 2 drill holes diam. 11 mm at intervals of
115 mm and locking device.
24465-000-55 SPEAKER Screw-on type wall mount to hold a JBLWALL
Control 1 speaker. The mounted speaker
MOUNT
can be swiveled sideways and tilted.
24465-000-57 SPEAKER Screw-on type wall mount to hold a JBLWALL
Control 1 speaker. The mounted speaker
MOUNT
can be swiveled sideways and tilted.
24470-000-55 SPEAKER Multi-purpose wall mount for speakers with
WALL
universal adapter plate. The mounted
MOUNT
speaker can be swiveled to the sides and
tilted up to 30º. Easy mounting by
convenient hooking in and screw locking.

white

1

€ 46,86

€ 56,23

black

1

€ 5,94

€ 7,13

black

1

€ 92,18

€ 110,62

black

1

€ 48,29

€ 57,95

black

1

€ 20,68

€ 24,82

white

1

€ 20,68

€ 24,82

black

1

€ 17,82

€ 21,38

black

1

€ 23,54

€ 28,25

black

1

€ 17,82

€ 21,38

black

1

€ 25,30

€ 30,36

white

1

€ 25,30

€ 30,36

black

1

€ 51,92

€ 62,30

24471-000-55 SPEAKER Multi-purpose wall mount for speakers. The black
WALL
mounted speaker can be swiveled to the
MOUNT
sides and tilted up to 30°. Easy mounting by
convenient hooking in and screw locking.

1

€ 44,22

€ 53,06

24471-000-57 SPEAKER Multi-purpose wall mount for speakers. The white
WALL
mounted speaker can be swiveled to the
MOUNT
sides and tilted up to 30°. Easy mounting by
convenient hooking in and screw locking.

1

€ 44,22

€ 53,06

24480-000-55 SPEAKER Multi-purpose wall mount for speakers with black
WALL
universal adapter plate and large wall plate
MOUNT
for heavy speakers. The mounted speaker
can be swiveled to the sides and tilted up to
30º. Easy mounting by convenient hooking
in and screw locking.
24481-000-55 SPEAKER Multi-purpose wall mount for speakers with black
WALL
large wall plate for heavy speakers. The
MOUNT
mounted speaker can be swiveled to the
sides and tilted up to 30°. Easy mounting by
convenient hooking in and screw locking.

1

€ 55,44

€ 66,53

1

€ 47,52

€ 57,02

24484-000-55 Speaker
Stable wall mount for JBL loud speakers.
Wall Mount The wall mount swivels approx. 60º to the
right and to the left. And the mounting plate
can also tilt up to 30º. The extension arm is
simply screwed to the loud speaker or
monitor, which is then attached to the wall
mount. Screws and keys are included. The
maximum load bearing weight is 20 kg. The
mount is suitable for JBL Series LSR 2328
P, 2325 P, 4328 P and 4326 P.
24485-000-55 SPEAKER Screw-on ceiling mount for speakers such
CEILING as the Genelec 8000 series.
MOUNT
24485-000-57 SPEAKER Screw-on ceiling mount for speakers such
CEILING as the Genelec 8000 series.
MOUNT
24516-000-00 TV PIN
Male thread M10 x 17 mm. Aluminum, blank,
diameter 16 mm, L: 46.5 mm. Suitable for
flange 66290.
24518-000-29 TV PIN
Female thread M10 x 35 mm. Steel, nickel
finish, diameter 28/35 mm, L: 215 mm.
24519-000-29 TV PIN
Female thread M10 x 34 mm. Aluminum
blank, or steel nickel finish. Diameter 28
mm, L: 115 mm.
24521-000-55 REDUCER Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, tubeFLANGE diameter 35 mm. With threaded bolt M10 x
12 mm and a large, comfortable handknob.
24521-300-55 with 3/8" threaded bolt x 12
mm.

black

1

€ 69,30

€ 83,16

black

1

€ 53,35

€ 64,02

white

1

€ 53,35

€ 64,02

blank

1

€ 2,42

€ 2,90

zincplated
zincplated

1

€ 13,64

€ 16,37

1

€ 5,17

€ 6,20

black,
M10 x
12 mm

1

€ 11,88

€ 14,26

24521-060-55 REDUCER Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, tubeFLANGE diameter 35 mm. With threaded bolt M10 x
12 mm and a large, comfortable handknob.
24521-300-55 with 3/8" threaded bolt x 12
mm.
24521-070-55 REDUCER Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, tubeFLANGE diameter 35 mm. With threaded bolt M10 x
12 mm and a large, comfortable handknob.
24521-300-55 with 3/8" threaded bolt x 12
mm.
24521-250-55 REDUCER Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, tubeFLANGE diameter 35 mm. With threaded bolt M10 x
12 mm and a large, comfortable handknob.
24521-300-55 with 3/8" threaded bolt x 12
mm.
24521-300-55 REDUCER Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, tubeFLANGE diameter 35 mm. With threaded bolt M10 x
12 mm and a large, comfortable handknob.
24521-300-55 with 3/8" threaded bolt x 12
mm.
24528-000-55 REDUCER Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, with
FLANGE female thread M10 and a large, comfortable
handknob.
24610-009-55 LIGHTING/ High quality lighting stand for professional
SPEAKER use. New die-cast zinc clamps and the
STAND
larger aluminum leg tubing enhance safety.
Height adjustment to any height is by means
of a hand crank and push button system.
The integrated M10 thread adaptor can be
used to attach crossbars 213/9 and 21393.

black,
M6 x
18 mm

1

€ 14,96

€ 17,95

black,
M8 x
18 mm

1

€ 19,69

€ 23,63

black,
bolt
diamet
er 25
mm
black,
3/8" x
12 mm

1

€ 12,76

€ 15,31

1

€ 12,98

€ 15,58

black

1

€ 12,43

€ 14,92

black

1

€ 180,84

€ 217,01

1

€ 22,11

€ 26,53

anodiz
ed
alumin
um

1

€ 65,12

€ 78,14

24620-000-35 LIGHTING Lightweight aluminum lighting stand with
black
STAND
cross bar. Stable folding 3-leg construction. anodiz
Height and feet adjust by an easy-to-use
ed
clamping lever. Additional safety pin ensures
secure support. Cross bar with boreholes for
up to 8 spotlights. Optional corresponding
screw fitting set 24621 available.

1

€ 65,12

€ 78,14

24611-000-00 CARRYIN To store and transport two lighting/speaker
G CASE
stands 246/1. Sturdy nylon fabric, waterresistant. Two inside compartments and two
parallel zip closures with large carrying
straps. Black with green K&M logo.
24620-000-30 LIGHTING Lightweight aluminum lighting stand with
STAND
cross bar. Stable folding 3-leg construction.
Height and feet adjust by an easy-to-use
clamping lever. Additional safety pin ensures
secure support. Cross bar with boreholes for
up to 8 spotlights. Optional corresponding
screw fitting set 24621 available.

24621-000-55 SCREW
FITTING
SET
24622-000-30 CROSSBA
R

24622-000-35 CROSSBA
R

24625-000-35 LIGHTING
STAND

24630-009-55 LIGHTING
STAND

24635-009-55 LIGHTING
STAND

4 fittings to mount spotlights to lighting stand black
24620 or cross bar 24622.
(unit: 4
pcs.)
Attaches to lighting / speaker stands with
anodiz
extension tube diameter of 35 mm, easy-to- ed
use locking screw fixing. Aluminum cross bar alumin
with 4 boreholes for up to 8 spotlights.
um
Optional corresponding screw fitting set
24621 available.
Attaches to lighting / speaker stands with
black
extension tube diameter of 35 mm, easy-to- anodiz
use locking screw fixing. Aluminum cross bar ed
with 4 boreholes for up to 8 spotlights.
Optional corresponding screw fitting set
24621 available.
Easy to transport, lightweight aluminum
black
lighting stand, extension rod with adapter to anodiz
take a TV pin (inner extension tube diameter ed
28 mm). Stable tripod construction. Height
adjustable with handy clamping levers and
additional safety pin.
The standard lighting stand constructed from black
steel tubing has been significantly improved.
The new legs with tubing diameter of 35 mm
guarantee stability and safety. Lasered bore
holes and durable, robust plastic saddle
washers improve the coefficient of friction
between the legs and braces, and prevent
scratching of the finish. A compact clamp
with a patented push-button system affords
user-friendly stand height adjustment. The
locking screw provides additional stability.
The integrated M10 thread adaptor can be
used to attach the crossbars 213/9 and
21393.
The standard lighting stand constructed from black
steel tubing has been significantly improved.
The new legs with tubing diameter of 35 mm
guarantee stability and safety. Lasered bore
holes and durable, robust plastic saddle
washers improve the coefficient of friction
between the legs and braces, and prevent
scratching of the finish. A compact clamp
with the patented push-button system
affords user-friendly stand height
adjustment. The locking screw provides
additional stability. The M10 thread adaptor
can be used to attach the included crossbar.

24637-000-55 SIDE
Attaches to K&M light stand 24635.
black
CROSSBA Accommodates 4 spot lights. Light-weight
R
aluminum tubing with tube-diameter 36 mm.

1

€ 7,59

€ 9,11

1

€ 18,15

€ 21,78

1

€ 18,15

€ 21,78

1

€ 56,65

€ 67,98

1

€ 64,02

€ 76,82

1

€ 88,11

€ 105,73

1

€ 21,56

€ 25,87

24640-009-55 LIGHTING Extending to over 4 m, this lighting stand is
STAND
for professional use. The new zinc die-cast
clamps and the larger steel leg tubing give
this top of the range stand more stability.
The infinitely variable non-marring height
adjustment can be reinforced with two safety
rings. A variety of crossbars may be
attached using the M10 thread adaptor.
25200-300-55 MICROPH Three-piece telescoping shaft. Metal, nonONE
marring height-adjustment mechanisms,
STAND
complete with boom arm.
25400-300-55 Microphon Entry-level, low-priced microphone stand.
e Stand
The practical swivel joint allows the onepiece boom arm to be simultaneously
positioned for tilt and length. Thanks to a low
weight of only 1.85 kg, it is particularly
suitable for the mobile musician The stand
requires little space as its base diameter is
only 660 mm. The large foot end caps help
to make the stand stable and reduce
unpleasant transmission noise.
25500-300-55 MICROPH Low-level stand with folding base, complete
ONE
with long, 2-piece extendable boom arm.
STAND
25600-300-55 MICROPH High-quality microphone stand with
ONE
telescopic boom arm. Die-cast base with
STAND
folding legs. Unique design retains all
screws and levers without tension. Patented
clamping lever can be fixed in any position,
for holding mic cable, etc.
25680-300-55 ONE
With the unique »Soft-Touch« one-hand
HAND
clutch the height can be adjusted with a
MICROPH quick squeeze to easily raise and lower the
ONE
mic. Metal base with foldable legs for
STAND
compact transport. Quality black powder
coating is extremely durable.
25800-311-55 TABLE
This variable microphone clamp has
MICROPH everything you need. A sophisticated
ONE
mechanism allows the clamp to be rotated
CLAMP
360º. At the same time the height and
position can be varied as required. A
supplementary extension tube can be used
for an even greater range. The clamping
width of 0 to 53 mm allows the clamp to be
attached to a wide variety of surfaces. The
stable metal construction with high quality
plastic inserts guarantees secure and strong
hold.The cleverly shaped clamping parts
allow the clamp to be used on smooth
surfaces and round-shaped tubes.
25900-300-55 MICROPH Low-level, telescopic stand with foldable
ONE
legs. Comes with 2-piece boom arm.
STAND

black

1

€ 145,86

€ 175,03

black

1

€ 45,65

€ 54,78

black

1

€ 16,61

€ 19,93

black

1

€ 45,32

€ 54,38

black

1

€ 57,31

€ 68,77

black

1

€ 38,94

€ 46,73

black

1

€ 28,93

€ 34,72

black

1

€ 39,49

€ 47,39

25900-370-87 MICROPH
ONE
STAND
»SOFTTOUCH«
25910-300-55 MICROPH
ONE
STAND
25910-300-87 MICROPH
ONE
STAND
»SOFTTOUCH«
25950-300-55 MICROPH
ONE
STAND
»RIEN«

Low-level, telescopic stand with foldable
legs. Comes with 2-piece boom arm.
Attractive gray Soft-Touch powder coating.

1

€ 42,13

€ 50,56

Extra low design for bass drums or special black
use. Die-cast base with folding legs. Comes
complete with boom arm.
Extra low design for bass drums or special gray
use. Comes complete with boom arm.
Attractive gray Soft-Touch powder coating.

1

€ 32,23

€ 38,68

1

€ 33,99

€ 40,79

Extra low design for bass drums or special black
use. Very short and heavy legs provide
maximum stability. Legs are foldable for
easy transport. Comes with two-piece boom
arm 21140.
25960-300-55 MICROPH Low profile round-base mic stand with
black
ONE
telescopic boom arm, designed for bass
STAND
drums and acoustic instruments. Heavy castiron round base, with anti-vibration rubber
insert for noise filtration.
26000-300-01 MICROPH Heavy cast-iron round base, with antinickel
ONE
vibration rubber insert for noise filtration,
STAND
plastic clutch-style height-adjustable system.

1

€ 35,09

€ 42,11

1

€ 38,94

€ 46,73

1

€ 31,68

€ 38,02

26000-300-55 MICROPH Heavy cast-iron round base, with antiblack
ONE
vibration rubber insert for noise filtration,
STAND
plastic clutch-style height-adjustable system.

1

€ 30,25

€ 36,30

26004-000-00 Knurled
Washer
26010-300-01 MICROPH
ONE
STAND
26010-300-55 MICROPH
ONE
STAND
26010-300-87 MICROPH
ONE
STAND
»SOFTTOUCH«
26019-000-00 CARRYIN
G CASE

1

€ 2,86

€ 3,43

nickel

1

€ 24,64

€ 29,57

Cast-iron round base, with anti-vibration
rubber insert for noise filtration.

black

1

€ 22,33

€ 26,80

Cast-iron round base, with anti-vibration
rubber insert for noise filtration. Attractive
gray Soft-Touch powder coating.

gray

1

€ 30,36

€ 36,43

1

€ 26,95

€ 32,34

To secure rod combination in the round
base.
Cast-iron round base, with anti-vibration
rubber insert for noise filtration.

Sturdy carrying case for 3 microphone stand
with round base. Tearproof nylon material,
water-resistant. The case comes with
padded handles and an adjustable shoulder
strap. Plastic rubber feet protect the bottom
of the case. 3 separate internal
compartments and fixed Velcro strips
provide maximum protection for the stands.

gray

26045-300-55 STACKABL This model has a round, heavy cast-base
black
E
with a cut-out design that allows for stacking
MICROPH of up to 5 microphone stands. Height is
ONE
adjusted with a comfortable clutch.
STAND
26075-300-55 STACKABL This model has a round, heavy cast-base
black
E ONEwith a cut-out design that allows for stacking
HAND
of up to 5 microphone stands. It has the
MICROPH unique »Soft-Touch« one-hand clutch which
ONE
allows height to be adjusted with a quick
STAND
squeeze to easily raise and lower the mic.

1

€ 26,51

€ 31,81

1

€ 38,06

€ 45,67

26085-300-55 ONE
HAND
MICROPH
ONE
STAND

black

1

€ 35,91

€ 43,09

black

1

€ 33,44

€ 40,13

black

1

€ 54,45

€ 65,34

chrome

1

€ 60,83

€ 73,00

With the unique »Soft-Touch« one-hand
clutch the height can be adjusted with a
quick squeeze to easily raise and lower the
mic. Sleek, flat, cast-iron base is very stable
and durable. Quality black powder coating is
extremely durable.
26125-300-55 MICROPH Perfect presentation and function: this heavy
ONE
duty, large round base microphone stand is
STAND
impressive both for the studio and on stage.
The robust and tall tubing combination with
the slim clutch provide a very tight and
secure connection. A full circle anti-vibration
rubber damping ring prevents unwanted
floor vibration impacting the sound. The
formidable base scores additional points for
its clean design, visually appealing plastic
covering and advanced functionality - and
the integrated metal plate makes the stand
extraordinarily stable. In addition, due to the
extremely solid and stable base, an
extendable boom arm can also be installed
on the stand.
26145-300-55 Microphon Significant Stand Point! The larger tubing
e Stand
reaches a height of 1.7 m and as such is
well suited for taller individuals. The sleek
clutch provides for user friendly height
adjustment and it is easy to fix in place. A
very heavy round cast-iron base with a
diameter of 300 mm provides the stand with
both exceptional stability and a small
footprint. The circular rubber insert ring
filters foot step sounds and reduces the
transmission of unwanted sounds. The stand
weighs 6.2 kg and is equipped with an
extendable boom.
26150-300-02 MICROPH Elegant high-class microphone stand, rod
ONE
combination completely chrome-plated.
STAND
Round glass base with anti-vibration rubber
bumps for noise filtration. Height adjustable
with chrome-plated clutch.

26200-300-55 One-Hand
Microphon
e Stand
»Elegance
«

The new star in your show!
black
The avant-garde, one-hand microphone
stand is setting new standards in design and
function. The elegant combination of
triangular-shaped sections and the new
design of the slender one-hand adjustment
mechanism go harmoniously with standard
microphone clips and microphones. The
integrated knurled screw is impossible to
lose and makes tightening and positioning
the microphone clip easy. The stand's simple
elegance loses nothing by the addition of
König & Meyer's classic swivel arm. The
height of the stand can be adjusted
soundlessly, simply and easily using the
unique one-hand clutch. The stand is
significantly lightweight, but nonetheless
stable due to the ingenious round base with
an integrated steel plate with an attractive
plastic cover. The base's circumferential
rubber profile reduces undesirable vibration
and footfall noise even when the stand is
tilted far over to the side. Damage to flooring
(e.g. parquet) is also prevented.

1

€ 74,80

€ 89,76

26720-000-55 MONITOR Steel stand for monitors with 3-leg base,
black
STAND
stable and solid. Height adjustable with a
non-scratching locking screw and additional
safety pin, internal cable routing possible.
26735-000-55 SPEAKER A decorative speaker stand for stationary
black
STAND
use. The heavy cast iron plate with a
relatively small diameter requires little
space. The tried-and-tested spring-loaded
bolt with locking screw makes height
adjustment easy and safe. The stand has a
maximum pull-out height of 1800 mm and is
suitable for speakers with a maximum
weight of 35 kg. The integrated mounting aid
simplifies mounting the loud speaker
cabinets.
26740-000-55 MONITOR Stable steel stand for monitors with broad
black
STAND
completely level round cast-iron basediameter 450 mm. Rod combination height
adjustable using clamping screw and safety
splint. For the direct attachment of monitors
with 3/8" threaded joint (thread length 12
mm) or to screw in a connector plate 205 x
245 mm for Genelec monitor 1030 or
monitors by other manufacturers. Includes 4
thread points and 4 rubber knobs.

1

€ 47,74

€ 57,29

1

€ 68,86

€ 82,63

1

€ 77,99

€ 93,59

26747-000-55 Beamer
Tray

26750-000-55 SPEAKER
STAND

26751-000-00 Carrier Bag
for Round
Base

26782-000-56 Screen/Mo
nitor Stand

26783-000-56 Screen/Mo
nitor Stand

The practical beamer tray can be used
universally for beamers, monitors and for
other equipment. The tray's dimensions are
420 x 380 mm. The flange adapter
dimension is &oslash; 36 mm and the clamp
nut connects to the loud speaker stands or
other stands with a corresponding tube
diameter.
Stable steel stand with broad completely
level round cast-iron base-diameter 450
mm. Rod combination height adjustable
using clamping screw and safety splint.
Speaker will be fixed with flange adapter.
Also available as monitor stand (Order No.
26740-000-55).
In response to customer demand, we have
designed a robust bag for our heavy round
base. The tear-proof, high quality linen-look
nylon fabric is also water-repellent. The bag
has two strong hand straps to carry the 7.5
kg cast metal base.
A representative screen/monitor stand with a
beautifully designed heavy cast iron
base.The assembly accessories provided
with the product allow one to set up
according to the VESA Standard for 24" to
46" flat screens. The large tubing saves
space by providing a place to organize and
store the cables. The height can be adjusted
in steps using an ergonomic height
adjustment screw.
A high degree of stand stability and easy
handling are the special characteristics of
this impressive screen/monitor stand. The
universal mount allows one to set up
according to the VESA Standard for 42" to
65" flat screens. Two strips are screwed to
the back of the screen/monitor, which is then
attached to the wall mount. The large tubing
saves space by providing a place to
organize and store the cables. The height
can be adjusted in steps using an ergonomic
height adjustment screw. The integrated
adjustable feet stabilize the stand on uneven
surfaces, providing for stability.

black

1

€ 37,95

€ 45,54

black

1

€ 61,05

€ 73,26

1

€ 11,11

€ 13,33

structur
ed
black

1

€ 236,50

€ 283,80

structur
ed
black

1

€ 247,50

€ 297,00

26785-000-56 DESIGN
Steel stand for the Genelec 8000 monitor
structur
MONITOR series. This stable elegant stand has a 420 x ed
STAND
420 mm cast base with an oversized rod
black
combination. Gradual height adjustment is
made by a superior positioning and clamping
knob. Quick, uncomplicated mounting of the
monitor is accomplished using the
suspension device.
26792-024-56 BEARING Bearing plate for monitors, suitable for the
structur
PLATE
design monitor stands 26790 and 26795.
ed
Available in three different sizes (240 x 5 x black,
200 mm, 320 x 5 x 280 mm and 420 x 5 x
240 x 5
380 mm). Includes 4 spikes and 4 rubber
x 200
knobs.
mm,
1,8 kg

1

€ 146,52

€ 175,82

1

€ 21,67

€ 26,00

26792-032-56 BEARING Bearing plate for monitors, suitable for the
PLATE
design monitor stands 26790 and 26795.
Available in three different sizes (240 x 5 x
200 mm, 320 x 5 x 280 mm and 420 x 5 x
380 mm). Includes 4 spikes and 4 rubber
knobs.

structur
ed
black,
320 x 5
x 280
mm,
3,4 kg

1

€ 27,28

€ 32,74

26792-042-56 BEARING Bearing plate for monitors, suitable for the
PLATE
design monitor stands 26790 and 26795.
Available in three different sizes (240 x 5 x
200 mm, 320 x 5 x 280 mm and 420 x 5 x
380 mm). Includes 4 spikes and 4 rubber
knobs.

structur
ed
black,
420 x 5
x 380
mm,
6,0 kg

1

€ 38,94

€ 46,73

26795-000-56 DESIGN
Steel stand for monitors with a stable,
MONITOR elegant 480 x 480 mm cast base. This stand
STAND
has an oversized rod combination and a
superior positioning and clamping knob that
allows gradual height adjustable. There are
three bearing plates (item 26792) available
to match the monitor size.
27105-300-55 MICROPH Inexpensive stand with professional
ONE
features. Fiberglass-reinforced plastic base
STAND
with foldable legs. Complete with boom arm.

structur
ed
black

1

€ 154,00

€ 184,80

black

1

€ 25,74

€ 30,89

27195-300-55 MICROPH Inexpensive stand with professional
black
ONE
features. Fiberglass-reinforced plastic base
STAND
with foldable legs. Complete with extendable
boom arm.
28070-070-55 HACKBRE Heavy-duty steel construction, felt-lined
black
TT STAND instrument support brackets adjustable in
length and width. Folding base for easy
transportation.

1

€ 29,15

€ 34,98

1

€ 103,18

€ 123,82

28075-000-55 MIXER
STAND

Heavy duty stand for amplifiers and mixers.
Foldable. Spring-loaded locking bolt and
locking screw. Felt-lined supporting
brackets.
28101-000-55 MONITOR Perfect for amplifiers or monitor speakers.
STAND
The support arms have a tilt angle of 42°
and are height-adjustable. The stand is
foldable for easy transport.
28130-011-55 AMP
The new amp stand can hold monitors,
STAND
amps or other equipment to a max. weight of
35 kg without a problem. The angled front
legs have significantly improved the stand's
stability and strength. The low centre of
gravity ensures even larger amps are
securely displayed. The fine adjustment on
the supporting leg allows a tilt between 15º
and 28º. A microphone can be attached to
the telescopic tube using a boom arm with a
thread of either 3/8" or 5/8". Folds
compactly.
28200-000-55 RACK
19" rack wagon, welded-steel construction
WAGON
with four casters, two of them locking. 7
space units in top section, 16 in front
section. Cage nuts included. Additional
blank and ventilation panels are available.
28201-000-55 SIDE
For rack wagon 28200. Contains 2 steel side
COVER
covers with drillings and 14 screws M5 x 16
mm.
28210-070-55 PANEL
Flat style, aluminum 2 mm thick, black. In 1,
2, 3 and 4 space units.

black

1

€ 103,18

€ 123,82

black

1

€ 64,90

€ 77,88

black

1

€ 31,57

€ 37,88

black

1

€ 156,31

€ 187,57

black

1

€ 61,82

€ 74,18

black, 1
space,
0,12 kg

1

€ 4,95

€ 5,94

28220-070-55 PANEL

Flat style, aluminum 2 mm thick, black. In 1, black, 2
2, 3 and 4 space units.
spaces,
0,24 kg

1

€ 6,49

€ 7,79

28230-070-55 PANEL

Flat style, aluminum 2 mm thick, black. In 1, black, 3
2, 3 and 4 space units.
spaces,
0,36 kg

1

€ 8,14

€ 9,77

28240-070-55 PANEL

Flat style, aluminum 2 mm thick, black. In 1, black, 4
2, 3 and 4 space units.
spaces,
0,48 kg

1

€ 9,46

€ 11,35

28306-000-55 PANEL

For XLR connectors. 6, 8 or 12 XLR. 1
space, black.

1

€ 6,60

€ 7,92

6 XLR,
0,28 kg

28308-000-55 PANEL

For XLR connectors. 6, 8 or 12 XLR. 1
space, black.

8 XLR,
0,28 kg

1

€ 6,82

€ 8,18

28312-000-55 PANEL

For XLR connectors. 6, 8 or 12 XLR. 1
space, black.

12
XLR,
0,24 kg

1

€ 6,93

€ 8,32

28410-000-55 SINGLE
RACK
RAIL
28451-000-55 VENTILATI
ON PANEL

Steel, 10 spaces. Other space units upon
request.

black

1

€ 4,29

€ 5,15

With ventilation slots. In 1 or 2 space units,
black.

black, 1
space,
0,26 kg

1

€ 5,83

€ 7,00

28452-000-55 VENTILATI With ventilation slots. In 1 or 2 space units,
ON PANEL black.

black, 2
spaces,
0,46 kg

1

€ 7,81

€ 9,37

Two optional rackshellies suitable for rack
black
shelves no. 28482 and 28483.
Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black, 1
black. In 1, 2 and 3 space units.
space,
300
mm,
1,84 kg

1

€ 9,79

€ 11,75

1

€ 16,83

€ 20,20

28481-070-55 19" RACK Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black, 1
SHELF
black. In 1, 2 and 3 space units.
space,
380
mm,
2,37 kg

1

€ 19,80

€ 23,76

28482-000-55 19" RACK Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black, 2
SHELF
black. In 1, 2 and 3 space units.
spaces,
300
mm,
2,14 kg

1

€ 18,04

€ 21,65

28482-070-55 19" RACK Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black, 2
SHELF
black. In 1, 2 and 3 space units.
spaces,
380
mm,
2,79 kg

1

€ 21,45

€ 25,74

28480-000-55 RACKSHE
LLY
28481-000-55 19" RACK
SHELF

28483-000-55 19" RACK Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black, 3
SHELF
black. In 1, 2 and 3 space units.
spaces,
300
mm,
2,5 kg

1

€ 19,91

€ 23,89

28483-070-55 19" RACK Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black, 3
SHELF
black. In 1, 2 and 3 space units.
spaces,
380
mm,
3,13 kg

1

€ 22,22

€ 26,66

28635-000-55 DOUBLE
RACK
RAIL
28664-000-55 19"
POWER
BOX
28665-000-55 19"
POWER
BOX
28668-000-55 19"
POWER
BOX

28670-000-55 19"
POWER
BOX
28675-000-55 19"
POWER
BOX
28676-000-55 19"
POWER
BOX

Steel, 35 spaces. Other space units on
request.

black

1

€ 14,41

€ 17,29

1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum
housing. Only for power current 16A 380 V~,
with 5 pole CEE-plug and cable (length 2
m), 6 sockets 230 V~ in different colors on
the front side. CE-mark.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum
housing. Only for alternating voltage. Power
supply 16 A 230 V~. Plug with 2 m cable.
With on/off switch on the front side and 7
sockets on the back side. CE-mark.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum
housing. Only for alternating voltage. Power
supply 16 A 230 V~. New type of plug
»power con« without cable, but with on/off
switch on the front side and 6 sockets on the
back side. CE-mark.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum
housing. Only for alternating voltage. Power
supply 16 A 230 V~. Without on/off switch.
With plug and 2 m cable and 8 sockets on
the front side. CE-mark.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum
housing. Only for alternating voltage. Power
supply 16 A 230 V~. With on/off switch, plug
and 2 m cable and 7 sockets on the front
side. CE-mark.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum
housing. Only for alternating voltage. Power
supply 16 A 230 V~. With on/off switch and 6
sockets on the front side and 6 sockets on
the back side. Plug and 2 m cable. CE-mark.

black

1

€ 82,61

€ 99,13

black

1

€ 62,37

€ 74,84

black

1

€ 76,78

€ 92,14

black

1

€ 47,19

€ 56,63

black

1

€ 49,83

€ 59,80

black

1

€ 107,80

€ 129,36

28680-000-55 SUPPORT Additional steel plate support bracket with
BRACKET diameter 6.5 mm drill holes for 19"
equipment. Black powder coating. Other
measurements on request.

4
holes,
370
mm
long,
0,54 kg

1

€ 5,17

€ 6,20

28681-000-55 SUPPORT Additional steel plate support bracket with
BRACKET diameter 6.5 mm drill holes for 19"
equipment. Black powder coating. Other
measurements on request.

8
holes,
370
mm
long,
0,57 kg

1

€ 7,04

€ 8,45

28687-000-55 SUPPORT Additional steel plate support bracket with
BRACKET diameter 6.5 mm drill holes for 19"
equipment. Black powder coating. Other
measurements on request.

10
holes,
493
mm
long,
0,73 kg

1

€ 7,81

€ 9,37

28700-000-55 SUPPORT The pair of brackets is used to support
BRACKET drawers or other equipment which can
usually only be attached to the front panel of
racks. They are particularly sought after for
heavy equipment as additional stabilisation
and safety. Each bracket has 4 anchor
points with a diameter of 6.5 mm.
29373-000-55 MICROPH A beautifully designed, compact, zinc dieONE
cast base. 5-pin XLR-style male connector
TABLE
(on the mixing console side) and 3-pin XLRBASE
style female connector (on the microphone
side), completely mounted, crackle-free
switching, with phantom powering-pilot light,
with switch (gray). Two diodes indicate the
operating state (voltage / microphone
ON/OFF).
29374-000-55 MICROPH A beautifully designed, compact, zinc dieONE
cast base. 5-pin XLR-style male connector
TABLE
(on the mixing console side) and 3-pin XLRBASE
style female connector (on the microphone
side), completely mounted, crackle-free
switching, with phantom powering-pilot light,
with pushbutton "push-to-talk" (black). Two
diodes indicate the operating state (voltage /
microphone ON/OFF).
29375-000-55 MICROPH Beautifully designed, compact, zinc die-cast
ONE
base. 3-pin XLR connections (male/female),
TABLE
completely mounted, crackle-free switching,
BASE
with phantom powering-pilot light, with
switch (gray). Two diodes indicate the
operating state (voltage / microphone
ON/OFF).

black

2

€ 19,80

€ 23,76

black

1

€ 77,77

€ 93,32

black

1

€ 77,77

€ 93,32

black

1

€ 77,77

€ 93,32

29376-000-55 MICROPH
ONE
TABLE
BASE
29377-000-55 MICROPH
ONE
TABLE
BASE

29378-000-55 MICROPH
ONE
TABLE
BASE
29390-000-55 MICROPH
ONE
TABLE
BASE

29394-000-55 MICROPH
ONE
TABLE
BASE
40900-000-55 RACK
DESK
STAND
42020-000-55 19" RACK
WAGON

42021-000-55 EXTENDE
R
BRACKET
S 19"
42040-000-55 MIXER
STAND

Beautifully designed, compact, zinc die-cast
base. 3-pin XLR connections (male/female),
completely mounted, without pushbutton or
switch.
Beautifully designed, compact, zinc die-cast
base. 3-pin XLR connections (male/female),
completely mounted, crackle-free switching,
with phantom powering-pilot light, with
pushbutton "push-to-talk" (black). Two
diodes indicate the operating state (voltage /
microphone ON/OFF).
Beautifully designed, compact, zinc die-cast
base. 5-pin XLR connections (male/female),
completely mounted, without pushbutton or
switch.
Black cast-iron base with a horizontally
mounted XLR-style female socket on upper
face. Removable plate, suitable for fitting
switches, indicators, controls or connectors,
with access to space for additional circuitry.
Base is fitted with rear-mounted 3-pole XLR
male connector.
Similar to 29390, but with fitted LED
illuminated single pole changeover switch
and 3-pole XLR-style female connector.
Mounted on the removable plate. A 5 pole
XLR-style male connector on the rear.
19" standard 8 unit-rack desk stand. Sturdy
U-profile with steel rack rails. Comes with 16
cage nuts and screws.
Heavy-duty steel construction. Four casters,
two lockable. Angle adjustable to 45º with
spring-loaded locking mechanism. 12 space
units in top section, 9 in lower section. Cage
nuts incl. (32 pcs.). Rack shelves, drawers,
blank and ventilation panels are available.

black

1

€ 50,93

€ 61,12

black

1

€ 77,77

€ 93,32

black

1

€ 50,93

€ 61,12

black

1

€ 59,40

€ 71,28

black

1

€ 61,05

€ 73,26

black

1

€ 54,78

€ 65,74

black

1

€ 206,14

€ 247,37

For 42020. Provides additional 9 space units black
above rear of top section.

1

€ 45,54

€ 54,65

Sturdy aluminum construction. Folds flat.
Adjustable desk width. Non-skid rubber
pads.

1

€ 75,90

€ 91,08

black

44000-000-00 SpaceWall The SPACEWALL® shop-fitting system can
®
be individually implemented in already
existing shops or in complete new stores.
You can choose for example from following
surface finishes for your slatwall: unfinished
or paint finished surface or a painted wall
according to your desired RAL/NCS color.
You also have the choice between a
melamine resin coated surface in the colors
white, grey, ivory or cream-white or a plasticlaminated slatwall in either white E110 MP or
grey E 6 MP. Further possibilities are
metallic or acrylic mirror designs or wood
veneer finishes like pine, spruce, maple or
alder. Further finish variations on request.

1

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

1

€ 11,99

€ 14,39

1

€ 6,82

€ 8,18

1

€ 7,48

€ 8,98

black

1

€ 13,53

€ 16,24

black
with
translu
cent
support
elemen
ts

1

€ 8,03

€ 9,64

black

1

€ 7,48

€ 8,98

We offer you the following slat widths: 53.1
mm, 76.3 mm, 88.0 mm*, 101.8 mm, 152.6
mm, 203.5 mm, 244.2 mm, 305.3 mm.
Head pieces and bases can be produced on
request. Ask for special design variations
and other sizes for your slatwall!

44110-000-55 Product
Support
Arm
44130-000-55 Product
Holder
44135-000-55 Product
Holder

*Size 2430 mm x 1210 mm or 1210 mm x
2430 mm.
Suitable for heavy products. Telescoping
black
from 261 to 461 mm, 23° tilt angle. Black
powder-coated with felt pads.
For product packaging with holes. Length
black
150 mm. Round steel, polished chrome.
For product packaging with holes. Length
black
280 mm. Round steel, black powder-coated.

44140-000-55 Product
The patented guitar holder 16240 is now
Holder For also available for Spacewall. The flexible
Guitar
hooking-in and clamping system quickly and
firmly grasps the guitar neck when the guitar
is put into place and the rubber covered
support arms release automatically on
removal.
44160-000-00 Product
Black powder-coated, flat steel. Protective
Holder For covering on instrument support.
Guitar

44160-000-55 Product
Black powder-coated, flat steel. Protective
Holder For covering on instrument support.
Guitar

44170-000-00 Product
Right- or left-facing instrument support.
Holder For Black powder-coated, flat steel. Protective
Guitar
covering on instrument support.

44170-000-55 Product
Holder For
Guitar
44180-000-55 Product
Holder For
Guitar
44181-000-55 Product
Holder For
Guitar
44185-000-55 Product
Holder For
Electric
Guitar

black
with
translu
cent
support
elemen
ts

Right- or left-facing instrument support.
black
Black powder-coated, flat steel. Protective
covering on instrument support.
Right-facing instrument support. Black
black
powder-coated, flat steel. Protective
covering on instrument support.
Left-facing instrument support. Black powder-black
coated, flat steel. Protective covering on
instrument support.
Mount to hang electric guitars on slat walls. black
Features flexible support arms for neck and
body for a perfect presentation of the
instrument. Support arms are covered with
non-marring rubber to protect the
instrument.
44186-000-55 Product
Mount to hang acoustic guitars on slat walls. black
Holder For Features flexible support arms for neck and
Acoustic
body for a perfect presentation of the
Guitar
instrument. Support arms are covered with
non-marring rubber to protect the
instrument.
44195-000-55 Product
A new holder for the SPACEWALL® shop
black
holder for design system for the professional
Headphone presentation of headphones and ear
phones. This soft, rubber support can easily
hold 2 pairs of standard headphones. In
addition, 2 pairs of in-ear headphones can
be hung conveniently on the slotted side of
the holder – giving maximum attention to
headphones.
44210-000-55 Product
The new König & Meyer violin holder allows black
Holder For the safe and practical presentation of the
Violin
instrument on a display unit. The violin is not
held by its neck but by the curved end of the
peg box. The depth of the holder means it is
virtually impossible to remove the instrument
inadvertently nor can it fall from the holder.
The bow holder integrated at the side allows
the violin and bow to be picked up
comfortably and easily. The durable flocked
covering is protection for the violin and
perfectly complements this quality product.

1

€ 13,09

€ 15,71

1

€ 12,10

€ 14,52

1

€ 10,34

€ 12,41

1

€ 10,34

€ 12,41

1

€ 34,87

€ 41,84

1

€ 34,87

€ 41,84

1

€ 9,13

€ 10,96

1

€ 12,32

€ 14,78

44240-000-55 Product
Black powder-coated steel tubing and flat
Holder For steel. Protective covering on instrument
Saxophone support.

black

1

€ 18,15

€ 21,78

44250-000-55 Product
Holder For
Trombone
44270-000-55 Product
Holder For
Trumpet
44280-000-55 Product
Holder For
Clarinet
44290-000-55 Product
Holder For
Flugel
Horn
44300-000-55 Product
Holder For
SopranoSaxophone

Black powder-coated steel tubing and flat
black
steel. With adjustable support cone made of
soft material to protect the instrument.
Black powder-coated, flat steel. Plastic peg black
with felt pads for instrument support.

1

€ 16,28

€ 19,54

1

€ 12,43

€ 14,92

Black powder-coated, flat steel. Wooden peg black
for instrument support.

1

€ 10,89

€ 13,07

Black powder-coated, flat steel. Plastic peg
with felt pads for instrument support.

black

1

€ 15,62

€ 18,74

Black powder-coated, flat steel. Plastic peg
with felt pads for instrument support.

black

1

€ 15,84

€ 19,01

44310-000-55 Product
Holder For
Flute
44320-000-55 Product
Holder For
Flute
44330-000-55 Product
Holder For
Flute
44380-000-55 Product
Holder For
Cymbal
44385-000-00 Price Tag
Holder
44420-000-00 Leaflet
Holder
48240-008-55 RACK

Black powder-coated, flat steel, with
diameter 6.5 mm wooden peg.

black

1

€ 10,89

€ 13,07

Black powder-coated, flat steel, with
diameter 9.5 mm wooden peg.

black

1

€ 10,78

€ 12,94

Black powder-coated, flat steel, with
diameter 18 mm wooden peg.

black

1

€ 9,90

€ 11,88

Round steel, diameter 10 mm, length 300
mm, black powder-coated.

black

1

€ 9,68

€ 11,62

2 mm clear acrylic.

1

€ 6,16

€ 7,39

Hand made, 4 mm clear acrylic.

1

€ 26,73

€ 32,08

Sturdy steel 19" rack with rack rails on the
black, 8
front and back side. 8 and 12 spaces. Appr. spaces,
430 mm deep.
9,92 kg

1

€ 106,37

€ 127,64

48240-012-55 RACK

Sturdy steel 19" rack with rack rails on the
black,
front and back side. 8 and 12 spaces. Appr. 12
430 mm deep.
spaces,
11.3 kg

1

€ 129,69

€ 155,63

48260-016-55 RACK

Sturdy steel 19" rack with rack rails on the
front and back side. Sloped front. 16 or 21
spaces. With 16 spaces 425 mm deep at the
top, H: 840 mm; with 21 spaces 390 mm
deep at the top, H: 1070 mm. At the bottom
561 mm deep. 4 casters are included.

black,
16
spaces,
16,32
kg

1

€ 203,50

€ 244,20

48260-021-55 RACK

Sturdy steel 19" rack with rack rails on the
front and back side. Sloped front. 16 or 21
spaces. With 16 spaces 425 mm deep at the
top, H: 840 mm; with 21 spaces 390 mm
deep at the top, H: 1070 mm. At the bottom
561 mm deep. 4 casters are included.

black,
21
spaces,
18,56
kg

1

€ 220,33

€ 264,40

black,
14
spaces,
16,04
kg

1

€ 217,58

€ 261,10

black,
21
spaces,
18,36
kg

1

€ 229,24

€ 275,09

black,
29
spaces,
20,86
kg

1

€ 256,74

€ 308,09

48314-000-55 MULTISturdy steel 19" Multi-Bay Rack with 14
BAY RACK spaces (H: 736 mm), 21 spaces (H: 1046
mm), 29 spaces (H: 1396 mm), 37 spaces
(H: 1756 mm) and 43 spaces (H: 2016 mm)
with top and bottom. Durable textured black
powder coat finish. Rack rails on the front
and back side. Bottom with generous
opening and laser cutting for cabling.
Available options include side panel, rear
and front doors. W: 553 mm, D: 540 mm.
48321-000-55 MULTISturdy steel 19" Multi-Bay Rack with 14
BAY RACK spaces (H: 736 mm), 21 spaces (H: 1046
mm), 29 spaces (H: 1396 mm), 37 spaces
(H: 1756 mm) and 43 spaces (H: 2016 mm)
with top and bottom. Durable textured black
powder coat finish. Rack rails on the front
and back side. Bottom with generous
opening and laser cutting for cabling.
Available options include side panel, rear
and front doors. W: 553 mm, D: 540 mm.
48329-000-55 MULTISturdy steel 19" Multi-Bay Rack with 14
BAY RACK spaces (H: 736 mm), 21 spaces (H: 1046
mm), 29 spaces (H: 1396 mm), 37 spaces
(H: 1756 mm) and 43 spaces (H: 2016 mm)
with top and bottom. Durable textured black
powder coat finish. Rack rails on the front
and back side. Bottom with generous
opening and laser cutting for cabling.
Available options include side panel, rear
and front doors. W: 553 mm, D: 540 mm.

48337-000-55 MULTISturdy steel 19" Multi-Bay Rack with 14
BAY RACK spaces (H: 736 mm), 21 spaces (H: 1046
mm), 29 spaces (H: 1396 mm), 37 spaces
(H: 1756 mm) and 43 spaces (H: 2016 mm)
with top and bottom. Durable textured black
powder coat finish. Rack rails on the front
and back side. Bottom with generous
opening and laser cutting for cabling.
Available options include side panel, rear
and front doors. W: 553 mm, D: 540 mm.
48343-000-55 MULTISturdy steel 19" Multi-Bay Rack with 14
BAY RACK spaces (H: 736 mm), 21 spaces (H: 1046
mm), 29 spaces (H: 1396 mm), 37 spaces
(H: 1756 mm) and 43 spaces (H: 2016 mm)
with top and bottom. Durable textured black
powder coat finish. Rack rails on the front
and back side. Bottom with generous
opening and laser cutting for cabling.
Available options include side panel, rear
and front doors. W: 553 mm, D: 540 mm.
48362-014-55 SIDE
Sturdy steel side panel for 19" rack. Durable
PANEL
textured black powder coat finish. Easy to
mount. Comes in pairs. 14, 21, 29, 37 and
43 space units.

black,
37
spaces,
21,62
kg

1

€ 284,02

€ 340,82

black,
43
spaces,
25,16
kg

1

€ 319,11

€ 382,93

black,
14
spaces,
5,84 kg

1

€ 158,84

€ 190,61

48363-021-55 SIDE
PANEL

Sturdy steel side panel for 19" rack. Durable
textured black powder coat finish. Easy to
mount. Comes in pairs. 14, 21, 29, 37 and
43 space units.

black,
21
spaces,
8,65 kg

1

€ 182,60

€ 219,12

48364-029-55 SIDE
PANEL

Sturdy steel side panel for 19" rack. Durable
textured black powder coat finish. Easy to
mount. Comes in pairs. 14, 21, 29, 37 and
43 space units.

black,
29
spaces,
11,92
kg

1

€ 206,03

€ 247,24

48365-037-55 SIDE
PANEL

Sturdy steel side panel for 19" rack. Durable
textured black powder coat finish. Easy to
mount. Comes in pairs. 14, 21, 29, 37 and
43 space units.

black,
37
spaces,
14,96
kg

1

€ 229,24

€ 275,09

48366-043-55 SIDE
PANEL

Sturdy steel side panel for 19" rack. Durable
textured black powder coat finish. Easy to
mount. Comes in pairs. 14, 21, 29, 37 and
43 space units.

black,
43
spaces,
17,45
kg

1

€ 287,98

€ 345,58

48372-014-55 REAR
PANEL

Sturdy steel rear panel for 19" rack. Durable black,
textured black powder coat finish. 14, 21, 29, 14
37 and 43 space units.
spaces,
6,12 kg

1

€ 85,91

€ 103,09

48373-021-55 REAR
PANEL

Sturdy steel rear panel for 19" rack. Durable black,
textured black powder coat finish. 14, 21, 29, 21
37 and 43 space units.
spaces,
8,4 kg

1

€ 99,11

€ 118,93

48374-029-55 REAR
PANEL

Sturdy steel rear panel for 19" rack. Durable black,
textured black powder coat finish. 14, 21, 29, 29
37 and 43 space units.
spaces,
11,16
kg

1

€ 109,67

€ 131,60

48375-037-55 REAR
PANEL

Sturdy steel rear panel for 19" rack. Durable black,
textured black powder coat finish. 14, 21, 29, 37
37 and 43 space units.
spaces,
13,58
kg

1

€ 129,03

€ 154,84

48376-043-55 REAR
PANEL

Sturdy steel rear panel for 19" rack. Durable black,
textured black powder coat finish. 14, 21, 29, 43
37 and 43 space units.
spaces,
15,48
kg

1

€ 135,41

€ 162,49

48382-014-55 FRONT
DOOR

Solid front door for 19" rack, with key and
metal fittings. Durable textured black powder
coat finish. 14, 21, 29, 37 and 43 space
units.

black,
14
spaces,
6,26 kg

1

€ 123,75

€ 148,50

48383-021-55 FRONT
DOOR

Solid front door for 19" rack, with key and
metal fittings. Durable textured black powder
coat finish. 14, 21, 29, 37 and 43 space
units.

black,
21
spaces,
8,5 kg

1

€ 139,48

€ 167,38

48384-029-55 FRONT
DOOR

Solid front door for 19" rack, with key and
metal fittings. Durable textured black powder
coat finish. 14, 21, 29, 37 and 43 space
units.

black,
29
spaces,
10,9 kg

1

€ 147,84

€ 177,41

48385-037-55 FRONT
DOOR

Solid front door for 19" rack, with key and
metal fittings. Durable textured black powder
coat finish. 14, 21, 29, 37 and 43 space
units.

black,
37
spaces,
13,62
kg

1

€ 175,78

€ 210,94

48386-043-55 FRONT
DOOR

Solid front door for 19" rack, with key and
metal fittings. Durable textured black powder
coat finish. 14, 21, 29, 37 and 43 space
units.

black,
43
spaces,
15,22
kg

1

€ 203,28

€ 243,94

black

1

€ 25,85

€ 31,02

48455-000-00 CASTERS Set of 4 casters (2 locking) with mounting
hardware.

49010-000-55 CABLE
HANGER
49035-000-55 UNIVERSA
L RACK
SHELF

Steel wall mount cable hanger. For 14
cables. Side trays hold loose items.
To mount half rack components, wireless
units, and other gear horizontally. 1 space
with several drillings for consumer
equipment, appr. 240 mm deep.
49070-000-55 SLIDING Sliding shelf. Heavy duty, all steel
SHELF
construction. Security lock for uncontrolled
reverse motion. 1 space, 360 mm deep.
49103-000-55 RACKMOU Lockbox storage unit, black, 3. Perfect for
NT
microphones, headphones etc. Keylock is
LOCKBOX standard.

black

1

€ 20,24

€ 24,29

black

1

€ 16,39

€ 19,67

black

1

€ 98,34

€ 118,01

black

1

€ 61,93

€ 74,32

49122-072-55 RACKMOU Utility drawer with keylock, 390 mm deep.
NT
Heavy-duty slides and steel construction. 2
STORAGE spaces.

black, 2
spaces,
7,17 kg

1

€ 83,49

€ 100,19

49123-073-55 RACKMOU Utility drawer with keylock, 390 mm deep.
black, 3
NT
Heavy-duty slides and steel construction. 3 spaces,
STORAGE spaces.
7,78 kg

1

€ 89,43

€ 107,32

49124-074-55 RACKMOU Utility drawer with keylock, 390 mm deep.
NT
Heavy-duty slides and steel construction. 4
STORAGE spaces.

black, 4
spaces,
8,94 kg

1

€ 97,13

€ 116,56

49302-012-55 Headphon Ideal for headphones, cables or other
e Holder
technical equipment. The stable headphone
holder swivels and can be turned away to
save space if it is not needed. The rubber
base has a strong and robust steel core. The
mounting long holes and the size of the
screw plate are suited for 19" racks.
49332-000-00 PLEXIGLA Incorporating a steel frame and a keylocked
SS
smoked-grey plexiglass door. 2 or 4 spaces.
SECURITY
COVER

black

1

€ 8,91

€ 10,69

black, 2
spaces,
0,86 kg

1

€ 39,38

€ 47,26

49334-000-00 PLEXIGLA Incorporating a steel frame and a keylocked black, 4
SS
smoked-grey plexiglass door. 2 or 4 spaces. spaces,
SECURITY
1,16 kg
COVER

1

€ 43,56

€ 52,27

49411-000-55 PANEL

1

€ 3,63

€ 4,36

Steel panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. In black, 1
1, 2, 3 and 4 space units.
space,
0,28 kg

49412-000-55 PANEL

Steel panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. In black, 2
1, 2, 3 and 4 space units.
spaces,
0,48 kg

1

€ 3,96

€ 4,75

49413-000-55 PANEL

Steel panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. In black, 3
1, 2, 3 and 4 space units.
spaces,
0,7 kg

1

€ 4,73

€ 5,68

49414-000-55 PANEL

Steel panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. In black, 4
1, 2, 3 and 4 space units.
spaces,
0,94 kg

1

€ 5,83

€ 7,00

49421-000-55 PANEL

Aluminum panel, black, flanged style, 1.5
mm. In 1, 2, 3 and 4 space units.

black, 1
space,
0,1 kg

1

€ 5,28

€ 6,34

49422-000-55 PANEL

Aluminum panel, black, flanged style, 1.5
mm. In 1, 2, 3 and 4 space units.

black, 2
spaces,
0,2 kg

1

€ 6,49

€ 7,79

49423-000-55 PANEL

Aluminum panel, black, flanged style, 1.5
mm. In 1, 2, 3 and 4 space units.

black, 3
spaces,
0,32 kg

1

€ 7,59

€ 9,11

49424-000-55 PANEL

Aluminum panel, black, flanged style, 1.5
mm. In 1, 2, 3 and 4 space units.

black, 4
spaces,
0,4 kg

1

€ 8,80

€ 10,56

49471-000-55 VENTILATI Perforated steel, flanged style, black. Large black, 1
ON PANEL perforated pattern. In 1 and 2 space units.
space,
0,14 kg

1

€ 7,15

€ 8,58

49472-000-55 VENTILATI Perforated steel, flanged style, black. Large black, 2
ON PANEL perforated pattern. In 1 and 2 space units.
spaces,
0,22 kg

1

€ 8,58

€ 10,30

49481-000-55 VENTILATI Perforated steel, flanged style, black. Tight
ON PANEL perforated pattern. In 1 and 2 space units.

black, 1
space,
0,2 kg

1

€ 10,12

€ 12,14

49482-000-55 VENTILATI Perforated steel, flanged style, black. Tight
ON PANEL perforated pattern. In 1 and 2 space units.

black, 2
spaces,
0,34 kg

1

€ 11,66

€ 13,99

50500-000-55 Trumpet
Work
Station

The unique work station is an indispensible black
aid when cleaning, maintaining or repairing
your trumpet. The horn of the instrument is
placed on the peg and fixed on the opposite
side by a cone in the mouth piece tube. This
system allows the instrument to be turned
360º and stopped in the precise position you
require, allowing easy access to the whole
instrument. The 4 foldable legs ensure the
stand is stable and firm. The work station
can be attached to a worktop with the table
clamp included in the delivery.

1

€ 97,68

€ 117,22

50510-000-55 Clarinet
Peg-Set

Perfect for cleaning, maintenance and repair black
of clarinets. The practical supplement for the
trumpet workstation 50500. Easy to change
from trumpet to clarinet or vice versa. The
set includes 2 clarinet pegs which can be
screwed to the holding brackets using the
wing nuts. Set-up, positioning and handling
apply accordingly to the trumpet workstation
50500.
For TV-pin diameter 28 mm and for 3/8"
black
threaded bolt. Attaches to all K&M stands
with tube-diameter 35 mm. Fits to TV-pin
24516. Zinc alloy with black finish.
Attaches to all K&M speaker stand, for TV- black
pin diameter 28 mm and M10 x 20 mm
thread.
The precision guitar tool includes hardened
steel hex wrenches (1.5 mm, 2.5 mm, 3 mm,
.050 hex), Phillips head screwdriver, flat
head screwdriver, and a bridge pin puller.
Carbide steel blade cuts all strings, even
bass strings. Made in America.
Tapered slip-in microphone clip, diameter 17- 3/8"
21 mm, high quality elastic rubber.
and
5/8"
Tapered slip-in microphone clip, diameter 17- 5/8"
21 mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Plastic material, 3/8" female thread, 5/8" 27 black
gauge male thread.
Plastic material, 3/8" female thread, 5/8" 27 black
gauge male thread.
Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 22- 3/8"
28 mm, high quality elastic rubber.
and
5/8"
Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 22- 5/8"
28 mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 28- 3/8"
34 mm, high quality elastic rubber.
and
5/8"

1

€ 14,85

€ 17,82

1

€ 45,32

€ 54,38

1

€ 21,67

€ 26,00

1

€ 18,48

€ 22,18

1

€ 2,09

€ 2,51

1

€ 1,87

€ 2,24

1

€ 0,61

€ 0,73

1

€ 0,61

€ 0,73

1

€ 2,09

€ 2,51

1

€ 1,65

€ 1,98

1

€ 2,20

€ 2,64

66290-000-55 HOLDING
FLANGE
FOR TV
PIN
66350-070-55 CONNECT
ION
SLEEVE
83845-000-00 GUITAR
TOOL

85035-000-55 MICROPH
ONE CLIP
85035-500-55 MICROPH
ONE CLIP
85040-000-55 THREAD
ADAPTER
85045-217-55 THREAD
ADAPTER
85050-000-55 Microphon
e Clip
85050-500-55 Microphon
e Clip
85055-000-55 Microphon
e Clip

85055-500-55 Microphon
e Clip
85060-000-55 Microphon
e Clip

Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 28- 5/8"
34 mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 34- 3/8"
40 mm, high quality elastic rubber.
and
5/8"
85060-500-55 Microphon Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 34- 5/8"
e Clip
40 mm, high quality elastic rubber.
85070-000-55 Microphon The microphone clip is made from an elastic, 3/8"
e Clip
high quality plastic material which holds
and
absolutely securely most popular types of
5/8"
microphone with a shaft diameter of 34 – 40
mm. Its unique construction means the
microphone can be attached and engaged
at the centre so the microphone is quick and
easy to mount or remove.

1

€ 2,09

€ 2,51

1

€ 2,31

€ 2,77

1

€ 2,20

€ 2,64

1

€ 2,53

€ 3,04

85070-500-55 Microphon The microphone clip is made from an elastic, 5/8"
e Clip
high quality plastic material which holds
absolutely securely most popular types of
microphone with a shaft diameter of 34 – 40
mm. Its unique construction means the
microphone can be attached and engaged
at the centre so the microphone is quick and
easy to mount or remove.

1

€ 2,53

€ 3,04

85600-000-55 »MIGHTY
BRIGHT«

Handy and compact light for music stands, black
hobby or multi-purpose use. Fully adjustable
beam. Runs on four 1.5 volt, AA batteries
(not included).
For music stand light 85600 »Mighty Bright«.

1

€ 8,80

€ 10,56

2

€ 2,97

€ 3,56

New, bright and trendy – the new »Mighty
blue
Bright Xtra Flex 2« will convince you right
down the line. The name says it all, for with
its two bright LEDs it is twice as bright as a
classical »Xtra Flex«. The LEDs can also be
switched individually at the press of a
button. The lamp is available in several
colors (blue, violet, green and black) and is
ideal as a reading light or for clamping to
music stands or instruments.
New, bright and trendy – the new »Mighty
black
Bright Xtra Flex 2« will convince you right
down the line. The name says it all, for with
its two bright LEDs it is twice as bright as a
classical »Xtra Flex«. The LEDs can also be
switched individually at the press of a
button. The lamp is available in several
colors (blue, violet, green and black) and is
ideal as a reading light or for clamping to
music stands or instruments.

1

€ 10,89

€ 13,07

1

€ 10,89

€ 13,07

85601-000-00 LIGHT
BULB
85610-000-54 »Mighty
Bright Xtra Flex
2«

85610-000-55 »Mighty
Bright Xtra Flex
2«

85610-000-60 »Mighty
Bright Xtra Flex
2«

85610-000-65 »Mighty
Bright Xtra Flex
2«

85620-000-55 »MIGHTY
BRIGHT XTRA
FLEX«

85620-000-63 »MIGHTY
BRIGHT XTRA
FLEX«

85630-000-55 »MIGHTY
BRIGHT TRIPLE
LED«

85630-000-63 »MIGHTY
BRIGHT TRIPLE
LED«

New, bright and trendy – the new »Mighty
Bright Xtra Flex 2« will convince you right
down the line. The name says it all, for with
its two bright LEDs it is twice as bright as a
classical »Xtra Flex«. The LEDs can also be
switched individually at the press of a
button. The lamp is available in several
colors (blue, violet, green and black) and is
ideal as a reading light or for clamping to
music stands or instruments.
New, bright and trendy – the new »Mighty
Bright Xtra Flex 2« will convince you right
down the line. The name says it all, for with
its two bright LEDs it is twice as bright as a
classical »Xtra Flex«. The LEDs can also be
switched individually at the press of a
button. The lamp is available in several
colors (blue, violet, green and black) and is
ideal as a reading light or for clamping to
music stands or instruments.
Multi-purpose Mini light with extra bright LED
(1 piece). Includes 3 batteries (1,5 V AAA).
Gooseneck for a very flexible adjustable
light beam. With clip to attach to music
stands etc., also usable as desk lamp. Very
compact and handy size, folded up only 70 x
55 x 50 mm.
Multi-purpose Mini light with extra bright LED
(1 piece). Includes 3 batteries (1,5 V AAA).
Gooseneck for a very flexible adjustable
light beam. With clip to attach to music
stands etc., also usable as desk lamp. Very
compact and handy size, folded up only 70 x
55 x 50 mm.
Unique light with 3 LED. Works with 3
batteries (1,5 V AAA, not included). Bright
and continuous light, flexible telescopic arm
to adjust light beam. With handy clip to
attach to music stands etc., also usable as
desk lamp. Very compact size, folded up
only 130 x 50 x 25 mm. Comes with bag.
Unique light with 3 LED. Works with 3
batteries (1,5 V AAA, not included). Bright
and continuous light, flexible telescopic arm
to adjust light beam. With handy clip to
attach to music stands etc., also usable as
desk lamp. Very compact size, folded up
only 130 x 50 x 25 mm. Comes with bag.

green

1

€ 10,89

€ 13,07

violet

1

€ 10,89

€ 13,07

black

1

€ 7,15

€ 8,58

silver

1

€ 7,15

€ 8,58

black

1

€ 12,21

€ 14,65

silver

1

€ 12,21

€ 14,65

85640-000-55 »MIGHTY
BRIGHT DOUBLE
FLEX«

85650-000-55 MUSIC
STAND
LIGHT
»MIGHTY
BRIGHT DUET 2«
85655-000-00 POWER
UNIT
85660-000-55 MUSIC
STAND
LIGHT
»MIGHTY
BRIGHT PEDAL
BOARD
LIGHT«
85665-000-55 Music
Stand Light
»Mighty
Bright Hammer
Head«

85670-000-55 MUSIC
STAND
LIGHT
»MIGHTY
BRIGHT ORCHEST
RA LIGHT«

Universal mini light with extra bright lightemitting diodes (2 pieces). Gooseneck for a
multi-directional adjustable light beam. Clips
onto music stands etc. The »Double Flex«
can also be used as a free-standing light.
Very compact and practical, only 70 x 55 x
50 mm when collapsed.
Universal mini light with 4 extra bright LEDs
switched on/off individually. Flexible
gooseneck for easy light positioning. Clips
onto music stands, etc. but can also be used
as a free-standing lamp. Very compact and
practical, only 90 x 60 x 50 mm when
collapsed. The light can also be used with a
power supply unit.
AC adapter for Germany and most
European countries. Input 230V AC. Output
4V DC. With jack connector 3.5 mm. Length
of cable 3 m. With CE-mark.
Universal mini light with 4 extra bright LEDs
switched on/off individually. Flexible
gooseneck for easy light positioning. Clips
onto music stands, etc. but can also be used
as a free-standing lamp. Very compact and
practical, only 90 x 60 x 50 mm when
collapsed. The light can also be used with a
power supply unit.
Multi-purpose, mini light with 6 extra bright,
light emitting diodes. The »Hammer Head«
is battery powered as standard or optionally
with an external power supply. Two levels of
brightness are selected using the push
button. The flexible gooseneck turns and
angles the light beam in any direction. The
light is attached to the stand with a practical
clip. With the magnet holder 85695, the light
can also be used as a stand light. Three
AAA batteries and a practical carrying bag
are included in the delivery.
The new design orchestra light with batteries
and mains operation. Nine LEDs provide an
even light rich in contrast. The flexible goose
neck is fully adjustable. There are two levels
of brightness , selected using the press
button. The complete set includes 3 AA 1.5
V batteries, a power supply with a practical
carrying case.

black

1

€ 10,45

€ 12,54

black

1

€ 15,73

€ 18,88

black

1

€ 6,71

€ 8,05

black

1

€ 16,50

€ 19,80

black

1

€ 14,08

€ 16,90

black

1

€ 35,20

€ 42,24

85675-000-55 Music
Stand Light
»Mighty
Bright Encore
Light«

Attractive, mini light with 6 extra bright, light black
emitting diodes. The »Encore« delivery
includes 3 AAA batteries, an external power
supply and a practical carrying bag. Two
levels of brightness are selected using the
push button. The light beam is confined to
the music sheet by a glare protector and
angled in any direction with the flexible
gooseneck. The light is attached to the stand
with a practical clip. With the magnet holder
85695, the light can also be used as a stand
light.
85681-000-63 1 LED USB Light for you notebook – at any time. No
silver
Light
matter whether you are travelling or at home
»Mighty
and there isn't enough light. With this new
Bright«
type of LED light, you can work on your
notebook at any time. The light does not
need batteries, but is simply plugged into a
USB port. The bright, maintenance-free
LEDs illuminate the entire keyboard and a
flexible gooseneck makes it easy to position.

1

€ 26,95

€ 32,34

1

€ 5,50

€ 6,60

85682-000-63 2 LED USB
Light
»Mighty
Bright«

1

€ 9,90

€ 11,88

black

1

€ 3,74

€ 4,49

black
(unit: 2
pcs.)

2

€ 2,20

€ 2,64

85695-000-55 MAGNET
HOLDER

Light for you notebook – at any time. No
silver
matter whether you are travelling or at home
and there isn't enough light. With this new
type of LED light, you can work with your
notebook at any time. The light does not
need batteries, but is simply plugged into a
USB port. The two bright, maintenance-free
LEDs illuminate the entire keyboard and a
flexible gooseneck makes it easy to position.

This practical mounting device allows the
Mighty Bright Light XtraFlex, Double Flex,
Duet2 and Pedal Board Light to be used
freestanding. With the integrated magnets
the holder can be attached to all metal
stands. The rubber supports and the
practical attaching clip are additional
intelligent features.
85890-000-55 LEVELLIN The plastic levelling adapter ensures a
G
wobble-free mount for distance rods in
ADAPTER combination with satellite systems. Two
adapter rings, one at each side of the rod,
should be used with a satellite system.

